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Editor's Page

TWetity Five Years of The English Record

"I just. happened to be here.- I have an idea that this simple state
meta could be used by many people as they honestly assess their par-
ticipation in history. I know that this is the way it is with me as editor of
this twenty fifth anniversary number of The English Record,

Original plans called for making this special issue a ...Best of The
English Record" number; however, as I started to go though past issues,
I realize how presumptuous this would be. In twenty five years there
have been many important pieces published in this journal. To try to
identify the best would have been i mpossi We; thus, we have a representa-
tion of the sort of material which has been chosen by the previous
editors.

I think you will find these art ides as provocative today as when they
were chosen for first publication. It is easy in see that the concerns of
EngliAt teachers have not changed all that much, but these concerns
bear repeating.

.

And what of the future? English teachers will continually be con-
cerned with language and helping youngsters gain control of it. As COM-
puterization gains in sophistication, I would predict that teachers will
become even more concerned with the affective domain. I am convinced
that we have the technology to produce a machine which could handle
the teaching of subject matter better than a human being. If this is true,
the survival of teaching as we know it must depend Upon a teacher/stu-
dent learning situation which goes much further than mere content.

When the New York State English Council celebrates its fiftieth an-
niversary, there will be many ways to master the subject of I..Inglish. The
organization will continue to be a national leader in effective state
professional orOmutations. As always, there will be concern for students
and what is best ,r them. The next twenty five years will be a time of ex-
vertu. change in Air society; yet, it we keep our sights set on helping
students make latq, urge work for Mein, then we will have fulfilled our
promise as educatot ..

2 THE ENGLISH RECORD



The First Ten Years
Elizabeth J. Drake

"Forty-niners" of gold-rush days would certainly approve of their
counterparts one hundred years later, but in 1949 we were digging for a
different kind of gold, and our immediate goal was an organization.
Before 1949 there had been dreams of a State English Councilgroup
discussions of it, letters, proposals, speculative planning. All of these
culminated in a westward trek to Buffalo in November, 1949, when the
N.C.T. E. held its annual Meeting there. Assisted by Harold A. Anderson
as N.C.T.E. representative a small but enthusiastic group of New York,
State English teachers decided to initiate a State Council immediately.
Helene Hart ley was asked to serve as temporary chairman of the group to
plan fora Conference in Syracuse in May; 1950. More planning meetings
followed, and a program was organized. This first Conference was a
great success, with Robert C. Pooley's "Where are we at?" and Archibald
MacLeish's "Thifunction of Poetry" ringing challengingly in our
ears.

From this small group of dedicated pioneers came the Presidents
Elizabeth Drake, the first President, then Strang Lawson, Joseph Mer-
sand, Sister M. Sylvia, Richard Corbin, Milacent Ocvirk, Genevieve fief-
Iron, Earl Harlan, Rosemary Wagner, and Ruth Everett. We pause often
in memory of George Dawson, our first Secretary, and William
Beauchamp, two of our most faithful workers who died during the last
ten years.

The wheels of organization rolled successfully past the making of a
constitution, promotion, memberships, and publications. Our objec-
tives, adopted in the Constitution at the May 13, 1950 Conference, were
stated as follows:

1. To develop an understanding of the problems that confront the
English teachers of New York State at all levels: elementary, secondary,
collegiate.

2. To provide unity of action in the solution of our common
problems.

3, To promote discussion and study on a local, regional, and state-
wide basis, with the intention of increasing the understanding of the best
practices in English teaching,

4. To strengthen the English program in New York State so that
the needs of our students may be met most effectively.

Since May 12 and 13. 1950, when more than 500 English teachers
from every section of New York State, representing rural, village, city,
and metropolitan areas, as well as all levels of instruction and all
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schools, private, parochial and public, assembled to organize the Coun-
cil, membership has been at a high level. In fact, one year we exceeded
2000.

Indispensable to our success have been the treasurers and their
promotion chairmen, the regional and county committees, and other of-
ficers too numerous to name, Under the guidance of untiring Sister
Sylvia, the first Promotion Chairman, every New York State English
teacher of every county has been alerted to the benefits of membership in
the Council. Nearly two thousand have continued their interest each
year.

No Council can be stronger than its conference programs. Such able
chairmen as Strang Lawson, Joseph Mersand, Richard Corbin, Mila-
cent Ocvirk, William Beauchamp, Genevieve Heffron, Rosemary
Wagner, Marguerite Driscoll and Marion Thiesen have brought to us
the country's authorities in all phases of the language arts program for
elementary, secondary, and college teachers, Beginning with 1950, let us
recall our giants of the platform: Robert Pooley, Archibald MacLeish;
1951, Dora V. Smith, Angela M. Broening, Mark Van Doren; 1952, Len-
nox Grey, Harold Anderson, L ou LaBrant, Robert P. Tristram Coffin;
1953, S. I. Hayakawa, John Mason Brown, Harry Oster; 1954, Roma
Gans, J. N. Hook, Bernard deVoto; 1955, Alfred Bentall, William
Boutwell, Robert G. Lee, John Ciardi; 1956, Charles A. Siepmann,
Louis Untermeyer; 1957, George N. Shuster, Houston Peterson; 1958,
Barry Ulanov, Maurice Dolbier; 1959, Morris Bishop, Charles W.
Ferguson,

The "Forty-niners" knew the value of communication and 'it was
only natural that The English Record was born in 1950 with Strang
Lawson as Editor, a service which he has so ably continued for the
decade. Our magazine has won national recognition, and receives many
requests for permission to reprint our articles and editorials in various
periodicals. The first year's issues were "off-set" and an outline map of
New York State was chosen as the official decorative motif. By the second
year, an interested printer was found, one who has served well all of our
printing needs at a moderate cost.

Through The Records methods, ideas, suggestions, and reports
have been distributed to all members, and the most worthwhile addresses
at our annual conferences have been preserved, Three issues of The
Record are printed annually, our own members being the principal con-
tributors of its articles, case studies, methods and devices. Some of these
printed materials have eventuated in the form of monographs. Orchids
to these authors who helped so much by their creative efforts: Richard
Corbin, Richard Decker, Mary E. Holleran, Harold A. Anderson, and
the Committees responsible for Monographs No 5 and No, 6,
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Orders for Monographs have been received from all over the coun-
try. For example, orders for Monograph No. I have been requested from
California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Mis-
souri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Washington.

A complete index of The Record is planned for this anniversary
year, but here are a few titles you may wish to reread:

Harry V. Gavot: "Regents ExaminationState Policy and Progiam"
William D. Sheldon: '"Elie Relationship of Failure in Reading to the Adjustment of

Children"
Dora V. Smith: "Old "froths and New Directions"
Angela M. Smelling: "The Challenge of Individual Differences"
Mark Van Doren: "I-low Important. Is Poetry?"
Lennox Grey: "An Introductory Perspo:ctive"
Arno Jewett: "Differing Challenges in the English Language Arts"
Paul H. Kraiss: 'A Year in a Greek Provincial High School"
Edwin H. Catty: "What Literature Is Cowl For''
Marvin D. Gluck: "The Teaching of Reading in Grades Four Through Six"
Harold C. Martin: "Look at the Secondary School Curriculum in English"
Charles A. Sieptuann: "The Cultural Crisis of Our Time"
Edward R. Pagan: "Teat Icing Enigmas of The Old Man and the Sea"
Barry Ulanov: "The American Temperament and the Humanities"

In addition to The Record, the Council brought forth a second
publication, the Newsletter, issued first in mimeograph form in 1950-
1951 by Joseph Mersand, then Chairman of Publicity. This is used-ara-----
medium of information for the regional and county leaders who are ac-
tively promoting the Council's work in all hamlets and cities of New
York State. Our Joe was the Council's third president, and now, in 1959
1960, we salute him as President of The National Council of Teachers of
English. Let us meet him in November in Denver. Go West, English
teachers, go West!

Today the N.Y.S.E.C. Newsletter is printed on six pages, has pic-
tures and up-to-the-minute news under the editorship of Sister M.
Sylvia.

Council Committees have been active throughout this first ten
years. Surveys have been made of Regents Examinations, under the
leadership of the late Dr. Tressler, succeeded by Dr. Thomas C. Pollock;
surveys of certification, spelling, curriculum, constitution, affiliates,
teacher load and class size, supervision, elementary language arts, audio-
visual aids, teacher recruitment, reading, literary map of N.Y. State,
junior memberships, and promotion. Some of these committees are still
continuing and will be reported later, no doubt, in monograph form,
Special tribute must go to one of our retired pioneers, Harold C. New.
ton, who worked so arduously on the committee on curriculum.

After careful analysis of the Membership distribution, the Council
decided to hold its annual conference in various centers of our State in
order to interest more teachers. Accordingly we have met once in Buf=
falo, once in Rochester, and once in New York City. All other times we
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have converged on Syracuse, where our initial conference was held in
1950. There it will be held again at the Hotel Syracuse in 1960.

Recently, interest in the Council among undergraduates has made
it desirable to form a Junior Council. These, junior members have a
place on the conference program, have their own officers, and.are the
enthusiastic replacement members of the future N.Y.S.E.C.

As we have grown, the Council has been confronted with new
problems of finance and organization. We have had to increase our
membership dues from the dollar of 1950 to two dollars in 1960. Now, as
a big leap forward, we have secured Hans Gottschalk to serve as the first
paid Executive Secretary. His office will include the duties of the
Business Manager which Elizabeth Drake has carried voluntarily during.
the ten years.

Another continuing function of the Council is the Summer
Workshop. Held thus far at Cornell, Geneseo, and Plattsburg, and
granting in-service credit, these workshops have drawn teachers from all
over the United States. More orchids to the countless Council leaders
who have served as organizers, leaders, speakers and instructors in these
successful workshops!

Today as we approach 1960, let us not only think backward over a
decade of experience to get new insights for the tomorrows of
N.Y.S.E.C., but also, let us pause to appreciate the gold we have found.
We are rich, indeed! Rich in fellowship, growth, understanding and ser-
vice to teachers and youth everywhere.

May I conclude this far too short historical sketch, written on the
shore of Penobscot Bay, with a poem written especially for this occasion
by Elizabeth Coatsworth, famous poet and friend of children
everywhere:

TEN YEARS

"Ten years, that's the eager time.
Then the adventures really begin!
A boy's old enough to stand up for himself,
And big enough to go off by himself,
And young enough to find everything interesting,
And new enough to feel happy or unhappy
All the way through to the backbove
To be ten years old is an exciting thing,
And if for a boy, why not for an idea.
And for its record, The English Record,
Which for ten years has honored the written word?"
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Editorial Intimidation:
A Twenty-Year Record

If there is anything to strike fear into the heart of the editor-to-be, it
is the perusal of the backruns of "his" journal. The immediate response
to appointment as editor is, of course, one of enthusiasm and confidence.
Even after receiving the twenty-year accumulation of old Records. a mere
foot in height, the new editor continues to generate ideas, exciting new
ideas on content, layout, and changes in editorial policy. But the
enthusiasm wanes on closer scrutiny of the faded stack of backruns;
"his" journal suddenly takes on communal identity, and in the end there
is the realization that it is not "his" at all. Indeed it is "their" journal.

Twenty years afterthis issue marks the twentieth year of English.
Record publicationthis journal is still prestigious among state
organs. Over two decades it boasts three fine editors Strang Lawson
(Colgate), Earl Harlan (Plattsburg), and Bob Blake (Brockport), a
dedicated associate editor, Elizabeth Drake, and a handful of excellent
editorial advisors, Richard Corbin, Joseph Mersand, Sister M. Evarista,
and the late William Beauchamp. Those assisting in publication have
been legiontoo many to cite, too important to simply forget. The
English Record is "theirs."

It is, I think, fair to say that most significant contributors to English
Education in the United States have at one time or another been featured
in these pages, as have many other prominent American writers, I refer
to Robert Pooley and Archibald MacLeish, whose NYSEC addresses
appeared in the first number of The English Record twenty years ago.
And I refer to Dora V. Smith, Mark Van Doren, Arno Jewett, Paul
Diederich, Lou LaBrant, Bernard deVoto, J. N. Hook, Margaret Early,
William Dusel, Neil Postman, James Squire, and James Sledd, to name
but a dozen more. The reputation of The English Record has been built
on the reputations of these outstanding contributors and on those of the
hundreds of others whose manuscripts have shared covers with them.
Assuredly this journal is "theirs" too.

Though the familiar outline map of New York State no longer
graces the cover, the title The New York State English Council English
Record reminds the reader that The English Record belongs to the
Council, and in a special way it belongs to the "Forty-niners," the small
band of pioneers who launched the Council in 1949-50. In a very real
sense this journal belongs to past editors, contributors, founders of
NYSEC, and to three thousand members who have supported it over a
score of years.

Is it any wonder that the editor-to-be is intimidated? Strang Lawson
"off-set" several hundred copies of a forty page publication in 1950, a
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publication that featured Poo ley and MacLeish, and Bob Blake primed a
journal two and half times that size in 1970 that featured Rod Jacobs and
other Chomsky transformationalists. The English Record reaches more
than ten times the readership it did twenty-years ago. The content,
layout, and the editorial policy appear more than adequate, and to be
truthful the new editor finds it difficult to lift the foot high stack of
backruns. A twenty-year tradition of excellence is a tough act to follow.

1 should like to begin, then, with kudos to my intimidators, and a
special dedication of this issue to Elizabeth J. Drake, First President of
N YSEC and Associate Editor of The English Record and to the founders
of the Council, whose credits gratefully are noted in a reproduction of
the inside cover from the first number.

Daniel J. Casey

MONOGRAPH NUMBER THIRTEEN
English Teaching in New York State Public Schools*

By
Roger L. Cayer, N.Y.U.

John E. Reedy, S.U.C., Buffalo
Profile of the N.Y.S. English Teacher

Preparation of the English Teacher
Subjects Taught in Secondary School English

Recommendations for School Districts and Colleges
Available at $1.50

Philip J. West
Department of English
Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 12866.

*Research Sponsored by the Research Committee of NYqC with a
Grant from N.Y.U.
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President's Message

One cannot thelp but stand in awe of the past when one con-.
templates the future of an organization like ours, which for twenty five
years has been firmly dedicated to excellence in education. Teacher.
scholars in this state's university and public school classrooms have, for
a quarter of a century, come together in the Cot weirs publications, con-
ferences, and committees to exchange ideas, and ultimately to par-
ticipate in the greats t of challenges, the teaching of the young.

On nut twenty-fifth anniversary I salute those who have come
before Its, th. ,se who are here now, and, most importantly, those who are
destined to take our placeour own students, In making them
worthwhile, ue make the future of our profession worthwhile.

John C. Fisher
State I. Titiversity College at Oswego
President, New York State English Council

FALL 1974 9
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Where Are We At?
1 Professor Robert C. Poo ley

In the title of my addivss you may detect a faint note of humor.
Humor is intended, but neither scorn nor tint ision. The phrase "where
our we at?" is an illustration of the trituriph of psychology over logic in
language usage. It is indeed the victory of rhythm over grammar. The
I le of my address is, therefore, not only a t itle but is a symbol of the text,

In spite of the ancient and dubious role that a sentence may not end
with a preposition, or as one grannnarian is alleged to have put
prep tsition is a had thing to end a sentence with," the English language
and the people who speak English have favored the short interrogation
ending with the preposition. Int imate con versation.would be robbed of
a valuable pattern were we prohibited from saying Who is it by?",
"Where is it limn?", "What is it for?", etc. So fixed is this pattern as a
form of interrogation that the people who are more interested in com-
num ication than in grammar have created the happy phrase, "Where is
it at?" Yon will note' that this phrase permits the .tnnphasis to fall upon
the terminal preposition as it does in the other more' orthodox phrases,
To shift the pattern to "Where is it?" requires mental and physical effort.
'Rule is no doubt in toy mind that the familiarity of the pattern and the
ca. of articulation will establish "Where is it at?" as one of the idioms of
standard English. After all, it is no mere absurd than "flow do you do?",
or "This is why 1 came."

Some day a cultural historian will write the story of teaching of
English in the United States. It will be a document of extreme
pedagogical and psychological interest. This historian will reveal that
the teaching of English has passed through periods of great self.
assurance and equally perplexed doubt. When he reaches the period in
wit kit we are now teaching, he will hesitate between the terms confusion
and chaos for the heading of his chapter. I shall attempt to sketch briefly
the epochs of English teaching which will form a part of his history.

the teaching of English in a really professional manner in the tin,
iced States may be said to have had its origins in Webster's BLUE-
HACKED SPELLER and the AitiefiCall edition of Lindley Murray's
ENGLISII GRA NIMA R. In other words, we may begin our story in the
last decade of the 18th century. From this point to approximately 1850,
where the milestone is the poblication of Gould Stown's colossal
GRAMMAR 01' ENGLISH GRAMMARS,. may be called the period of
origins. It was in this era that school masters discovered that English
gtattunar could take the place of tin g:ammar as a discipline for the
twining of young minds. It was in this period that various extractions
were made from the great classics to form the' rudiments of a carton of
English literature in which the inculcation of moral virtues was a goal of

THE ENGLISH RECORD
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at least equal impot twice with high literary quality, In this era the
teaching of granular as a wholesome discipline for the soul was nicely
established by Lindley Murray and successfully continued by his 110-
halms, 'Could Brown's book of more than 1,000 pages was merely the
capstone of the edifice.

We may call OW second era the period of standardization, It was
nytts'ven 1850 and 1910 that Teachers of English enjoyed the greatest
degree of assurance as to the rightness of what they were doing. Gram-
mar was grammar. It began in about the third grade of what was then
called the grammar school and went on through the eighth grade. A stu-
dem in high school was supposed to know his English grananar but was
brushed up and polished off in his fourth year prior to taking the college
entrance board examittat Mits. The study of literature consisted almost
entirely of those classics which the college entrance board had selected
and artnounced as the required readings for a given year. The teachers
knew what to teach and hoW to teach it in order to get the students
iltrough the examinations, and apparently everyone was fairly happy
w ith the scheme. 'Ihe colleges of this period expected students to know
their grammar and felt there was no nonsense about it. The college
( ;al riculimi in literature made no bow to contemporary works. A course
in Emu fish literature usually wound up not long after Wordsworth and a
very Jew Arnericau literature courses, daring innovations of the period,
scarcely got beyond Whit titan. In the heyday of this period apparently
no one questioned what the teacher did and he could continue to do
what he was doing year after year without criticism.

Nevertheless, the seeds of revolt were already sown around the turn
of the century. By 1910 the period of revolt was under way and it lasted
until 1930. It was in this time that several basic elements of the English
canon were challenged, The validity of granular as a mental discipline-
was challenged. the age at which children were to be taught grammar
was challenged, the ability of grammar to bring about better composi-
tion was challenged, the stuffiness of the literary transition was
challenged, the college English entrance examinations were challenged,
and the literary tradition as a whole was attacked on many counts, The
general unreality of English teaching was challenged; its apparent lack
of edit Mosul!) to the lives and interests of young people formed the chief
basis of attack. Among the important documents of this period was that
declaration of i t 'dependence ti tied "The Reorganization of English in
Se's aidary Schools," a report published in 1911 and sponsored
cooeratively by The National Council of Teachers of English and the
National Association of Secondary School Principals. Our National
Council was in at the beginning of the revolt and it maintained the
leadership throughout the period of challenge.

the era of revolt led quite naturally to a period of expansion which
could lw dated from 1930 to 19,15. It was in this period that English ap-
parently fell heir to everything which educators felt that children should
have and which did not fall naturally into any other area of the
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curriculum, This is the period in which the newspaper, the magazine,
the jtpular book, detective fiction, silent motion pictures, talking mo-
t ion pictures, radios, the electrified phonograph, and finally, television
became a part of the English teacher's job. To these were added instruc-
tio in speech, both private and public, debate, the conduct of public
meetings, drama, and various clubs for the propagation of creative
writing. colleges all sorts of experiments with the curriculum marked
the period. Freshmen began to read contemporary literature, popular
hooks, and contemporary magazines as their requited reading. The
course in eomixtsition began to expand itself into communication. It
added to composition various phases of speech and the skills of silent
and oral reading. In this period of expansion the English teacher took
unto) himself plenty.

'Hies period brings us almost up to today. As I said at the opening, it
is hard to decide between the terms confusion and chaos as characteristic
of our present situation. We have on the one hand scientific linguistic
knowledge beyond anything known to our predecessors. We have the
theoretical and practical "know-how" 10(10 a superior job of instruction
in our language and literature. On the other hand we have the survival
in practice of practically every known ancient method, procedure and
point of view, A student can pass in dizzy progression From ,a puristic
authoritarian to a linguistic neologist. lie can be told within the span of
30 minutes that anyone who splits an infinitive is a barbarian and that
anyone who opposes the splitting of an infinitive is an antiquarian. Not
only does this confusion apply to the unhappy undergraduate but it
equally influences the prospective high school and college teacher,
Pushed this way and that by the various forces of tranSit ion, inertia, and
Iingttistic observation, he forms convictions on half truths or emerges a
so. %yea ry cynic. What to do about this situation is our concern here to-
day

When Robinson Crusoe found himself in what we should call today
a tough spot, one of the first things he did was to sit down and make an
inventory of his resources and his liabilities. When he finished it, he
aec kitowledged gaining a great sense of relief and comfort. Now actually
his situation did not change at all, but his analysis of it did. The very act
of facing the worst and making the most of the good prepared him to
find his way toward a sane and reasonable solution to his problem, We
cannot undertake as clea -cut an inventory as was made by Robinson

twit. because our situation is too complex, but I would like to analyze
with you mane of our basic assets and liabilities.

To change my illustration, you will remember the scene in DAVID
(:OPPERFIEI A) when David, after tramping from London to Dover,
has at last arrived in Institutes house, dirty, tearful, and exhausted, Aunt
Betsey, struggling with astonishment, annoyance and pity, turns in
desperation to Mr. Dick and says, "Mr. Dick, what shall we do with this
boy?" Volt will recall that Mr, Dick says, calmly and triumphantly,
"Give him a bath." Mr. Dick's common sense and grasp of the its -
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mcdoe thing to be done could well applied to some of our current
perplexities in the teaching of English. As I shall point out in a few

mmoents, we have plenty of theory but we are often sorrily in need of
practical common sense,

I propose now to review quickly otn resources in the various areas of
Klish instruction, with the hope of establishing the fact that although

we have the knowledge we need, we have not as yet fully, or in some cases
even partially, availed ourselves of it.

I begin then with English grammar. In 1894 the Danish scholar
Otto. Jespersen announced his brilliant thesis that change in language is
not corruption but improvement. He made this statement with par-
tictdar attention to English. He showed that the changes which had
taken place and were taking place were almost entirely in the direction of
simplification of the language and i!tcreased efficiency of its use. He
fired the First big gun at the purists who opposed change on the grounds
that changes corrupt the language and depreciate its efficiency in com-
munication,

Following this analysis Jespersen published a series of papers. to
show that English grammar was very badly described by the system
which had been largely created in the 18th century. The system was bas-
ed upon in grammar and tried to force English into the pattern of the
classics, a pattern not congenial to the spirit of our language. As a result
of this artificial pattern, English grammar teaching had about it a great
deal of artificiality because rules were created to change the habits of the
language on the basis of external considerations rather than upon the
genius of the language itself. In 1924 Jespersen published his
1411LOSONIY OF GRAMMAR in which he presented a scheme for the
description of English grammar in terms of pure function. In 1933 one
of his American disciples, Janet Rankin Aiken, offered a modification of
the Jespersen plan for use in American schools and colleges. Iii 1940 she
joined in collaboration with Margaret Bryant to show the psychological
bases of English grammar and to plead for a recognition of these factors
in the description of the language. In spite of this sound and solid
scholarship, the 18th century tradition of English grammar continues
almost unchanged. leaving us with an ever widening gap between the
sound conclusions of our linguistic scholars and the archaic method of
teaching the structure of our language. To these studies should be added
that of Charles Carpenter Vries in his AMERICAN ENGLISH GRAM-
MAR . Ignoring formal categories entirely and studying the actual use of
English from an enormous sampling of all levels of English, Fries
developed a descriptive Plan of English as it is, a study in startling con=
tract with the traditional picture of grammar. I feel it possible to assert
firmly that we have sound and reputable scholarship to revolutionize the
manner in which we present the grammar of our language in schools
and colleges. But as yet we have barely touched this scholarship, High
school teachers, college teachers, and those who train teachers still
petpetuate the unscientific., largely haphazard grammatical system of
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the 18th century. When will we abandon this liability and utiliie our
genuine resources?

The story of English usage is quite similar to that of English gram-
mar with the exception that we havernade greater progress in this area.
hi the latter part of the 19111 century. a number of observers Fainted out
that the prescriptive rules of English grammar prohibited constructions
and idioms of English which were regularly used by educated people.
These rebels insisted that usage established the rules and not rules the
usage. For the most part they were shouted down and made little impres-
sion upon their contemporaries. Interest in this rebellion increased
slowly in the 20th century and reached its peak in the 1920's. It was in
this decade that Professor Fries published a series of papers p oin ting out
the discrepancies between 18th century rules and current. English prac-
tice. It was in this decade that Sterling Leonard conducted the largest
research yet undertaken in the field of usage which resulted in the
Nat ional Council publication entitled CURRENT ENGLISH USAGE,
In this same decade he undertook the research which led to his book

II DOCTRINE OF CORRECTNESS IN-ENGLISH USAGE, 1700
to 1800, a scholarly milestone in the study of usage. His friends and dis-
ciles amplified his work in the 1930's and an increasing number of
linguistically sound textbooks testified to the influence of the work of
This group. Nevertheless, the battle is not yet won. Not long ago a well-
written textbook in freshman composition, by an author whose name
would be familiar to you, was rejected in the largest state teachers college
of a In idwestern state because the author admitted that although "it is 1"
is gtamatically correct, "it's tne" has largely taken its place. The
authorities of this particular college would _not risk corrupting the
minds of its funtre teachers with such heresy. Yet these are the teachers
who are now in the high schools of that state, What, we may well ask,
will be their attitude toward usage? It is not at all an unusual ch.-
commune(' in a high school or college today for a student to spend a
semester with one teacher who not only tolerates but perhaps encourages
the use of idiomatic expressions established, or partially established, in
current English, only to move the next semester to a teacher who red=
inks and penalizes his compositions for the use of such expressions, As
Caxton querulously remarked 600 years ago, "Truly, what shall a man
say?" We have conic a long way in English usage but we are by no means
of one mind with regard to its principles, nor do we present a common
front to the public. If the leadership waivers, who will follow?

At the heart of our instruction, through the history of English
teaching, has been the work in composition, Although the purposes of
composition have differed from period to period, the importance of
writing in the teaching of English has never until recently been
questioned. In the lush. 1920's a method of educational research known
as the "case method" developed, By this method one achieved infonna,
lion by observing enormous numbers of cases and deriving
generalli.ations from the observations, For example, if one wanted to
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prihice a good teacher the way to do it was to study a thousand teachers
to analyze what they did, to generalize from their actions, and then to
teach !Prospective teachers to perform these actions. When this procedure
became established in teacher training it was discovered that the method
captured the shell but lost the heart. No matter how many tricks you
taught a prospective teacher, she still was not a good teacher unless there
was something else there that could not be described in statistical terms.
A similar misconception arose from the case study of language use.
Because I wople speak very much more than they write, said the
observers, the schools should give almost all their attention to oral
English. Never was there a more egregious fallacy. The assumption was
that the only reason for teaching writing was to prepare an adult to write
Rapers, reports, and other documents. Any good teacher of English
knows that this outcome is only one of the many goals of English coin-
positkm. We are concerned with the development of adequate sentence
structure with exactness and elegance of phrasing which.can come only
in the more leisurely undertaking of writing, the development of clear
and Ictgical thinking, and the enlargement of scope which permits a stu-
dent to continue an idea, argument, or opinion over a considerable
length of time and space. These factors are not only important in
teaching the student to write effectively in his adult life, but they are
basic to the general education of every student.

Through the 19th century the English composition was largely a
formal essay. It was academic in character and dealt with rather abstract
subjects. With the growth of the public schools and the influences of a
large number of students with less than normal skill in English usage,
the English composition tended to become an exercise in grammar and
usage. In the earlier decades of this century a great many teachers utilized
the composition to find out what errors students made in writing. The
case study method gave rise to the theory that ifstudents' errors were cor-
rected, they would write good compositions. Some of that spirit still
carries imo the present. Nevertheless, we have seen in the last decade the
growth and acceptance of the value of the concept of communication.
This concept has taught us that the purpose of speech and writing is to
convey ideas clearly and effectively from one person to another. It has
shifted the emphasis from merely mechanical accuracy and precise dic-
tion to the transference of idea in a form and style appropriate to and
most effective in the situation for which it is intended. This enlargement
of our scope has had a powerful and beneficial effect upon composition.
It has brought writing back to the communicative needs of the student. It
has Irotnoted a common sense attitude toward writing which was lack,
lug itt earlier methods. It has tended to show the student the values dap,
itropriateness and the various uses to which language is put in active
adult life. These gains, although excellent, are by no means universal.
There are still many high schools in which the only attention given to
composition to mark errors. There are still theme assignments made
which bear no relationship to the communicative needs and interests of
the sualents. There are many college instructors who, of their own yolk,
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I ion or by direction of their superiors, put a failure on a paper which has
a grammatical or usage error, Such procedures violate the doctrine of
communication and set back our progress in composition. How can we
as a profession win over ow own colleagues, and present a united front
to students and the public? How can we expect the most valuable aspect
of English instruction to he univyrsally respected until we ourselves are
mire of what we are doing?

My time will not permit as full a development of the history of
reading instruction as the subject warrants. I can omit many details with
confidence inasmuch as most of us are familiar with the development of
a system of measurement in the skills of reading. These measurements
revealed, and have now established beyond question, what many of us
were aware of in a vague way earlier. 'they show that any large group of
students of approximately the same age and status in school have a range
iti reading ability from almost illiteracy to superior adult skill. We
know, for instance, that any ninth grade entering a large school will con.
lain students who cannot read above the sixth grade level and some who
may be superior in speed and comprehension to the high school teacher
herself. We know that any college freshman group will contain students
for whom the basic textbooks are too simple and elementary and a
similar number of students who cannot comprehend what they read in
the same books. Although this knowledge has been commonplace for
nearly a decade, we are extremely slow to do anything much about it. A
small number of high schools are now attempting some form of
remedial instruction for those students who are alarmingly deficient in
reading, Almost no high school has yet dared to say to the student and
his parents, "Because you are so deficient in reading it will take you five
or six Years to complete the high school course." We pretend that by a lit=
tle coaching from the harassed and overworked teacher the student with
four or five years retardation in reacting can be made in a short time into
a normal high school student. Deep down within us we know that such a
supposition is ridiculous. Yet what have we actually done in a realistic
and common sense way to meet this realistic and common sense
problem? In our colleges we have established here and there a reading
clinic: which is in the nature of a booster shot for the deficient student.
'I'lw intention is laudable and the results are in many cases very gratify.
ing. Nevertheless, large numbers of students still enter college greatly
deficient in the power to read and receive not only no help and insane=
t ion in the art of reading, but are often times not even informed of the ac-
tual nature of the deficiency, Colleges assume and exercise the right to
reject from college a student whose physical health does not permit his
regular and successful performance of college studies. Except for a few
private institutions we have not yet dared to reject the student whose
mental condition with respect to reading comprehension is such that he
cannot similarly profit from college instruction. I think that we are
struggling honestly toward a suitable answer to this difficulty but we
need more understanding and agreement among ourselves and a more
unified front in the matter to our fellow educators. Surely we who are the
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guardians, as it were of those skills of communication which make
learning possible must strive for some standards, or at least agreements,
concerning minimum competence .to perform at the various levels of
learning. The resources are available. We have the research, the ex-
perience, and the techniques of improvement. We have not yet solved the
practical problems of who is to be taught what, where, and by whom in
the vitally important area of reading.

The teaching of literature suffers from as much confusion in basic
principle as does the teaching of language, but the confusion is more
easily concealed, If pupils in a high school class are kept quiet and out of
mischief by the perusal of LIFE MAGAZINE or the organized study of
the READERS DIGEST, no one is particularly disturbed, leastof all the
principal who in theory is supposed to watch over the curriculum of his
school. What is taught in literature classes today is the product of a long
series of influences, some from the distant past and some very im-
mediate. From the 19th century we have inherited the fairly standard list
of selections from the great writers which still forms the backbone of
English literature instruction both in high school grades and in the first
two years of college. This tradition of literature was crystalized by the
college entrance examinations of the last part of the 19th century and the
first decades of the 20th. Textbook writers and anthologists gathered
together the selections of literature which appeared most frequently on
the examination lists and built up therefrom a fairly consistent canonof
literature. Another segment in the list of our materials is the product of
the period of expansion. It is in this time that the short story and the
light essay became a definite part of the literary tradition. To these basic
types could be added a large nutnber of other materials, the literary and
semi-literary magazines, daily newspapers, news weeklies, motion plc
tore scripts, radio scripts, and jokes frotn the NEW YORKER
MAGAZINE, Everything I mention here has appeared in one or more
high school anthologies of what is technically termed literature. To
these two sources can be added a third influence, perhaps the productof
the two wars of recent years. It is the tremendous emphasis upon contem-
porary literature. The student is supposed to profit most from the im-
mediate interpretation of his contemporary society as he sees it in the
books, magazines, and newspapers dealing with the present day.

To this confusion we can bring less help from specific research than
in the areas of language and composition. There are few classic studies
of the literary interests and capabilities of high school and young college
students. We shall have to take most of our guidance from the studies in
reading which have made a few principles perfectly clear. The first of
these is so trite that I would blush to mention it here were it not for its
constant violation in our school and college programs. The principle is
that without comprehension on the part of the student no amount of ex-

!mute to a given piece of literature has any beneficial effect. It may have,
and indeed often does have, the negative effect of driving him from all
pleasure. in literature. The materials derived from the traditional list of
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English classics are most apt to offend in this regard though some con-
temporary materials are not free from the saint complaint. To put it very
simply, unless the author of a piece of writing can talk to the students
who read his book, we are doing neither author nor students any good.
Reading research gives us a second basic principle, that comprehension
arises from the association of previous experiences with new ex-
periences. Translated into terms of teaching literature, this means that
any selection we put before a typical group of young people should have
in it a majority of experiences to which they can respond without undue
strain. Mingled with these known experiences should be new ones
which can be interpreted and comprehended by association, The
literature, then, should have hooks of recognition which the student can
grass) and which give him the support necessary to make his way
through the new experiences. The third principle is equally simple.
What we call appreciation is a combination of emotional and intellec-
tual responses which arise from recognition and association. When the
material affords a maximum of recognition and association the student
can respond with what we call appreciation. When he finds very little
familiar to grasp and is bewildered by an excessive number of new and
unfamiliar experiences, he lacks comprehension and therefore cannot
gain either enjoyment or appreciation. These principles seem self-
evident, but one may search far to find high school of basic college
courses in literature planned with these principles uppermost.

It is evident that in this analysis of the teaching of literature there is
no conflict between classics and modern literature. Some portions of the
great literature of the past speak directly and eloquently to students and
are more easily comprehended than some contemporary pieces. Both the
past and the present have a place-in the curriculum, but the principle of
selection must be in terms of what the literature can do for the student
and not in terms of what we think is good for him. Literature thus view-
ed is an aspect of communication. Our duty and our opportunity is to
bt ing about communication between the great minds of the past and the
young minds before us. Considering the very wide range of qualitynt the
minds now before us in the typical classroom, we shall have to make iffi=
lxittant modifications in the traditional materials of literature presented
to students.

In our hasty survey of our resources and liabilities, we have examin-
ed some of the principal areas of what are now being called the language
arts. We are at the point where it becomes appropriate to ask again our
itnitial question. "Where are we at?" Only a few weeks ago there
appeared in the ATLANTIC MONTHLY an article by a Mr..Albert
Lynd which made a caustic attack upon teacher training in general and
English teacher training in particular. It would be charitable to say that
Mr. Lynd was misinformed and prejudiced. His statements can be and
have been brilliantly refuted by Professor Lennox Grey and by many
others. While we recognize that Mr. Lynti's attack is unfair, we must
nevertheless grant that it is symptomatic ofa segment of public opinion.
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*lite calif (Won ()I theory and practice which exists in our profession is
matched by a greater confusion of our aims and purposes in the minds of
the pnblic. That is why I feel it of tremendous importance at the present
time that %ye dear our Own onfusions by the acceptance of two well -
established principles. and second that we organize effectively to make
these principles effective among Our students and with the public.

the first basic principle I think follows naturally from my analysis
of Our current slim', ion. .I'he best name I can apply 10 it is professional
alertness. 1 mean by it the employment of those patterns of thought and
behavior that distinguish the professional man from the unprofessional.
For example. few of its would consult a doctor who had not been to a lec-

titre of his medical society or who had not read and digested a
professional journal for a period of several years. We would consider
him hopelessly out of date and even though he might have been very well
trained itt his student days, we would consider his neglect to keepabreast
of the times a sign of unprofessional character. If we read in the
READERS rncEsT the discovery of a new specific for one of the dis-
eases which plague mankind, we expect our physician to be ready to use
it immediately or shortly after. If on consultation we find he knows
nothing alma tt it, we censure him in our thoughts. We expect the at-
torney who deals with mat ters of taxation or the conveyance of property
to be aware of and to act upon the latest legislation of national and state
governing bodies. We are inclined to be exceedingly critical of any lack
of professional alertness on his part. Should the doctor or lawyer and
other professionals turn their attention to us as teachers of English,
would they find a comparable professional alertness? I leave the answer

you. I Iere are sonic of the outward signs. The first is the subscription
to and faithful reading of the leading professional journals in our own
field. The subscription lists of the ENGLISH JOURNAL and of
C.:011EGE ENGLISH for New York State seem to indicate that not.
every professionally employed teacher is a subscriber. The second sign is
the ability to read the articles of a professional journal so as to find those
that represent fundamental research kind advancement in our work.
Most of the research that I have cited earlier in this talk appeared
originally in our journals or was reported there. Much of it was scarcely
noted at the t i me of its appearance and has had very little influence upon
our work. The third demonstration of professional alertness is an at-
titude of mind. It is a characteristic of flexibility, the readiness to change
poittt of view and method when one is convinced of the significance of a

new idea or a new procedure. This quality which we admire and com-
mend in our professional brethrenthe doctor, the lawyer, and the
engineer we are often too prone to scoff at in our own profession. CM,
strained by inertia and tradition, we tend to lose our mental flexibility
and With it our professional alertness, without which we are ao to end
in stagnation.

The second principle on which I feel we can come to a common
agreement is that our primary concern in teaching English is to develop
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the art of communication. From this essential point of view the con-
tributory parts of our instruction fall into their proper subordination.
Usage, for example, is the determination of what is customary, ap-
propriate, and most effective in any given linguistic situation.
Mechanics become the study not of forms established by authority but of
the observation of how modern English is written or printed with due
allowance for such variation as may occur. Grammar becomes the
science of reporting how the English language works here and now. If
we could unitedly agree upon such a fundamental principle much of our
own confusion would disappear, much of the rubbish we have carried
forward front the 18th and 19th centuries could be discarded, and our
chief goal, clear and effective communication, would be obvious not
only to us but to the public by whom we are employed. I realize that put
in this brief way the principle is oversimplified. Nevertheless, the
genuine acceptance of such a point of view as a universal premise of our
profession could work wonders.

1 turn now to the question of organization. No profession can exist
as such unless its members are united for effective communication
among themselves. Great teachers can and do arise in complete isolation
but as such they do not roust ititt a profession. Our presence here today
is the illustration of my final point. New .York State teachers of English,
for many years organized in local and regional groups, have made
valuable contributions to our teaching. Some of the best research in
elementary school and secondary school English has been conducted in
New York State. Some of the leading writers and research workersof our
profession live in this State and exercise their influence here.
Nevertheless, today marks an occasion of gratification to us all, that over
and above the local and regional organizations which our profession has
enjoyed so far, New York State is now united in this State organization
which has its inauguration today. It is my privilege and honor as a
native New Yorker and dmember of our profession to congratulate you
upon this organization and to anticipate with certainty the advancement
in the teaching of English in this State which it will bring about, I
believe I also have the privilege of extending to you the congratulations
of' l'he National Council of Teachers of English whom I represent as a
past president and an unofficial representative at this meeting: This
organization means union for common understanding, for specific im-
pro% met t of our tasks, and for a professional presentation of our posi-
lion to the public. In other words, it is a sign that we begin to know
-where we are at."
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Some Current Issues
in English Instruction

Helene W. Hartley

Wherever changing conditions call for new procedures, or where it
is necessary to adapt the old to purposes not originally foreseen, there
issues abound. At present, teachers of English at every level of instruc-
tion are faced with such change and with new requirements. Out of con-
sequent uncertainties, three issues appear as both general and crucial.

The first concerns the relation of English to other areas of the
curriculum. Shall it be taught as a separately organized subject, with its
own specialized purposes, its own unique contribution to the sum total
of the educated person? Or shall it be taught in conjunction with other
subjects to which it is clearly related in content or purpose?

For example, is literature so clearly a record of man's progress ashe
seeks to evolve a society and a culture that it can be best interpreted in the
light of history and the social sciences? Is it, even, a means by which these
sciences of society can be taught? Or is literature so closely allied with the
other fine arts, through which men from the beginning have sought to
convey their perceptions of truth and beauty, that it can best be un-
derstood and appreciated when studied with the other arts?

Again, is effective control of speaking and writing best to the end of
improvement in general? For example, is the "composition," the "oral
topic," presented as a basis for general criticism, the best route to effec-
tiveness? Or are these skills better acquired as modes of communication
in situations requiring themwhere need for effectiveness is clearly
felt, where the means for achieving it in that particular situation are
studied and practiced, and where successful communication, or the
failure of it, provides an immediate and genuine evaluation base? What
situations in each area of the curriculum and in the activities of the
school provide such opportunity to learn to speak and write effectively?

These are but a few facets of this first basic issue English as a
separate subject, organized for study according to its own subdivisions of
content and skill, or English taught in the context of related areas of the
curriculum that provide interpretation and motive beyond what can be
provided through English alone.

At all levels of instruction experimentation in integrating English
with other subjects is taking place. In the elementary grades, large units
of instruction require that techniques of speaking, writing, and reading
be taught in order to carry out the larger purpose of the unit or project.
In the high school, integration of English with the social sciences is
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Perhaps most generally undertaken. Here experience hasdemonstrated
that a.mere fining together of one course of study with another, if either
is formalized or functionless, can accentuate futility. Integration must
start with a fresh and realistic consideration of outcomes to be sought
and of the way by which the related subject. matters can be used to achieve
these ends, with a vitalizing of each. In such integrations the dreaded
"handmaiden role" of either subject will not become an issue. in
colleges, too, particularly where general education is sought, English
instruction is being provided through broad courses in com-
munications, the humanities, and in social areas such as American life
and culture.

A second issue is closely allied with the first. Shall we cease to con-
cern ouselves primarily with the mastery of English, alone or through
integration with other subjects, andinstead regard it as a vast reservoir of
skills and values and insights to be used along with many others in
meeting the basic social and individual needs of students? Shall reading,
writing, speaking, and listening be used as means for learning how to
succeed in family life, in coming to grips with the economic world, in
solving one's emotional conflicts, in improving human relations? Out
of such proposals arise the core-curriculum and life-adjustment
programs.

Aside from these questions that concern the English curriculum, a
third issue, or group of issues, centers around the question of how. By
what content and by what procedures, whatever the curriculum design,
can the values and skills of English be acquired? For example, shall
classic or modern literature be stressed? What is the value of a systematic
study of the structure, or grammar, of our language? How can tin-
derstanding of language as a social force be gained? What place have
radio, motion pictures, television in English instruction? To what ex-
tent can pupils plan their work and evaluate it?

In meeting issues such as these, there is almost equal danger in a
timid or closed-minded adherence to familiar practice and in too quick
acceptance of half-understood concepts. A thoughtful analysis of
problems, of purposes and objectives; acquaintance with recent
scholarship that gives more profound understanding of the nature of
our subject; use of the results of careful experimentation; exchange of ex-
perietice; and most of all a sincere attempt to try, and test, and weigh
through such approaches rather than mere verbal controversy will solu-
tion of current issues emerge.

THE CHALLENGE OP INDIVIDCAL DIFEMENCES
read each one as a communication telling you aixad the writer, If you ever get a dull
piece of writing from a student. it is due to miseducation. To every human tieing
writing should he as engaging an experience as talking as talking when you are
talking about something that matters. The challenge of individual differences in
terms of writing is the challenge of getting to know each student you teach as an in-
dividual, to know his interest, his anxieties, his past failures and successes, and what's
on his mind now. In the right kind of classroom situation you get personalized COM=
Min iratithi that reveals those concerns.
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Even 'way hack in kindergarten you can find out things about the individual
children if you are alert. 1 want to read to you a piece of a little play that some
youngsters were doing in the corner of the kindergarten over by the playhouse one
morning. Of course it was 9)6nm:woos. This is what happened:

Audrey says: "I am the mother" mud Valerie says: "Why not the biggest for the
mother, I am the biggest," and Saudy says: "No, you are just out of High School."
Valerie: "No, I in the mother." Sandy: "Mothers are medium six, you are too big,
mothers are next to the biggest." Frances: "You can be the teacher ofthe school." San,

dy: "Caroline is the medionlist." (You know what the linguists would say?Thatchild
in the kindergarten has the sense of the comparative. If we live long enough this may
even conic into style.) Caroline is the mediumist she says, she is the mother, and Doris
is the l i u lest, she is t he baby. Audrey: 1.hey all go to school." She is the teacher, point-
ing. to Valerie: "She goes to school, we don't go to school, we stay at home." Frances:
"Where will I go?"Atairey: "You are supposed to go to college. College is over there
Caroline: "Now father,' ixAnting to one of the boys, "You stay here until breakfast,
after breakfast then you go to work, You can read the paper now." (See the home life?)
Frances: "This is the school, now come over here. Here is the teacher. Where is that
teacher gone? Come over here. Valerie, this is the school." (You notice herpersonality
as well as her language and her ideas.) Caroline: "Now get the breakfast. Here Sandy,
you break the eggs for me -- open the door. get me a spoon. No, father, don't come out
yet. breakfast isn't ready. Oh, I haven't atiy milk. Come here, Sandy, go to the store for

ow, get me two quarts of tttilk," Frances: "Where is my teacher?" Audrey: "You're in
college, you don't have a teacher." Frances: "I don't want to be in college, I want logo
over to St hool where there are some other people." (She is riot one of those
isolationists.) Jimmie, who is the father, says: "Is breakfast ready yet? I will be late for
work." (Have you ever heard that? Caroline says: "No father, suppose you make a
fire," and Ite goes over to make the lire, and Bobby, who is the grandfather says: "I love

to sit at the Inv and toast my toes" and Caroline says: "( :time oil everybody, breakfast is

ready," and the she says to Caroline: "Use your napkin. baby, you will get cereal on
your dress and ; just ironed it yesterday," and Doris says: "Yes, mother," mid Jimmie
says: ''My, my, what lovely pancakes." (Would you like to marry him if you could,
girls? He notices the kind of food and he compliments the ownvorked wife who is do-
ing the cooking.) Audrey: "0. I dropped mine on the floor." Caroline: "Doti't eat it
don't eat it, here is another." Jimmie: "Well, gtxxlbs e everybody, I have logo to work,
I'll catch the bus." Caroline: "Come children, you must go to school. Do you have

your news?" (See, it's a modern school.) "Do you have your news? Be goocl children
and watch the patrol Ixtys." The children all call ''Goodbye, Mother." Frank, who is
the postman, steps up and put s a letter in the mail box. Bobby nuts to get the letter and
then says: "Maybe it is for kne" and then he looks at it. "Just a bill," and he tosses it to

one side (kindergarten). Caroline: "I will have to wash the dishes. Oh. how I hate to

wash dishes." and she starts to hum. All the children and the father (owe home agaitt

and she says to all of theta isn't time for you to come home, I am just doing the
breakfast dishes."

So, as children play together, as they talk. as they read, as they write, they provide

us with information alarm their interests and individual needs. 'Ehey woo Id be learn,
ing a lot Amu! English even if they didn't tome to school. but in tilt- time they are
with its they can learn more quickly, more permanently, mote effectively, how to
speak, to read. to write, to listen, and to look, with discrimittat ion, taste, and ability to
communicate. In doing this job we can find definite aids in questionnaires, tests, anti

inventories: butt let's not forget: get to know the children.

One important device any teacher can use is grouping children within a class, to
teach them better than keeping tIwnt all together. We used to think we were meeting
individual needs if, after giving standardized tests, we formed. a "homogetteons"
group by cutting off the extremes. But you can make a group homogeneous with
respect to one factor and they will still he different with respect to most other factors;

even with "homogeneous" grouping the teacher still has to individualize the work
within the group.
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Even if you could afford it, you wouldn't want one teacher fun every pupil. That

illusion of Mark Hopkins on one. end ()I a log, and one student on the other, might
have been appropriate for a rustic age, but it our kind of society we have to learn to
work together, Language is social behavior. and yon must teach language in social
situations corresponding to those of real life, We should separate into small or large
groups, the length of t det)ending on interest and instructional need, I learned ear-
ly, from my own mistakes, that um It gimp should have sonar (inflator' interest to
begin with. that the youngsters themselves should help to plan group activity, and
that until you have developed pupil leadership it's best not to have too many groups at
one time,

The !oval challenge to the teacher is to remain awakethat is, alert to the clues
of readiness for experience, helpful in getting young people to associate words with
nonverbal experience, appreciative of their attempts at communication, responsive
to their twills and Molests.

The job of teaching the language arts is one of releasing the individual's
language potential, of cultivating his talents, of correcting his imperfections. We
shoo141 try to develop in him attitudes favorable to:

I. lively ctinseasation and correspondence --
2. reading as a study procedure and a statue of recreation

coot trolls and disci iminating listening, to capture the speaker's meaning. to
sense Ilk laupose. and to remember accurately whatever the listener may wish
to remembet

I. speaking, lot all the out asion and all the listeners are worth
b. observing. with all his senses alert to the significant and the beautiful in life

and in art,

2?
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A Look At The
Secondary School
Curriculum In English

Harold C. Martin

In one sense, I feel some trepidation at presuming to talk about
what I expect from students who have finished their high school work in
English. Like you, I am accustomed to taking what I get and starting to
work with what is, not what ought to be. Yet it is certainly not idle to
speculate on what ought to be, and that I take to be my function here.
Having taken the ideal as my prerogative, therefore, I feel that I may as
well go the whole way and push my topic front the general to the
specific, altering it thereby from what a college teacher of English ex-
pects to what a college teacher of Englishthis one, at any rate
believes should be the components and emphasis of the high school
program in English.

I,et me assure you, at the outset, that I am aware of the Protean
character of the student groups with whom you work and familiar, too,
with the diverse needs and demands of the modern secondary school. My
seven years as a teacher and five as an administrator in the schools of this
state may not have given me much wisdom, but they certainly did give
me a sense of the impressively difficult problems of secondary school
work and a harrowing realization of the need for solutions to them.
Those problems are not peculiar to secondary schools, of course, but
they are the most acute in secondary schools because no part of the
educational system has to face so great a variety of interests, preoc,
cupations, and drives as come to the surface in the turbulent years of
students growing into their 'teens. On the other hand, no part of the
system is privileged to accommodate so great a wealth of energy, curiosi-
ty, and unpredictableness as the secondary schools. Everything is at
hand for a great piece of work in the teaching of English: but not many
of its, I think, would be willing to say that, except in a few places in the
state, a really great job is being done,

In some measure, all of us share the blame, but turning one's gun on
oneself of on one's fellow is useful only if we make sure not to pull the
trigger. We may, it is true, have to have something like a civil war within
our own ranks before we can settle down to the job of reconstruction. It is
-my hope that it can be a war of principles not merely of words, and it is
to such a war that I dedicate these remarks,

First, let its face squarely this question; how bad is the teaching of
English in secondary schools today? Will you agree if 1 say that I think it
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is bad? Will you agree if I say that I think a better job is being done in the
teaching of science, of mathematics, of music, and even, perhaps, of
social studies? Perhaps you will not, but I would not be honest to say that
I think otherwise. At any rate, let me take that as a premise.

To mitigate the pain a bit, let me spread the picture, make this into a
Cinemascope projection. I have just finished reading a good many
seminar papers by graduate students, most of them graduate students in
English, who are applying for fellowships to teach freshman English at
Harvard. Of every four candidates, I have had to reject one on this
ground alone: that the candidate did not write clearly enough, forcefully
enough, perceptively enough to warrant my feeling he could successful-
ly help freshmen to write better. Now a step down the scale, At the
end of each marking period, instructors in Harvard's freshman English
course write a brief analysis of the cause for low grades given to certain
students. Their most frequent commentan honest one, I believeis
that the student did not have adequate school preparation. Still further
clown: when I taught high school English I constantly heardand
madethe criticism that elementary schools neglected training in
English. And kindergarten teachers, I know, express their dismay about
the lack of "verbal readiness" in their young charges. Were we all to get
together, graduate school to kindergarten, I suspect we would find the
fault lies in the state of our culture. Moreover, there is impressive
evidence that our difficulties are old ones, that students of ages more
golden than ours have also distressed their teachers and the public with
their lack of skill in reading, writing and speaking. The disease is not
new, but perennial. But so was typhoid fever.

If you will grant, even for the course of this paper, that the situation
is bad, we ought next to ask about the means to bettertnent. Is there a .

panacea? Will courses in "communication" do what needs to be done?
Or programs of "life adjustment"? Exclusive emphasis on reading
skills? on extensive reading? on propagL Ida analysis? on grammar
prescriptive or descriptive? on public speaking, dramatics, debate,
forums? on the reading of newspapers and magazines? the analysis of
movingpictures or of television programs? I hear you sigh, and I know
the reason. When I was teaching English in New York State, we were itn.
tnersed in, steeped in, all but drowned in the reading controversy. "Life
adjustment" was just a handor clawon the horizonif one can
conceive of hands, or claws, being so located. Oral and written corn=
munication were still thought compatible and complementary. The
argument about the new linguistics had not got under way. But change
was in the air. The avant -garde was studying the Experience
Curriculum, and Regents examinations in English had taken on the
streamlining of multiple.choice problems. Now, I am told, all these
things are upon you in full force. And in the midst of all of them you
have, somehow, to go on teaching English.
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It does little good to bemoan the present, however, and if I am to
make any contribution at all to this meeting I must try to take a look at
the principal preoccupations of the English teachers and say whatever I
can about them.

Will you accept the arbitraryand customarydivision of an
English program into grammar, reading, speaking, and writing? I omit
the rules for dating, table etiquette, learning to live with others, com-
munity betterment, Youth-in-government, soil conservation, and slum
clearance. All are important. but noneas I see itbelongs in the
English curriculum any more than in the mathematics curriculum or in
that of physical education. Indeed, not so much, because English
teachers have an endless job just in teaching English.

Grammar. I may as well make my position on the so-called new
linguistics and new grammar clear at once so that you can sit in stony
silence or listen with rapt approval as suits your taste. There is no
likelihood, in the present climate, of making converts in either direc-
tion, I suspect. Professor Fries' latest book, The Structure of English,
seems to me an interesting and even exciting piece of work. Yet I fail to
see its meaningfulness at present for the teaching of English in secon
dary schools. Grammar is. as we use it, a shorthand. When

it
teach

foreign languages. we use it to expedite learning. When we use it tp teach
English we ate trying to develop a knowledge that will make it possible
for us to talk intelligently about language. If we can tell a student that
the subject of an infinitive takes the objective (or accusative) case, we
have a shortcut to the correction of faulty expression. Without some
such tool we are reduced to the necessity of drilling him in enough
sentences to make that locution automatic a laborious and unscien-
tific procedure, to say the least. Now, modern linguists charge, with
some reason, that the conventional terminology and structure of
English grammar are based on a false analogy with the Latin tongue,
They have found a whipping-boy called the eighteenth-century Latinist
and they belabor him mightily for having deluded generations and
bedevilled students beyond endurance. Insofar as those grammarians
who, by the way, were much more empirical in their procedures than the
new linguists recognize insofar as those grammarians imposed an
overfortnal structure on English, certainly they did it one kind of disser-
vice, On the other hand, any systematization does it the same disservice.
Insofar as their analysis vas inaccurate at the time or is irrelevant now, it
must, of course, be corrected. What we want is the most accurate and
most useful shortcut to learning language that can be devised. The one
proposed by Professor Fries in his recent analysis seems to me to require
much more memorizing than the one on which I was nourished and to
substitute curiously uninformative designations for the relatively
meaningful ones of conventional grammar. If I am right, then the tool
loses in usefulness what it gains in accuracy. and I cannot see in the sub-
stitution of one for the other anywhere near enough advantage to
warrant the distress it will cause. As to grammatical matters less esoteric,
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I have only this to say. Teaching grammar for the sake of grammar is
nonsense. Teaching it so that students can learn to talk and write both
effectively and felicitously seems to me to make the best kind of sense.
Anyone who has tried to help a student strengthen a series: of sentences
knows well enough the value of such terms as "clause," -participle,"
"subordination" and "infinitive." Any substitute that do as well as
the pattern we now use will have to be good indeed. Certainly there are
people whose lives will be made no better by a knowledge of grammar
or of the Pythagorean theorem, or of the bass clef, or of the provisions of
the Taft-Hartley Act. It is not a matter of making lives better but of mak-_
mg learning easier. Grammar is a tool, and quality in tools is a matter of
efficiency and precision. There ought, I think to be no mystique about
the matter at all. If it works, use it; if it doesn't, sharpen it or find a better
one. Conventional English grammar seems to me a sound tool; the fault
if any lies largely in its growing disuse and in its occasional misuse,

Reading. For the sake of brevity, I shall skip over many of the con-
cerns about reading which must necessarily preoccupy the teacher of
English in a set schoolremedial reading, vocabulary-
building, and so on. I want to consider briefly two matters much
debated: I ) extensive vs intensive reading; 2) classics vs popular selec-
tions, It goes without saying, I think, that we hope students will find
pleasure in diversified reading and that they will read extensively. will
develop the habit of finding in what Matthew Arnold called "the best
that men have thought and said" a resource of constant and growing
value to them. In the actual work of the classroom, however, it seems to
me that intensive reading offers a superior means of developing the kind
of intellectual alertness anti sensitivity to language which mark the
educated person. And I mean intensive reading in the most rigorous
sense examination not only for general meaning but for implication,
for the unstated assumptions that condition statements, for the weight of
words, their tone and color, and their persuasive qualities, for structure
of statement, and precision of language, for relationships within
passages. for allusions, for undertones of irony, for doubles-entendres, I

believe that this is the kind of work that makes the best readers, and I
think it can be done only on fairly short selections. There is more to be
gained from a full hour of such activity ott _one paragraph than from five
hours on a complete essay or story. This is hard work for teacher and stu-
dent alike, and sometimes it is disagreeable work for the student, but if it
makes him a keener reader, we must not mind too much the temporary
distaste it may provoke. I have heard often enough and so have you
that close reading kills enjoyment. I don't believe it. And even if it were
trite, even if one had to sacrifice "Dover Beach" to gain the end sought,
the sacrifice is worth the result.

As to the kind of reading, this is what I have to say, I firmly believe
that there is no lilac , in the English program for tripe. If we are serious
about our job, we must recognize that a diet of sloppy food neither builds
good mental muscles nor develops the taste buds, The content of a good
many high school amid college anthologies today is little better than
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the content of the radio and television shows that are steadily dulling the
mind and corrupting the sensibilities of a nation that is supposed to be
literate. Contemporary writing? Of course. Rut exclusively contem-
porary writing, no. Not unless we wish to make our schools the mirror
instead of the beacon of our culture. I happen to think it is not. necessary
not even advisabletor schools to attempt surveys of 4 national
literature. But the reading of a few of the best works in English ought, I
believe, to be the core of every year's program. Newspapers, no:. Colliers
and !'/w Saturday Evening Post and Time, no; the Reader's Digest, a
thousand and one times no, Why? All those publications have a func-
tion, but they will be read and can be read without specific instruction.
The English program in schools ought not to trifle with its time. The
reading selections ought always to be superior in quality; they ought.
always, in content, to he just far enough above the student to make him
stretch.

know some will say this is romantic nonsense. I swear it is not. It is
precisely this kind of intellectual demand that is made in other
educational systems, and there is no sound reason that we cannot make
it, too. And there is every reason that we should. Let it not he said as it
may fairly be said of our students all too often that the hungry sheep
look up and are not fed.

Speaking, I shall say very little about- speaking other than this: I
hope it does not receive any more attention than is now accorded it. For-
mal courses in what is called public speaking undoubtedly have their
place; debate is valuable for some, if intellectual responsibility is not
forgotten in the 'cal for victory; dramatics offers an even better prospect
for encouraging clear enunciation and expressim. Rut it seems to Inc
that the best kind of training in speech can come within the regular
English classroom, provided that the teacher is inflexible even savage,
if necessary in demanding coherence in statement and good articula-
tion, or silence. I think the classroom is the best place simply because
speaking there is necessarily linked to thinking or ought to he. By and
large, those who have learned to think clearly will speak clearly, provid-
ed they are given practice and are kept to the mark. One of the most strik-
ing things I notice about my freshman classes at I larvard, particularly in
the I st term, is the contrast between the stunned and bewildered silence
of most high school graduate's and the confidence and ease sometimes
even glibness of preparatory school graduates. -the difference, I assure
yon, is not in intelligence; it is in lack of practice in discussing matters
freely and thoughtfully and precisely without detailed written prelim-
t ion beforehand.

Writing,'I'his is the last of my four horsemen, and could I summon
the apocalyptic tone I would do so here. Above grammar, above' reading
and above speaking, I place writing. There is nothing that so readily
shows a man the shallowness of his thought, nothing that so powerfully
stimulates him to better thought as writing. I suspect you will agree with
me, and for that reason I turn to the objection I can detect without
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recourse to anything so esoteric as extrasensory perception. Where are
English teachers to get the time to middle amount of writing they ought
to require ? 'There are, it seems to me, two ways of attacking the problem.
and probably both should be pushed for all they are worth. One is to
belat-Kn., night and day, in as many ways as possible, the administrators
of the schools. English teaching has become the dumping ground for
many duties that could very well be delegated to others. All the teachers
of a school .ought to he able to deal with language; and the newspaper,
the assembly program, and dramatics ought no longer to be the "little
extra duties" that, make the teaching of English itself almost impossible
or at best secondary. Moreover, English teachers ought to have fewer and
smaller classes than others in the school system. This is a heretical state-
meat. to make in an egalitarian society, but it is a sound statement,
Seventy-five pupils are all a good teacher can do a good job with in this
field. 'Utere ought lobe a new theme or its equivalent at least Once a
week, and most of the pieces ought to undergo revision within the week.
Nearly every pawl' will demand a brief conference between teacher and
student, That makes a fifty-hour week for any man and I suspect fifty
hours. won't even do the job.

My second proposal is designed to take care of the millenia that
must, lapse before you succeed in convincing administrators of the truth.
It still suggests a theme a week but it admits sadly the presence of
125 to 150 students instead of 75, and of all the peripheral duties as well.
It sacrifices re-writing, because something must go. And it also dispenses
with detailed comment. It rests, in the end, on the hope and premise,
neither of them really forlorn, that practice in writing will of itself
produce improvement. Two precautions accompany this proposal.
First., though not annotated, every paper should be graded in some
fashion a goad, a reward, and a direction signal at once. It is possible,
also, to work out a system that will provide for detailed reading of one
paper out of five, or eight, or ten in every set, the students being kept ig-
norant of which papers will be chosen in any particular set. Secondly,
the topics ought to be of a kind to produce thinking and, at the same time
and quite as importantly, to make your job of reading enjoyable. If the
themes become quests for the student, they will become discoveries both
for him and for you. There probably is value in the hoary topics about
last summer's vacation and plans for the future; but there is more in
topics that push the student to look inside himself and then, With new
eyes, at the world around him. If he is asking why? and how? and what if?
he will be forced to think, and you will be pleased to l'ead. The boy who
writes about the way his political or religious or social= ideas have
changed will soon be uncomfortable with cant and cliche' particularly
if you let him know you are uncomfortable, too. The boy who asks what.
his money buys, how he really feels about dissecting a frog, why he con-
cealed his pleasure at being elected to an office that boy is writing
something he wants and needs to get said in clear language, and
something no English teacher worthy the name would not rejoice to
read. Poems? Plays? Short stories? Ilumorous sketches? Yes, they too
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produce learning. Hut they need the ballast of inquiry and pondering
that only the essay will provide for people so young and inexperienced as
those in secondary schools.

Let me return to my opening remarks. We all seek development of
knowledge and reason and feeling in our students. Nothing in the
history of education shows that those things come from indifference, or
laxness, or baste and cursoriness. As English teachers we cannot take
lightly our guard latish i p of language and of literature. We shou Id not be
ashaMed to be picayune, puristic, and fanatical about our subject. If we
do not love it with passion, none of our students will.

May I close with a true story. A friend of mine, a counselor in the
psychological counseling service at Harvard, recently had a rather tor-
pid fellow in his office. I should note that the procedure used in the
counseling service is what is called non-directive; the counselor listens,
grunts, smokes, repeats the counselee's own phrases, and when occasion
demands, outwaits the counselee in almost interminable silences. The
day my friend had Smith in the office a fourth or fifth interview for the
boy he asked about a course the boy was taking, a course whose
glorious subtitle is "Ideas of Good and Evil in Western Literature."
Smith said it was going well, he guessed he liked it. "What do you mean
by 'evil'?" my friend asked.

The boy grunted, as if the question hadn't occurred to him before.
Then rose to the occasion with an airy reply, "Oh, you know, drinking,
gambling, swearing..."

My friend cut him short, in non-directive fashion. "Oh, come off
it," he said. "Stop that kind of talk."

The boy looked surprised, grew silent and stayed silent for twelve
minutes. He twisted, burbled, grunted, grew listless and tormented in
turn. Finally a gleam came into his eyes and he said, "I know. I es StitiCal-
Mg on your friends." And, utterly exhausted, sank. back into hischair.

That I submit as a parable. On one side of the desk, pain and pas-
sion; on the other, infinite patience, absolute inflexibility, and a belief in
the job. And suddenly within the room the magic of education,

Our part in this magic is only one part, and I think we should not
try to do all the prestidigitation ourselves. Let us, as English teachers,
teach English. Let us teach it for all we are worth. And let's not permit
;thymic or anything to get in our way or divert us from the difficult;
(melons, and immensely satisfying job of helping the young to read
deeply, think honestly, and write like the angels they are.
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Reading Skills For The
Forgotten In-Betweens

Margaret J. Early

The English teacher's major task is one of selection. In a field that
may very well encompass the universe, the English teacher must select
carefully in order to avoid spreading instruction too thin. The old
cliche', "We must teach less in order to teach incite." is particularly perti-
nent in our field

In teaching reading skills we are constantly plagued by the problem
of scope and sequence. Who teaches what when? The question cannot be
answered in general terms. When it is, the goals for grade seven look just
like the goals for grade eleven. And such a guide is of very little help in
planning tomorrow's lesson.

To arrive at specific answers to the question, "What reading skills
should I emphasize in my ninth grade class of general students?", the
English teacher must first answer the following questions:

I. Who are my pupils? In what kind of community do they live?
2. In their life now in that community what reading skills do they

need?
3. In the occupations they will enter what reading skills will be

useful to them?
4. In school, what reading skills are required of them?

, In a specific learning unit in my class, what reading skills will
they need?

When the answers to these questions provide a list of skills and
abilities that might be included in any year's program, this list must be
carefully analyzed to determine:

How difficult is the task of acquiring each skill? Is the inherent dif-
ficulty of learning this skill so great that instruction might better be
postponed until pupils have attained a greater maturity?

When the first list of skills and abilities has been analyzed and refin-
ed in the process of answering these questions, the teacher is ready to
look for the answer to the most important question of all:

In relation to each skill, what are the strengths and weaknesses of
my pupils?

It is on the basis of this analysis of pupils' needs that the teacher sets
up his program of skills instruction in reading. To talk about some of
the techniques that can lw used in teaching reading skills, I shall have to
make some assumptions about the needs of non-collegepreparatory
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students assumptions that in a teaching situation would be validated
by the analysis described.

In a recent study of teaching practices in non-college-preparatory
English classes, we asked students to tell us what skills and abilities they
considered most useful. At the top of the list of reading skills was: in-
creasing' my vocabulary. In this sante study, we asked students to rate
selected teaching practices. They recognized only one practice as being
widespread: "looking up" lists of words assigned by the teacher. They
rated this practice as among the least popular. '1'h is attitudein favorof
the goal but opposed to the most common means of reaching it
ough t to give us pause for consideration as we take a long steady look at
our skills program. These students are convinced of the usefulness of a
rich vocabulary, but they find the most common method of teaching
vocabulary dull. Certainly we would agree with our students that a
powerful vocabulary is a fundamental goal in education, for words are
the stuff that ideas are made on. It seems too bad not to capitalize on our
pupils' interest in this instance. What can we do to make vocabulary
building less dull?

We can teach students that the dictionary is the court of last resort.
As adults, we would add little to our vocabularies if we had to assimilate
the ',vords by the painful method of looking them up in the dictionary.
So we tea( h students the value of context clues . . . the variety of clues to
word meanings that authors provide. Constance McCullough provides a
clear and practical approach to context clues in her well-known article
on word analysis in the January, 1952, English Journal.

For pupils who have had no Latin I see very little value in an ex-
haustive study of prefixes, suffixes and roots. They need to know the
meanings of common prefixes and suffixes, and a wall chart helps here.
The pupils should construct this chart themselves. Such a chart is an aid
in building word families. Frequent, brief exercises in finding words
that belong to the same family stimulate interest in vocabulary.

Pupils enjoy word histories. In connection with studying the
history of language they can learn about the origins of words and how
words change in meaning.

Especially for non-college preparatory students, teaching the tnul-
t pie meanings of common words is important. One of the shortcomings
of the average person is the vague understanding he brings to common
words. The college-lxiund student may be introduced to semantics in
college, but it is our responsibility to see that terminal students learn
now about the power of language. We can relate to this elementary ap-
proach to semantics a study of the general and technical meanings of
words. For example, if the student learns the technical meaning of assets
and liabilities in bookkeeping, he can learn the general use of these
terms in English class.

The end of all vocabulary teaching is to increase the pupils'
awareness of words. We can develop interest in words by such devices as
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word cards, picture dictionaries, committees for adding words to the
class vocabulary. We can use committees to scan reading selections for
words that may need enriching. We can provide opportunities for pupils
to discuss their experiences with words.

In the broader area of comprehension what skills should we teach?
From the many skills that fall under that broad and somewhat useless
headingcomprehensionwe need to select those that the average
student uses. Should we, for example, teach formal outlining to pupils
who are not bound for college? When will they use it? On the other hand,
do they need to know how to read the labels on cans, how to follow in-
structions for assembling a bookcase or using a steam iron? While I
would omit formal outlining for general students, they do need instruc-
tion in organizational reading: following the author's pattern, selecting
main ideas, evaluating major and minor ideas. These skills, however,
are probably best taught in relation to content fields like social studies
and science. Teachers of these content areas should assume the major
responsibility for teaching these skills.

If, however, we ask our pupils to give reports in English class we
must teach them how: how to take notes, how to skim for pertinent in-
formation, how to evaluate material in terms of its pertinence to the sub-
ject and in terms of reliability of the source.

In teaching organizational skills, we operate on the principle of
gradually removing props. For example, for the pupil weakest in com-
prehension we provide guide questions before reading a selection.
Gradually, we decrease the number of detail questions and increase the
number of inferential questions. We move from the elaborate aids to
recall provided by detailed study guides to complete unaided recall.

While the organizational skills may be chiefly the province of the
content fields, there are many, many skills in creative or interpretive
reading that no one but the English teacher can handle effectively. Do we
expect pupils to read plays? Then we must teach them how to read stage
directions and how to visualize action on a stage. Helping students to
read in technicolor may be one of the basic steps in developing pleasure
in reading fiction.

Do we wish twelfth-graders to write a character sketch of
Arrowsmith? Before we can suggest such an assignment we mint teach
students how to read for clues to character. Easier than finding clues to
character is finding clues to setting. Yet how many times have pupils an-
nounced "I dunno" when you have asked, "Where did the story take
place?" We must show pupils in direct teaching lessons how to find
clues to time and place. For example, you may construct a series of
lessons giving just the opening lines or first paragraphs of short stories,
Pupils should be asked to guess where and Mies the story takes place
and to indicate the words that drop hints words like "hansom cab" or
"radio" or "franc" or "42nd Street." These paragraphs might culminate
with the reacting of a whole selection like Stephen Vincent Benet's By the
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Waters of Babylon, a story that depends upon the reader's ability to pick
up increasingly pointed clues to the time and place.

leachers frequently ask: "How do we teach comprehension?" I
believe we improve comprehension by the types of questions we ask. If
we ask only questions on specific details, we stultify pupils' growth in
reading for inference. We must vary the type of questions we ask to cover
the range of levels of comprehension. In direct teaching lessons, we show
pupils how to find the answers to these questions. Then growth in com-
prehension can come from frequent practice in answering questions
that determine the depth of understanding demanded by the purpose for
reading.

So far I have been talking about depth readingreading in close-
up. I have omitted talking about speed of comprehension, not because I
think it is unimportant, but because I can sum up practices in develop-
ing rapid reading very quickly. Hy a variety of materials and plentiful
)ract ice, we teach flexibility of reading rate: how to adjust rate according
to our purpose and the difficulty of the material.

Skills instruction to he effective must be repetitive. To avoid
monotony, therefore, we must strive for imaginative approaches in skills
instuCtion. And in every case, the pupil must see his need for the skill
and his progress toward acquiring it.
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The Teaching Composition
In Junior High School

Robert W. Rounds

Our intent here, I take it, is to consider some of the problems in-
volved in teaching boys and girls in the junior high school how to com-
municate their thoughts successfully in writing. Weskitl be thinkingof
composition or writing as one aspect of a broader field, language or
communication arts. And as we talk of teaching writing, let us
remember that in the classroom writing is not often a separated element;
more often it is fused with speaking, reading and listeningthe other
formal segments of communication. Perhaps as we discuss writing we
shall see instances of the "fused" character of communication and so
avoid the danger of being unrealistic in our discussion.

The first problem, a rather general one, is shared by all sincere
teachers of junior high school boys and girls, namely, gaining an un-
derstanding of the boys and girls in our classrooms. Understanding of
pupils by teachers is important, of course, from kindergarten to college;
but in the junior high school it's vital.. You just can't do without it
.and teach, that is. Consider. Somewhere during the junior high school
years most boys and girls will enter adolescence. Most, but not all, girls
will mature before boys. Amost any junior high classroom will contain
examples of physical extremes. Differing physical development means
differences in needs and interests. So this problem, understanding
children and recognizing their individual differences, is a basic one.

We cannot go into a thorough study of this first problem, but we
may be able to suggest some practical ways in which the successful
teacher gains understanding of his pupils. Let's simply list the qualities
we think of as helping a teacher gain these understandings. Such a
teacher is, first of all, interested in boys and girls. He really listens to
them when they talk and reads what they say when they write. He doesn't
listen or look only for errors. However, though he responds first of all to
a pupil's communication, he is deeply concerned with helping him itn-
prove his techniques of communication. And he sees each pupil as a
unique individual with his own special set of communication problems.
This teacher is a friendly person, but he plays no favorites. lie respects
pupils' confidences. Ile's 110 teachers'finnn gossip. In other words, the
words of his pupils, such a teacher is a regular guyor gal.

Because much of the discussion we are coming to will explore ways
of meeting individual needs, we awn 't really leaving this first problem.
If the teacher accepts the point of view implied in what we have already
said (understand children; find their needs: help them satisfy their
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needs), then everything that follows should help to put that point of
view to work in the classroom.

The second problem that faces the junior high school teacher of
comixisi t ion is this: creating the kind of classroom atmosphere that will
help boys and girls learn how to write. First, what will such a classroom
be like? Here are, five characteristics that seem impot tant to me:

I. -The attitude of the teacher is democratic, not dictatorial; helpful,
not critical; friendly, not alien. (See discussion of problem one.)

2. 'The teacher values, savors, enjoys language. He puts the imprint
of his enjoyment on his classroom by sharing his experiences in
language with his classes. He reads wisely and shares generously. He
also shares his own writing occasionally, for he must write himself if he
is to teach others.

3. The classroom is attractive and colorful, bright with inviting
posters and pictures that don't look as if they have been up since
September. (I know this is important. It's a dream I hope some day to
realize.)

'1. 'file classroom is not an isolated ivory tower. You cannot visit it
and not notice the many lines connecting it with the community and the
world. You will also observe connections with other subject - mattes
classrooms. This room deals with language in action, not language
bottled in formaldehyde.

5. Life in this classroom is social as well as intellectual. It is not
regimented. People bump elbows. Sometimes they work together in
groups. They plan; they discuss; they work out problems.

Now, how does a teacher go about creating the atmosphere I have
described? I Ie gets to know his pupils (problem one, again). Teacher and
pupils together plan units of work that will meet pupils' needs (and
course of study requirements). And the teacher tries to see that tasks he
sets for the pupils or that they set for themselves are meaningful tasks,
not drudgery. What the pupil does must have meaning for him. To the
extent that it does, the atmosphere I have described will be achieved.

The previous paragraph is obviously an incomplete answer to
problem two. In broad terms, however, it indicates the direction in
which answers lie; and, in more specific terms, the answers to problem
three, whit h we are about to look at, may also help.

The third problem facing the teacher of composition in the junior
high school is finding meaningful writing situations. (I am just now
struck by the artificial i ty of my division of this subject into first problem,
second problem, and so on. When you actually larva junior high school
classroom, problems aren't so neatly numbered. And they come all at
once, like a ton of bricks. It will lend some realism to your thinking on
this subject if, when I say "the third problem," you will say "another

Iproblem that we will call number three.") am numbering the
suggestions I have for finding meaningful writing situations, The order
of the suggestions has no significance.
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I. Establish the idea that writing is the base of communication.
When you want to he sure, you get it down on paper. This applies, for
example, to a secretary's minutes. If there are groups working within a
class, each group should have a secretary, so there will be constant need
for this kind of writing. Use writing also to straighten out a playground
squabble or to determine exactly w hat has happened in a classroom inci-
dent. (Do you see semantics coming in here?) t JR. this kind of writingto
examine and perhaps straighten out the thinking that a group has ex-
pressed on an issue it has been discussing. (Teacher: "Now, we've been
discussing this matter pretty heatedly for twenty minutes. Suppose we
take ten minutes to try to find out where we areon paper. Let's write a
paragraph, each of us, that sums up what the class thinks on this subject.
Then we'll hear some of them before the period ends.") A final example
of this getting-it-down writing is usable especially in groups, where fre-
quent evaluations are needed. Written evaluations will help clarify pur-
poses and goals.

2. Use' letters that are written to be read by actual people and that
will go to those people. Boys and girls, particularly in the seventh and
eighth grade, enjoy writing to "pen pals" in other cities or countries.
You might begin such a project with a class letter, written on the
blackboard as it is dictated by the boys and girls. It would explain the
project to an English supervisor in some distant city. Create and use in-
cidental uses for letters; for example, inviting and afterwards thanking a
speaker, arranging for a visit to a court or to a museum and then thank-
ing the author ities, responding to a TV program designed for boys and
girls. Have the children write letters you would ordinarily write yourself
in connection with speakers, supplies and arrangements. Check to see if
your library has catalogs listing free materials for school use. With dis-
cretion, have pupils write for supplies they need. (Some teachers have
misused the idea of having pupils write letters. Do not suggest to a child
that he write to an author or to some other prominent person. Do not
send a stack of thirty-five "letters" to a radio or TV program. Keep letter-
writing on a sensible' level.)

3. Introduce the children to the joy of sharing their thotghtful, ex-
citing, humorous or otherwise meaningful experiences through
writing. The kind of atmosphere we talked about in problem two seems
almost bound to stimulate, to invite this kind of writing in which
children explore their worlds, The teacher can help to precipitate
writing of this sort by sharing with his pupils some of his own reading
and some of the observations he makes on life around him. If he will
keep his own eyes and other sense organs open and share his perceptions,
his pupils will soon match his observations with their own. With a
minimum of leadership most children will become aware of values they
had previously ignored or failed to see or, perhaps, just not talked about,
Tlw sorts of things children will observe and share in classare unpredic-
table in that no one knows what they will notice, predictable in that they
will be honest and accurate and wise. They will notice such things as
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these: the feelings they have in high places, frost rimming the leaves of a
sumac bush, the «instruction of a tent caterpillar egg mass, what some
adults do with their hands, the smell of a carpenter's shop, the feeling
they have when they think about death. The shaing so far has been oral.
The step to writing will be simple if the children themselves sense that
they need to record their thoughts to keep them. The teacher may have to
ht 1p. One %ray is to wan h for interesting relationships between what a
impi I is sharing %vial the group now and what another child said days
ago. It the exact trouts of the original have been forgotten, perhaps
someone will say, "We should mite these clown." Of course, writing
need not begin this way. It may come as the result of a common ex-
periencean overnight camping trijL an expedition to a museum, a
bakery or a courtroom (perhaps for soc ial studies or science); a talk by a
dynamic personality; any chance occurrence that sets sensitive boys and
girls thinking. There are many other ways, of course, none guaranteed.
What is sure, though, is that the interested teacher will find a way that
works and that both 1w and his pupils will benefit from.

Use the classroom or the school newspaper to share knowledge
and observat ins. For many children, writing takes on meaning when
they realite that their words will be printed or typed for others to read.

5. Use literature as a spark to set off writing in response to ideas,
characters and vicarious experiences. Suppose you know that a junior
high boy or girl has just read a book and enjoyed it. Can you, with the
child, work out a meaningful writing assignment based on the reading
experience? You want the writing to be something the pupil wants to
say, and you also want to see that there is someone to whom it will be said
a reader. (There should be real readers for everything children write in
school.) 'Fry asking the pupil why he liked the book. Maybe he can write
a paragraph that answers that question. Then perhaps he can get the
book's jacket from the librarian and post the paragraph and the jacket
on the bulletin board for his classmates to read. Another person might
prefer to write a sketch of a character in the hook, perhaps drawing a pic-
ture of the character to accompany the writing. Another might simply
want to write his reaction (as an expert in books, say, about atomic sub-
trinities), and read it to the class, What l am trying to suggest is that if we
use a little ingenuity and imagination, we can make this kind of writing
meaningful.

So far we have talked about three problems the teacher of composi-
tion lacesgaining an understanding of pupils, creating an at-
mosphere that will help, and finding meaningful writing situations. A
fourth problem, the last one I shall raise, is this: finding time to read and
evaluate pupils' writing. 'The average teacher of junior high school
English_ teaches fivc classes five times a week and has a home room in ad.
dit ion. With class site running around thirty, how can the teacher keep
from being swamped by the job of reading 150 papers a week? Unless we
can find some ways to meet this problem, the rest of what we've said
won't make much sense. I have the following suggestions:
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1. With your principal, look for ways of reducing the pupil load, If
home rooms move as classes, and if the teacher of composition has a
home room, he should have his home room class 'is a composition class.
If your school is experimentally inclined, too:: fu, possible com-
binationsEnglish and guidance, for example. or English and social
studies.

2. Use an open orange-box file in the classroom and keep pupil
papers in it in manila folders. Use occasional bits of time for classroom
conferences with pupils, checking the work in their folders with them.

3. Examine your position in relation to the-pupil and his piece of
writing. Is he writing for you? For a grade? To communicate his
thoughts to you? Or is he writing to communicate his thoughts to a
group that includes you? What I am getting at is this: We want pupils to
write in meaningful circumstances, to communicate to someone when
they write. We want such communications to be complete; that is, we
want someone to hear or to read the communication. If that is true, isn't
our purpose and the pupils's achieved when the paper is read or heard by
the audience to whom it is addressed? Doesn't the pupil often know right
then whether the paper was successful or not? If we take the paper home
then and examine it for success or failure, aren't we actually conducting
a post fitment when th... cause of death is already known? I'm ex-
aggerating, of course. Yet I think we have a tendency to see our jobs
bound by the time we have to read and grade papers. We shouldn't. Our
jobs are much broader and more significant, and we mustn't let
ourselves be swamped by unnecessary details.

4. Help pupils to set up and maintain their own individual stan-
dards for spelling and mechanics. Teacher-imposed standards and goals
are often less effective for the pupil than self-imposed ones. Use pupil-
helpers to check papers for mechanics. Release yourself in these ways for
conferences.
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Individual Differences:
The Basic Problem in
Planning a Junior High
School Reading
Program

Elizabeth M. thews

Perhaps you will not all agree with me that our basic problem in
planning a junior high school reading program is in taking action on
what has almost become a cliche'adjusting to individual differences.
You will agree, however, that at this period of schooling the range of
abilities is greater than it ever has been before, that there is more demand
for reading as a skill, and that most teachers in junior high schools are
relatively innocent of the art of teaching reading. Too often when tests
are given, results are ignored and children who are very different are
taught as if they were all alike. This is not to say that no tests should be
given. On the contrary, testing and the determination of instructional
needs is a necessary part of any good reacting program. There is,
however, a need for intelligent choice, administration and use of tests.

Adjustment Needs as Indicated by Range of Ability

Although the range of reading skills is an easy matter to determine,
many times proper precautions are not taken in measurement. Often we
consider variations to be smaller than they are because of testing
procedures. For example, a single test for all children, usually an
elementary form for grades seven, eight and nine, results in arbitrary test
floors and ceilings. Slow students receive unrealistically high scores
while the hello. readers' scores are lOwered by inadequate testing at up-
per Iintit57 In attempting to view the situation more realistically, we
have, in our junior high schools in Lansing, used primary and in.
tertnediat forms and informal inventories with our poorest readers, and
advanced level or even college tests with our most able. The range of ob
mined scores has been, in each of three junior high schools surveyed,
from pre-primer to sixteenth grade level. in New York the situation
appears to be no different. Ilereagain there are 16- and 17-year-olds with
normal intelligence who can read not at all or only poorly in primary
reading materials, and again we find high school students with reading
skills at the college graduate level. As you would expect, reading, like
other developmental skills, follows a normal bell-shaped distribution so
that in an unselected population there are about equal numbers above
and below average. Often only one -third of an eighth -grade group test at
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grade level, with one-third testing above, ranging in grade level from
ninth to sixteenth, and one-third falling below, from seventh down to
first grade level.

Adjustment Needs as Indicated by Study of Materials

If we recognize this great range of abilities as a reality, we must also
recognize the need for special teaching approaches and materials. 'Two
years ago one of the superintendents in Lansing asked me a very logical
question: Could a group of seventh graders reading at sixth grade level
use texts designed for grade seven? In order to supply an answer for this
question we set tip a small experimental study. Fifty students with nor-
mal intelligence who read at or near the sixth grade level were selected,
(An individual intelligence test, the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children, as well as group an adividual reading tests, were used in the
evaluation.)

Our next step was to select median or average paragraphs from the
social science and science tests. Three readability formulas (the IDale-
C.hall, the Flesch, and the Lorge) were applied to the texts, and in this
way we chose a selection of somewhat over 100 words that was fairly
representative of each book. Eight to ten comprehension quest ions were
then developed lot each paragraph. The final step was to ask each of the
50 to read the two paragraphs orally in an individual situation. A stu-
dent was judged to be able to read the material with understanding or
proficiency if he could pronounce 95 per cent or more of the words or if
he were able to answer correctly 75 per cent of the composition
questions. Only oat. of the 50 could read the science paragraph ade-
(windy and only two , null read the social science selections. It should
be mentioned here, however, that even though the books were labeled
seventh grade texts, their readability level, as indicated by the formulas
used, was more nearly eighth grade.

In considering the extremes of the distributioni.e., the lower and
upper thirdsit seems fairly clear, if our experimental study means
anything, that the lower group cannot read typical texts with any degree
of skill and understanding. A search for other materials for these
students, therefore, seems indicated. Tittle is moreover the question as to
whether adjustments are also needed for the upper third. Since we have
shown that texts, at least junior high texts, are sometimes written above
grade level, it seems feasible that they would be suitable for sonic of the
betty! students, The students who read at college level, however, would
profit by something mote advanced.

Adjusted Programs as a Possible Solution

In Lansing, as in many other school systems, adjusted materials and
programs have been tried. Two of these programs have met with con-
siderable success and acceptance, namely, adjusted instruction for the
lowest 20 to 30 per cent and programs for the most gifted, With the lower
third we have found it most successful to place the students in groups of
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15 to 20 and to allow them to select several easy texts or read From a varie-
ty of library materials. l'eachers volunteer For such adjusted instruction
and usually do not teach more than one or two classes of this type. An ef-
fort is also made to keep the program Flexible. Children are placed in ad-
justed classes only if they need easy level materials in a particular area.
Thus, a student may be in a regular mathematics class and yet he in ad-
justed English. An effort is also made to move a student into a regular
grade placement as soon as he no longer needs special materials.

Adjustments for the very able readers are still very much in the ex-
perimental stage but the small-scale attempts have been well accepted by
children, school people and the general public. Critical reading classes,
stressing both depth and breadth in a given subject area, are being tried
in grades seven, eight and nine. Research seminars, also stressing critical
thinking.and reading, have been another approach. Studies have been
carefully ontrolle:I. using matched groups (sex, age, and intelligence
level) as well as pre-tests and post-tests to determine possible gains.
Results are promising, but there is a need for much more study as well as
For experimental work with larger groups.

Need for Action Not Reaction

If we are going to try to improve reading instruction, we do not need
to search for some new answer or for some magic panacea. We actually
have many of the answers to the quest ions we have been posing year after
year. What is now needed is the courage and the persistence to do what
we have talked about so hopefully or perhaps even so despairingly: to
recognize the range of differences and make the necessary adjustments.
We have tests to determine reading level, we have students in all of our
schools who need the adjusted instruction, and we now have many ex-
cellent materials which appeal to readers of all descriptions. There are
many ways to meet the problemsome prefer to use a core activity or
unit or art individual project in heterogeneous groupings, some prefer to
reduce the range of reading levels by more homogeneous grouping, and
some use special reading consultants or teachers. The point I want to
make is that we should do something. As yet we do not know the "best"
way, but there are many approaches which make far greater allowances
for individual differences than a one-text, uniform assignment method,
Instead of merely talking about the necessity of taking differences into
account we must at upon our knowledge.

We have all been asked to give our main wish concerning the plan.
rung of reading programs. Mira, i8 simply a desire that we make use of
the knowledge we already hare.
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The College Problem of
English Vocabulary

1.(1) I,. Rockwell

Criticism of the teaching of English in the I 'tilted States ranks next
after criticism of politicians as a favorite indoor sprat. Let rue say at once
that as a college teacher of English I have no criticism of English
teaching in the schools. Rather I have the greatest admiration for what
English teachers achieve imder great handicaps.

I agree with the man who is probably the It informed foreign
title of our country, Denis Brogan of Cambridge. lie has said: ''File

pol it ical function of the schools is to teach Anwricanism." Ile adds: "the
task of an American sclun is in many regions to teach the American
language, to enable it to compete with Spanish, with French, with Yid-
dish, with German, with Swedish," Finally lw concludes: the cotrntless
teachers who have labored, pedantically, formally, with complete and
erroneous conviction that there are correct standards, have been heroes
as im[ortant in the mass as was William McGtaley."

Those who compare us, to our disadvantage, with the school
ahievement in England and Scotland overlook t lw great differences in
our situation. England ival lowland Scotland have' spoken English for
cent' tries. Mete we have millions of children who have to learn English
as a foreign tongue. Many of them are sprung from immigrant parents
who have come to Americt chiefly. as Dollarland, so that their aims have
been materialistic and they have been uninterested in "The American
Way," Indeed, many leaders of immigrants frm the beginning have
been hostile to our culture, including the language. In early times Ger-
mans were chiefly subject to this separate tessure. hglay it is perhaps
chiefly French Canadians and Puerto Ricans who suffer under it,

I shall not go into the many other forces hostile to the teaching of
the language. They are familiar to yon. And in the colleges we also suffer
from different but equally strong hostile forces. These too you know, So
let us turn to the English vocabulary itself, I low much more difficult
that is to learn than it was fifty years ago when I was a college student!
And how enormously more difficult it is than it was when in 1828 Noah
Webster first published his American Dictionary of the English
Language! That work, the most complete of its tune in the coverage of
English words, listed approximately 70,000 "words," Today our selec-
tive collegiate dictionaries list roughly twice as many, and the Merriam
Webster's New International Dictionary, second edition of 19:4,1, melted.
ed I100,000 "vocabulary items," as the editors called them, and even then
was incomplete,
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It is then not kable that %ye Fitglish teachers ourselves never
master the -woncl-hoaid," as you may call it if you are an antiquarian,
the "vocabulary" as ve usnallv term it, on the "lexicon" if you prefer a
hilalin in expression. And if ye cannot master it, %chat can ve expect Of
out students? TO I' slat', (1)1111IS (U1%011(11

It) WS(' (fill judgment as to the most useful wouls, and numetons other
devio es to make out lea( hing mole 1111(.1144cm,

before we go) further, ve must make an important distinction
beuveen two phases of vocabulary learning. Ve must distOuguish
between an individual's irroductive vocalnilarv,%vhich he uses in speak-
in14 and writing, and his recognition zocabillary. %%lkh he employs in
listening and reading. In the colleges wed() pretty well %vitt) the produc-
tive vocabulary. In wurses specifically devoted to writing and speaking,
ve tail, under favorable conditions, equip a student t%1111 111c diction he
needs to speak and write as an educated man should. By favorable con-
ditions I mean primarily an experienced teacher ancl a small class. /VI
Colgate we make a fairly successful effort to limit our courses in speech
and writing to a maximum of tveuty students. A class like that enables
the teacher to give individual attention. Beyond that site, every added
student tie( teases the effectiveness of instruction.

But the remgnition too abulary is another matter. English words are
increasing by thousands every year, Some of the nets' ones we learn
because of their frequency of ()um )(lice, In it many whit h educated well
and women should know. are rare in appearance. Besides that, the older
tvords are less and less familiar to) every. generation. 'Fills is particularly
true of the %%Inds used in standard literature.

This term I have a course in the recent American time!. The
pteliminary registration is usually too large. At the beginning of this
term, after warning the group that only those who comic! read rapidly
and well should attempt the course. I gave them objective evidence of
their relative ability by administering a vocabulary test.

For this diagnosis I employed the Inglis ''Test of the Intelligent
Reader's Vocabulary," which probably many of you know. It is a one-
hundred.fifty-tvord multiple choice test; most students can finish it in
thirty minutes. It is primarily a test of the olde vocalmlar. since it was
prepared by Alexander of the I !avail! Graduate School of Education in
the 1920s. Its use in this course is justified by the fact that even in recent
novels a good deal of the traditional wort! -stock appears.

Now I should add that at Colgate our students are pretty carefully
selected, ancl that those who survive to be upperclassmen have hada fair
"general ethic at io on." Ill additionl should say that Ivy to course is an
()annum gatlierion tours!', students coming from all fields, with a
sprinkling of highs!) majors,

(.)t) the test approximately. half of these juniors ancl seniors ranked
lower !him the median scione for college freshmen when the test was stars-
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dardized. Now we must riot generalize too broadly from this showing.
Had I given the group the Michigan Profile Test covering eight fields of
human activity it is probable that these lads would have outranked their
fathers when the fathers were in college. It is possible that they would
have outranked their mothers as college girls, though this is less likely.
For one need not agree altogether with Ashley Montagu in his assertion
of "the natural superiority of women," but experienced teachers are like-
ly to agree that girls are superior in the mastery of the language arts.
Perhaps Weston I ,aBarre is right in saying that our foolish clinging to
the outworn Hebrew patriarchal tradition and to Greek Platonism, even
when biology, linguistics, and other sciences have shown the fallacy, are
responsible for male domination of our culture.

it is certainly not irrelevant to our problem that there are more
women than men of college age in the United States but that our dis-
criminatory policies permit only half the women to enter college. It has
often been remarked that the term "mother-tongue" is peculiarly ap-
propriate for our native speech because the mother is the most important
early teacher of a child. And if it is true, as linguists assert, that by the age
of five a child has usually mastered the structure of his native language,
then the importance of this early training is obvious. If the mother is un-
able, through ignorance. too large a family, or the disintegrating in-
fluences of modern life, to lay a good foundation, a child may suffer from
that deficiency into college and beyond. Certainly half my novel
students needed more experience with the mother-tongue.

To return now to our problem, what can we college teachers of
English do about this urgent need for expansion in range and accuracy
of a student's recognition vocabulary? I think the first need is diagnosis,
at the beginning of the freshman year, of the individual's linguistic
achievement. In this respect colleges have made some progress. I sup-
pose all colleges now give. placement tests of an individual's achieve-
ment in the various fields. But it seems to me that vocabulary has not so
large a place in the battery as it deserves. Would 't not be well for colleges
which have a course in freshman English to supplement the general
placement tests with others given at the outset? Frequently the simple
diagnosis of his deficiencies is a powerful stimulus to a student to look
about for means of remedying them. Every year students who have
suddenly become aware of their need come to me for advice on indepen-
dent study.

At Colgate we have no course in freshman English' except for
students who are obviously in need of remedial work, for whom we
provide a writing laboratory and a reading clink. But under this Func-
tional English Program we have persuaded our colleagues in other
departments that the general problem of English is their problem as
much as it is ours, and within the limits of their competence and energy
they are doing a good deal in this matter. Some courses have prepared
special glossaries of the technical terminology of the field,
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In colleges in whit h freshman English is a general requirement, a
good deal can he done. Even though the primary emphasis may be on
writing, a good deal of reading way he done, both intensive, with sharp
questioning on the meanings of words in context, and extensive, in
%dna) the aim should be enjoyment, as a stimulus to independent
reading.

Today we hate a new weation in our ill1011111 to encourage indepen-
dent reading. When, back before World War 1,1 was a student in German
universities, I envied Furor-wan students the cheap editions of literary
%%nks, such as the Reclam Bibliothek and the Classiques pour Taus,
'Today we have not only a wealth of excellent reading in paperbacks, but
a composite catalogue of paperbacks in print. Low cost is not the only
advantage of the paperbacks. They are compact: not so much space is
devoted to cardboard as in the hardbacks. They lake up little space in the
pocket or the living -room. In the constricted living quarters of today,
that is an important advantage. In an age in which, following the dic-
tates of so-called "gracious living," in many homes the bar has replaced
the bOokCISr. paperbacks area boon not to he sneered at, A society which
calls alcoholism an illness, and vet devotes strenuous efforts to en-
courage the spread of this illness beyond the four and a half million
ale ottolic s how costing us all so much in money and human suffering,
may well tolerate a reading habit as an alternative to the anti-
intellectualism of the bar-room. It is perhaps part of our duty to per-
sua(e intelligent members of the coining generation that a book is a
better companion than a bock.

.mother i)owerful weapon, perhaps more difficult to learn to han-
dle, is a high-powered (hut ionory. Whether your personal preference be
for the Webster Collegiate, the ,,linerican College Dictionary, or the
Webster New Maid, your English department should make sure that
every student has a copy of one of these and with prayer and perspiration
ton should ponder how to make. tudents understand and enjoy the "dic-
tionary habit." Publishers are glad to help in this task. Naturally some
students are linguistically sandblind, but many can he made aware of the
fascination of the history of words.

A piece of good news is the recent issue of a new single' - volume edi-
tion of the slat hews Dictionary of Anterican isms. It cart now be had for
$12.50 instead of the $50 (less educational discount) I had to pay for it
when it was first published. It should be easily available to students. Our
good fortune today in an abundance of good dictionaries is not always
with/ed.

It is unfortunate that Nir. Mathews has not issued it revision of his
Sarpet, of English Dictionaries published in 1933, out it still has
usefulness; my article -Look It tp in 1Vhich Dictionary?"t in the
English flee will supplement it,

If you do not know Mt. Guralnik's essay on the making of a dic-
tionary and I tarry Varfer s song of praise for the Webster's Vete Work/
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Dictionary, they will doubtless be sent you upon request by the World
Book Company.

Of course it is true that, as Leta Ilollingworth pointed out long ago,
control of vocabulary is a function of general intelligence, so that one
must not expect too much from the best teaching devices. Johnson
O'Connor's discovery that success iii life correlates with range and ac-
curacy of individual vocabulary may however inspire some of the less
promising to make the old college try, if his findings are made known to
students.

The value of direct vocabulary study with workbooks is still a con-
troversial matter; with our linguistically underprivileged generation it
seems to me it cannot be harmful, although the enthusiastic claims of
the compilers of workbooks are perhaps exaggerated. Some colleges
have courses devoted to vocabulary,

I think general reading is the best single method of expanding
vocabulary. and the habit once formed is apt to maintain the alertness
necessary to keep up with linguistic change in this field. In a college
class one can often find opportunity to recommend specific books and
articles; the appeal is strengthened if the book or periodical is visible.
Immediate results will almost certainly be slight, but even a 5% return is
worthwhile; and I have evidence to show that the long-range effect is at
times surprisingly goekl.

Another duty of the teacher of English at all levels is to encourage
the study of foreign languages. As Ben Franklin said, we must hang
together unless we wish to hang separately. The country generally is
recovering somewhat from a had attack of linguistic isolationism, partly
induced by certain professors of education. You should know the values
of foreign language study for gifted students. Your department should
have several copies of the 1)ooklet The National Interest and Foreign
Languages, initiated by the U.S. National Commission for tNESCO:
you. yourself. should have read the first seventy-two pages. Today I am

Inot thinking of those values. am concerned only with the value in
developing the vocabulary of English.

ha this purpose. of the two classical languages I think for the next
half-century Greek will prove to be more valuable than Latin as a college
study. More and more our technical vocabularies are composed of
Greco-English formative elements. I have one friend, a professor of

rolo*., who says he does not care what studies a student who comes
into his classes has had, except for Greek, which he would like all to have
had.

I .at in is likely to prove less valuable. I say this with pain, since I had
a love affair with Latin all through my college course, and occasionally
read it now. But the strong tendency in English today is to replace
Latinate words with Germanic forms. I have for several years been
()netting adjectives and nouns converted by functional shift from verb
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adverb combinations. I have hundreds of them; in many instances they
ire replacing Latinate terms. Of course I discovered soon after leaving
college that the p )ssession of a I .atin.re vocabulary could at times be dis-
adventageous, and %V( all know how the attempt to apply the terms of
Latin gnmunar to English has long hampered our understanding of
English structure, and of the desperate struggle linguists have had to
deal with old-guard defenders this Proc.! ustean system.

Of the modern languages, most collegiate freshmen having had
French, one should perhaps with many advise its continuance, since the
ic,:hwiice of the Norman conquerors of England and the long con-
tinuance of borrowing from modern French make it perhaps for our
purpose the most useful of European tongues.

Next I should place German; although Ow borrowing from this
tongue has slackened, it has been and will continue to be significant. Of
course Italian, Russian, Polish, Pennsylvania Dutch, and several other
languages have particular value 111 certain regions, but more for their
own sake than for their influence on

Somewhere ill college, too, a student should he acquainted with the
elements of semantics and semasiology, and gain some notion of
phonemics and phonetics, in order to become aware of the treacherous
nature Of linguistic symbolism. Some of this can doubtless beacquired
in courses in communication, but certainly the more promising should
have an opportunity to elect a course in General Linguistics with a
teacher who is abreast of recent findings in this field.

I h. a I, .111111111.1 .46..111,4, 1.m111111111. loin.

I 1"1.111). 11 \ 2 11 will 111..2
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Goals In Teacher Education
Programs For Junior
High School. Teachers
Of Language Arts

Arno Jewett

"Elie word "goals" in the tide reminds me that we educators like to
cling to our old fashioned terminology. In Government circles
metaphors have changed during the past 20 years. Whereas we once talk-
ed about laying a firm foundation for our projects, we now stress the im-
portance of getting them off the ground. And I am not referring only to
space satellites.

In planning it program of leacher education, certain information
seems essential:

. What does the public want and society need in terms of education
for its youth? 'Mese are the aims of education.

2. What. kind of student is being educated: what are his needs, in-
terests, motivations, and growth characteristics? The student is
the product of education.

3. What qualities and competencies should a junior high school
teacher of language arts possess in order to achieve desired aims
in educating boys and girls aged 12-15? The teacher is the
primary instrument of education.

Also, in setting up goals, there are certain facts which we need to
know for New York State. What is the trend in junior high school
growth today? What is the average size of the junior high schools? Where
are the three-year junior high schools usually found and the six-year,
combined junior-senior high school? What subject-matter com-
binations involving language arts are prevalent in the three-year junior
high school and in the six-year junior-senior high school? What are the
implications in block-time scheduling for the preparation of language
arts teachers? Who is teaching core? What is taught in core programs?
1 low does core affect teen-agers' reading and writing skills and their un-
derstanding and enjoyment of literature?

Office of Education statistics gathered during the past few years
have indium ccl that various types of junior high schools are steadily out-
distancing the 8.4 type of school organization in the number of pupils
enrolled in grades 7, 8, and 9. Our figures for the public secondary
schools in New 'York State in 1952 showed that there were 151 junior
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high schools Am1151 undivided junior-senior high schools, or a total of
602 out of 950 secondary schools in your State.' Approximately half of
the pupils in grades 7, h. and 9 were in some form of junior high school.
Over ti3 per cent of our public secondary schools in 1952 were either
junior or junior-senior high schools. Today, the number is certainly
larger. The average enrollment of your jimior high schools in 1952 was

851; of. you! undivided junior -senior high 5(110015,111.

Almost 1)8 per cent of your junior-senior high schools in 1952 were
in rural coMmunities under 2,500 and IN per cent were in towns ranging
from 2,500 to 10,000. Three-year junior high schools predominated in
urban communities of 10,000 or more. Almost 87 per cent of the three-
year high schools were in cities of 10.000 or more.2

"Flw concern for the boy and girl of 12 and 13 who are leaving
childhood and entering the hectic transitional period of adolescence is
perhaps the present raimm d'etre of the junior high school. One of the
primary functions of the junior high school is to help the adolescent
through this maturational period, at the same time educating him so
that he will 1w prepared to succeed in his school, college. and lifework.

To help junior high school teachers know their students better,
more and more principals are scheduling block-time classes in which a
teacher is with the same class for two or more periods. Although such
scheduling arrangements are sometimes called core, or general educa-
tion, or unified studies, they frequently consist of two subjects taught
during consecutive !units with varied amounts of correlation between
silbjeft,. In a study completed in 1956, Dr. Ellsworth Tompkins found
that out of 61 junior high schools in New York State responding to a
qttehtioimaire..16reported having block -time classes. (Note: The sample
may not lx' representative.) English and social studies and English and
citizenship were the combinations taught in 3.1 of the ,16 reporting
schools.1 Perhaps a tentative conclusion to draw here is that our future
English teachers should have a major in English and a major or minor
in social studies.

Of course yon realize that your teacher education program will, to a
certain extent, he based upon data which yoit collect concerning your
wit college graduates. pot- example, where do they accept their first
junior high school employment? What subjects do they teach? What
does the community expect of them in extra- school service? flow long
do they stay in their first teaching position? %%11(41 they leave, where do
they accept etnployment?

As you know, the qualities and characteristics of a first-rate teacher
have been described many times. l'nfortunately, research has revealed
very few factors which correlate close! y with Si tucessfui teaching. Among
these are a liking for children, emotional stability, and success in student
teat !ling. In this connection, the 1,650 delegates to the White House
Conference on Education submitted a description of a good teacher.
Their statement includes most of the general goals for a comprehensive
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teacher education plogtant. In its report to President Eiseoltinve, the
committee On "I [my Can Ve Get Enough C;oncl 'reachets and Keep
Them?" wrote:

.1 good teat 114.1 1. (mu hos ail .1( I i%( ( 1111(11111 and lias a ',wall
4.(111(ati(al.ol 1,1411111111: poult.ssilmall% ( (m11)1.1(.111: 1)11 ,sesses 4;1)11(1
ph% al and Itirlital III'. .1 guild 111(11.11 ( halal 1(1: !mimis's (Isii I'll %cll.

%%lak I mist' tic ti%(.1% %%1111 (1111(.1 1)1()Itssillnal %%4111:v1s, pairills. and
ihr : is 1,1111111 III 14.,11111114 I .1 Inui4 -011ot.

In addition, the subcommittee mote:

Fvo) parent 4% 11t.lot hI ( bild a Iva( 11,1 %viol otiotititial stability.
tiodristatitlitig 11a1i4 114 r. sin( (t. inti.o.si ill.lnd it.siwt t lul othrt s..itid gond bealtb. All
the art the mai k a gond teat her, hot dirst..ito ihtitcst ;moot substittiti.
lot thy liolaship. thy edit( allow! poise. die t 1111illI 111 leclitig builig equal 141 111(
( 11;111(.11ge 11 1);14 111114 that ( an (1)1111 ()1111' !IMMO 011)AI:111(111 the higlii.st (mkt..

Before %%'e consider specific goals in teacher education prograrnti for
junior high school teachers of language arts, SV( might briefly review
what parents and other citizens expect Of youth enrolled in the junior
high st hooirealizing, of course, that the junior high school is not a
separate segment of our public- school system. It is a few critical rungs on
the single educational ladder that begins in kindergarten and reaches up
into college.

Al the 11'llite I louse Conference on Education there wits remarkable
agmettu.nt Arming busittesstnen, labor leaders, fartmrs, educators, and
other citizens concerning what our schools should accomplish. In the
field of language arts the consensus was that the schools should continue
It) develop:

I. The fundamental skills of communicationreading, writing,
spelling as we'll as other elements of effective oral and written ex-
pession.

This aim headed the list. Parenthetically, the delegates added that
schools are doing the best job in their history in teaching these skills, but
that continuous uhf iloVentent is desirable and

The other aims were basically those you know as the l'nrpose.v of
Mut (tlion in American 1)rmoi racy defined by the Educational Policies
Commission of the National Education Association in 1938. In a more
specific sense, they were intetAvoven in the text of \'olittne I of The Com-
mission on the English Curriculum of the National Council of Teachers
of English. I low well these major ethic at ional concerns have been stated
for the junior high st !tool is illustrated by the following paragraph flont
Volume I, 1'1w Engli.sh tangnagr Arts, page 113.

Iuniul high 1111()1 in()glaws ill 1114. Is alt. ht.ilig (.1)1(.1.
a (Apo icit( t. 01 mitt cm to pupils 1)1 this age giotii). (:ottlittii among thesvate leant

tug in %yolk togetlit.t ill %,11, loos wa)s. Its log elle( with one's family. taking a
11,lu 111 ()11(.'s 411(11 lug 111111 a11(1 (10(1% tilt..1ttivi it ail NI itagt..
(aws4.11 in till %%la Id (imillittnil%. «,11.(1%i114 human Me and natural icsotituys.
.itltir%inti. 11,(1 ittaititaittitIg Imi1111% am{ o1
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141"71c Illitc 11.011114 thr %%in hi (II 'want% t111111-111d% allir.10.nin111114 die World ni

tynd. and ni 1nt annual (Ippliitutilirs stating d wind ante with bin)1.s.

accomplishnWitt of these objectives is dependent to a large
degree utxm a teacher prepared in the ants of the language arts: reading,

writing, speaking, and listening. We can't expect a Person trained as a
social studies teacher, a science teat her, or a physical education director
to teach English well.

If we want adolescents to learn how to live satisfactorily with
themselves and others, we want them to find out what the best literature
of the past and presentwhich they can understandhas to offer
them. And if we want boss and girls to laugh at the escapades of Red

Chief, to sense the loveliness of woods on a snowy evening, i.md to thrill
to the clatter of hoofbeats on the turnpike to Concord, we must have
teachers who know and love literature. 'Teachers who know a smattering
of literatare cannot help yowl) realize Olefin] in books, the aesthetic im-
pact of poetry, and the significancy of our literary heritage.

do not believe these antis can 1w accomplished by a teacher whose
ignorance of literature causes him to teach Masefield's "Cargoes" and
Sandbutg's "Chicago" because they seem to fit a seventh-grade core unit

on Transportation: or by a problem-centered enthusiast who teaches
"The Deacon's Masterpiece" because it fits in beautifully with a unit on
driver education, which in turn :s taught as language arts because
students call also read, talk, and listen about the dangers of driving hot-
rods recklessly. A student should not have to wait until he has a problem
in trout fishing before he can feel the life and movement of "The Brook"
by Alfred Lord Tennyson, Problems are important, but there is no
reason cyhy a child's (dm-animal experiences should be restricted to
problems and processes nt junior high school English. As the Autocrat
of the Breakfast-Table once said, "Just because I like salt doesn't mean
that I want to he pickled in brine"

Within the area of general education, the first goal whist) I suggest

is that ma prostwitive language arts teachers have a broad general
education which develops in them an appreciation of man's aspirations,

sit uggles, and successes through dip centuries as communicated
thiottgh the media of music, art, architecture, the dance, drama, sculp-

tue, and most important of allliterature. But understanding the
dignity of man as transmitted throtigh the symbols of the humanities is
not enough. If, as Dr. Vannes-at. Bush has Said, scientific fields such its
biochemistry and psychology are in their infancy and if "Science is ex-
panding exponentially" we must train teachers to keep up with the
technological world in which they and their pupils live. Too often today
the teacher lives in a world of the past and the pupil in a world of the
future.

Out future teachers must know the effects science is having on land-
ly %mi: and rec !cation as well as on international whitionships, They
must realize the significance to themselves and their pupils of living in a
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world with a hydrogen lxmib and an atomic batteryboth ready for
use; of living in a nation whose productivity on the farm and in the fac-
tory is almost tut i !lilted; of living in a community exposed to the varied
influences of crime comics and The ,It /antic, of television Westerns and
Ed Murow, and of Elvis Presley and Pat Boone. Future teachers need to
appreciate the social complexities of living in a steadily expanding uni-
verse, a constantly contracting world, and a rapidly growing nation,
They need to understand the causes and possible effects of living in a
world pock-marked with ideological conflict and nationalistic ferment;
in a nation worried by self-doubt for the first time in a century; in States
and cities sometimes fragment ized by racial friction andgroup tensions,

Our future teachers need to realize how social and economic status
generate the motives which in turn affect the achievement of different
kids in Elmstown and Jonesville. The boy from a shanty near the tracks
who whiles away his hours loafing in a pool hall or tinkering with a hot-
rod has motives and goals in his English class which are different from
those held by the boy who wants to become a doctor because of the
steadying guidance received from his well-educated parents. Too often
the teacher knows the latter boy but not the former.

Study of the social sciences should help prospective teachers ap-
preciate the courageous struggle of man to continue upward on the

.ladder of civilization; also it should reveal the changing nature of the
family and the impact of mass media on people's attitudes, beliefs, and
wants. A study of science should help future teachers to think rationally
and to respect the scientific method. 'Their learning of a foreign
language should awaken an appreciation of different modes of life, plus
affording a new look at the structure of the English language. Their
study of world history and international relations should probe the basic
causes of war and the aspirations of nations, races, and religious groups
as well as the reasons for their differences. And finally, their study of
American history and political science should bring about an un-
derstanding of and concern for the guarantees in the Bill of Rights, a
devotion to the future welfare and security of the united States, and a

consecration to the ethical and moral values which are the keystone of
our heritage and our future.

The next goal which 1 suggest is that of acquainting future junior
high school language arts teachers with significant literaturcrepresen-
tative of varied cultures and people's. Such literary study would also in-
clude our American heritage: its concern for freedom, for truth, and
justice. It would stress the struggles, toil and sacrifices required to build
out Nation. It would show the beauty and grandeur of our country. It
would encourage a rational optimism for America's future, Such a goal
would involve a study of writers from John Smith to John Steinbeck
with emphasis on such authors as Franklin, Irving, Bryant, Emerson,
Poe, Longfellow, I lohnes, Whittier, Lincoln, Whitman, Twain,
Dickinson, 0. Henry. It would include' modern writers such aS Saroyan,
Hemingway, Wolfe, Faulkner, Frost, Sandberg, ,Jesse Stuart, Lew
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Sarett, T. S. Eliot, E. A. Robinson, Sara 'I'c'asd Eugene O'Neill,
Thornton Wilder, Stephen V. Benet, Arthur Guiterman, and many
more.

Besides their study of American life through literature Our Prospec-
tive. teachers should know certain great literary works of the past and
present which depict life in distinctive cultural areas of the globe. They
should know writers who explain why certain values persist today. In
times like these the heavy emphasis on the study of English literature as
the piece de resistance of our literature program is at least slightly
anachronistic. Certainly a survey course in English literature and
(aful study of Shakespeare as a dramatist and poet, plus a close ac-
quaintance with the works of such men as Burns, Scott, Wordsworth,
Tennyson, Browning, Stevenson, Kipling, Dickens, Yeats, Masefield,
Hardy, and de la Mare is essential for junior high English teachers, Of
course, it would he well if we could keep Thomson, Collins, Wycher ly,
and Crabby while we added Alan Paton, George Orwell, Andre Malraux,
Thomas Mann, Tag-ore, and Lin Venal*, but the curriculum is short
and time is fleeting. Certainly European, Asian, and American folklore
should he included. Perhaps our goal here should he to show future
teachers how patterns of culture in China, Russia, Central and South
Africa, India, and the Near East have evolved and how they are reflected
by writers from Homer to Hemingway. Obviously, the study of these
writers would be chiefly for the purpose of extending the intellectual
horizons of the junior high school teacher. However, such a teacher
should be able to use some foreign folklore, short stories, poems, and
sketches to help youth understand people in other lands.

Within this area of drama, poetry, biography, and fiction there is
another goal which is extremely significant provided we want to use the
interests of early adolescents to make reading a lifelong recreational
habit and provided we wish to show them how other young people have
solved their problems of growing up. This goal is to acquaint our
teachers to-be with the wonderful world of teen-age hooks by capable
authors such as James Street, Fred Gipson, Stephen Meader, Maureen
Daly, Carol Brink, Howard Brier, Robert Davis, Elizabeth Foreman
Lewis, Esther Forbes, Bud Murphy, Mabel Robinson, Paul Annixter,
Mary O'Hara, Elizabeth Gray Vining., Betty Cavanna, Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings, Armstrong Sperry. Laura Ingalls Wilder, Nancy Barnes,
Shannon Gast, and many others. Although this list does not offer
serious contenders for future Nobel prizes in literature, it does include
accomplished writers who generally present a sane and honest picture of
teen-age conflicts and ways of (*mottling physical and emotional
obstacles. There is nothing sentimental, phony, or soap-operish in
James Street's Goodbye, My Lady, Esther Forbes' Johnny Tremain,
Mary O'ilara's My Friend Mirka, Joseph Krumgold's And Now Miguel,
Nancy Barnes' The Wonderful Year, or Carol Brink's Caddie
Woodlawn. And for thrills, few classics can equal William Corbin's
f110, Road (tome, Janet Elizabeth Gray's Adam of the Road, Armstrong
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Sjwrry's Call Courage, Fred Gipson's Old Yeller, Robert ileinlein's
Space Cadet. and Paul Brikhill's The Dam Busters,

To help adolescents elevate their level of appreciation and to extend
their reacting in wrest. the teacher must know worthwhile teen -ge
literature of all types, including the classics which have been enjoyed by
generations of young people. Without this knowledge the language arts
leacher must depend on free reading which is usually worth just about
what the adjective free connotes.

1.'o help language arts teachers keep informed concerning recent
literature for adolescents, the Office of Education has prepared Circular
No. 150, "Aids for Knowing Books for Teen-Agers." this annotated
bibliography includes 21 current reading lists which describe books for
junior and senior high school youth and it lists ten periodicals which
regularly review teen-age books. Acquainting our prospective junior
high school teachers with such hook lists and periodicals might,
therefore, 1w another goal of our leacher education programs.

Also. future English teachers can profit by knowing research find-
ings concerning reading interests of junior high school students. This
field of study would include research by Esther Andersen, Herbert Brun-
ing, Dwight. Burton, Bertha Handlan, Evangeline Malchow, George
Norvell, Aubrey Shatter, Ruth Strang, Robert Ridgway, and Robert
Thorndike. Teachers should know that most girls who are twelve and
thirteen usually like the kind of adventure, animal, humor, and mystery
stories that boys like at the same age. Of course, many boys like their
adventure stories to be gory. Girls above thirteen like love stories, home
and family life fiction, and sentimental and romantic novels; whereas,
most junior high boys detest this kind of writing. Science, aviation, hob-
by and travel books, as well as biographies are currently popular.
Teachers should know that where motivation and interest are strong in
the reader and where suspense and plot are powerful in the story, youth
ran read above their normal level with pleasure and profit.

The next and perhaps most obvious goal of all is to teach our
prospective teachers how reading is taught from the primary grades
through high school. Actually, our goal is to teach them how to develop
the following reading skills in their pupils:

I. To figure out strange and difficult words through phonetic
analysis, context clues, initial sounds, etc.

2. To define reading purpose
3. To adjust speed to ppose and the density and complexity of

ideas in print
'1'n locale main ideas, including the author's basic purpose and
thesis

5, '1'0 recogn lie the author's tone and implied meanings, especially
in satire, irony., and various types of humor

b To distinguish between significant facts and minor (n. irrelevant
details
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7. To read neyvspapers, maga/hies, and othet material Yvith sound
critical judgment; to distinguish fact from fiction

8. To he able to make sound inferences:nit, tinny conclusions based
on one's reading

0. To whirl-stand the basic pi inciples of elementary semantics as
they affect the author's clarity and purpose

10. To knoyv lioyv to discover the author's reputation, biases, and
cittalifit ations as related to his subject

I I, knoyv limy to locate information in reference books,
reputable periodic als, and various literary. sources

There are other reading skills related to comprehension of literary
types which junior high school language arts teachers intist be able to
teach. To appreciate poetry, as well as some prose, pupils must know
hots follmv punctuation signals, to get meaning from inverted
sentences, to visttalite images, to understand analogies, and to interpret

In starting a short story or play., they need to get their bearings early
by noting lime, place, and antecedent actionall of which are often
given incidentally by good writers. Early adolescents need help with
flashbacks in books like Charles I ,indbergh's The Spirit of St. Louis.
ikticl they need help with multiple meaningswhich are the source of
confusion in other subjects. For example, to court it latl. in a (7)1trt, 010111
a court, or before a court changes one's environment if not one's pur-
pose. Antl one of the most important of all reading abilities is to be able
10 deduce %vIty. well -(pawn characters behave as they do in fic.t ion and to
be able to hat e cause and effect relationships, particularly as they affect
peole's success and failure.

Another of our major goals is to train our future teachers hots' to
teach early teen-agers to write effectivelythat is with clarity, honesty,

good judgmentand in accordance with conventional usage, 'fo
achieve this goal I belie% e we must do several things. F irst, we must teach
flame English !yachters how to write straightforward prose which con-
veys meaning act tamely. and vividly. Secondly, we need to acquaint
Intuit. English teat hers with the c-going, as well as historical evolu-
tion of our language, and how it is different front other languages in iii-
fie( t ion, syntax. giammar, and vocabulary. Vc actin:Mit them
%vith the elemental s means by which semanticists are helping us to see
how language is used to express as well as to conceal meaning and to tut-
(let stand the elationship between clear thinking, precise vocabulary,
and el lett ive communication. We need to educate our future teachers in
the purposes of language, especially for youth, its basic structure, its
patients, its tittan«.s, and its social effects as explained by intelligible
linguists. I am not talking about a course in Anglo-Saxon; neither and
lemnattending an advan«.(1 «nose in lingttistics. Several of youu
colleges alleatly offer such a course. At Potsdam, I believe it is called
"Man and Language; Languages and Man."
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Another sttb-goal is to acquaint out future teachers of language
tvith G111'111111 «)11(111(1(11 lescillth is hic It shots, Illv negligible
relationships between Knowledge of formal grammar and ability to
write, the huller tiN rites, of lointal diagtaming and parsing, the typeso
grammatical and usage emus students make most often (pronouns and
irregular verbs ac «mut lot about 7)0 pet cent ()I these) and the Fu I that
students learn to wrIte, writig %yid' ilic personal help of a teacher
who knots luny to %%lite himself. 11'e need to help our future teachers
understand the implications of research findings by scholars like Jesper-
son. ().Rotirke, Leonard, Storm/and, ()'Shea. Nlarckvardt, 11'alcott.
l'oolev, Fries. and Petrin.

One of the most important goals in echicanng language arts
teachers is the development of ideal vocal qualities tvhich will serve as a
model to their students. Also. these teachers should knots. hove to
cletelop good diction, attic illation. enunciation, Mlle( lion, rate, and
pleasant tone in their pupils' speech. l'nfortunittelv, language arts
teachers to() often neglec I to leach speech skills during their regular
classes. \1'e English lea( hers like I() talk about every teacher's being a
teacher ()I leading of %cuttingbut in the English classroom we
sometimes lel students mumble. shout, slut their consonant endings,
and lead poetry or prose in monotone or singsong fashion. Nly basic
point is that we can't confine instruction in speech mit special course in
which pupils deliver a three- to five-minute talk once every nvo weeks.
Too often, teachers insist on a formal classroom situation %wne only
one student can talkpovided ()I course, the teacher is not talking. We
need to train teachers so that they can let their students work in groups
and committees always observing criteria for speaking and listening.

Our future teachers 11(111 II) Wadi south I() converse interestingly, to
disagree politely. to argue froth facts, to listen courteously and thought-
fully. And they need to have sontething tnore to say than "hello" and
"gootlbye." junior high school Fatglish teachers need to know how to
help then students do choral reading of poetry, take part in dramatic
producticms, and see themselves through sociodramit. Both teacher and
student need to be sensitised to oral techtt icicles used by outstanding I*V
and motion picture personalities. Edtvarcl It. Murow, 1)itveGaroway,
Helen Ilayes, at! even Ceorge Gobel can teach the observant listener a
lot about hots. to convey inclining orally.

I shall now move into alt area tvItich many of you may think of as
professional educationalthough some of the goals I have already
mentiortecl ntight be thought of its belonging to this field. Frankly.
today's dichotomy between academic and professional education of
teachers is, I believe, the ittyful chasm that must he bridged haute we can
turn out the best type of beginning teacher. As Jatnes Bryant Conant has
said repeatedly to college faculties, "It] the name of the welfare of
American youth, call a notice Io the was fare among educators. the time is
long overdue for the professors c Inc liberal
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fonts and wools togethet soda' the emergency Problems and In int-
pro'e om schools.-

To be able to fulfill one of the unique functions of the junior high
so hood, leachers !mist know the pschological ;Ind physiological nature
ul adolesmns front 12 io It). tine h a goal in( lodes a knowledge of their
developmental tasks, their activities and interests, their emotions, their
values and ethics, their ambitions, and then personal relationships.
Briefly, prospective teat hers need to nude! stand the maturity !mollies
and maturity traits of adolescents.

In discussing the preparation of English teachers, .Jay T, Greene,
Chairman of the Cnttimit tee utt fish I.icenses, Board of Examiners.
New York Cate, reported on the opin ions %idol' 250 prospective English
Rao het, had of then preparation) in 1952. "The largest number," writes

Greene, "had words of praise for their background in education
«nirses, which they said gave them a broad understanding of children.
many emphasized the practical value their courses in observation and
pea( tic e tea( hing....111 icism t heir preparation, the largest number
spoke of the need for more help in improving their speech and for more
opportunities to speak to groups. Nfany felt a need for more oppor-
tunities to apply in practical situations the theories learned in their
education courses. 'lite overlai )ping of content in education courses was
criticized h% a substantial group."4 I might add that my experience in
other !mils of America has indicated that the superior college students
are the ones who are most vociferous in condemning the recurring
emphasis on the history, philosophy, and general aims of education by
professors in separate professional courses.

In these teachers' evaluation of professional training, as reported by
Mr, Greene, we note several closely related goals for preparing teachers
of junior high school English.

First, prospective teachers need to see the relationship of
educational philosophy and the psychology of learning to their courses
in methods of instruction and curricultun planning. Whether a broad
professional course rather than a series of independent education
courses would prevent overlapping and duplication of topics and at the
same time show the philosophical and psychological foundations of
method and curriculum, I do) not know. Hut such a course might be
worth experimenting within this respect, our purpose is to place a com-
petent teacher in the classroonia teacher who can provide for wide
pupil differences in aptitudes, attitudes, knowledge, interests, and goals;
a teacher who knows the laws of learning, who can plan a sequential
program including resource units and lesson plans integrating the
language arts; a teacher who knows how to motivate, guide, and lead
children; a teacher who knows how to utilize instructional facilities
referene . books, audio-visual devices, and the classroom, school and
community libraries; and a teacher who can stimulate pupilsslow,
average, and giftedto work at their makitnum at whorthwhile
educational activities,
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A special methods course in the teaching of language arts, accom-
panied ot followed by student teaching, is, I believe, one effective means
of developing these educational competencies. As part of the methods
course, education students should engage in directed observation of (A-
perient ed junior high sc boot tracings %du) demonstrate the methods be-
ing taught by the methods professor. In fact, if it is true that "teachers
teach as they have been tangleall education professorsand at least
some of the English professors toohave an obligation to serve as
models of good instructional techniques. Nothing is more hypocTitical
than for a methods professor to lecture throughout a term on how to
carry on group work, how to individualite instruction, and how to use
other methods of teaching. But it has been done!

In brief, the professional program should give our future teachers
an understanding of the general aims of education, the specific aims of
teaching language arts, the high school English curriculum, tedmiques
of lesson planning, instructional materials including textbooks,
methods of motivating and individualiting instruction, effect ive speech
techniques, methods of socialising instruction, evaluation techniques,
Ole moule of adolescent and techniques for elementary research.

The last goal which I shall discuss is to give 0111 future teachers a
successful apprenticeship training in teaching junior high school
pupils under conditions as similar as possible to those anticipated dur-
ing the teacher's first few years of employment.

This apprenticeship experience should ensure that the student
teacher tries out the 111(1116(1s, ideas, and content which We have already
outlined for our program. If there is to he a transfer from theory to prac-
tice, certain conditions should prevail. First, the student teacher and the
master teacher should want to work together. For his first practice
teaching the student teacher should also be able to select one or more
classes that he wants to teach. He should observe the class, study its
Mein beri and leaders, and assume instructional responsibilities gradual-
ly by taking roll, doing remedial teaching in small groups, conducting
spelling drills, evaluating compositions, giving assignments, ad-
ministering tests, and helping with extra-class activities.

y experience has been that the key persons in helping the student
teitclu.r to acquire the basic teaching skills are the college methods
professor who supervises the we done and the master teacher who con-
stantly observes Ind plans with the student teacher.

Of comm., there are many other competencies we should like our
future teachers to have. These include ability to direct such extra-class
activities as the sc hoc)f publications, class plays, and assembly programs,
as well as the desire and capacity to participate in community activities,
know you can think of titur other goals.

I lo%vvver, I already feel as though "I hart' taken all knowledge for
my province." The year is not 1592 and I am not Sir Francis Bacon. But I
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tray asked to set up some goals for your consideration, Teachers and
teacher training schools are now under alma by many sincere groups
and perhaps a few others as well. Occasionally I wonder whether the sins
of today's parents are not being visited upon their children and the
teachers of their children. leathers of today's children are being ail biz-
ed lot. the faults of today's adults, who in Han %vete educated during the
20's and 30's. some of the critics would have Its go back to the good
old days of the '20's and '30's. But there is no nurse to 1w gained by. going
back in leacher education than there is in renovating Lucky Lindy's
"Spirit of St. Louis" 10 fly the Atlantic in 1958. "The old order
chartgeilt" and teacher education must change with it. For this is a time
when "explorers- in the seas, on the land, and in the air are bringing
forth Yvondrotis knowledge which can be used for good or evil. The
clttaliIV of Public arld Private (duration Will detrrntinr the goal Wt'
reach.

I \1.,6,11 1.14,11.,,i1 sw.11,1.11% D..% ( I s mitt I-41111411ml Hu !finalstmt.%
in ill. I unrd ',LA.. Pro' .

.2. Ibid.. I iII. I. op 7(1;1

4 I ..111,1"t., I II. 0111, s. It. tittle III

h"'1 I."'" its \ 2117

I I is I. (.1. cm 11glislt I..0 hrs.. I II. I. tuzlisli lnnns.sl \I I. Pro, pp I Ili 7

1.1' I I

I h. 14.,14 tili,.1 uh. \ .11..1131
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Creative Supervision in the
Secondary School

jostliti NIct sand

It is always in discussing supervision to define one's terms.
cteative supervision, I II Wall the encouragement, stinmlation, ;And

guidance of each leather in your department to his maxinmin capacity
so that hr may in turn contribute to the maximum development of every
hild in his class. Fo think of creative supervision without considering

the effect upon the children is to think (if' means without awareness of
the ultitnate end, which is instructional improvement.

If yon in trim this definition of supervision, then yon will agree that
theie h no one best means of supervision, no one royal road to teacher
impiovement. What may work successfully with one type of teacher
would ht destoR live and stultifying to another. John A. Hanky in his
Soervisimi (15 Human Relations lists seven types Of supervision:

I. Autocratic
2. Inspet tional
3. Rept esemat ive
1. C(Hipel advt.democratic

.5. Ins itational
fi. Scientific
7. orativii

I inn sure that there in e several other types that are modif icat ions or coin-
binat i(ins of these, and that newer tom (pis will develop in the future.

rhe modem tom ept of education for all American youth is
preditilled MI the philosophy that the teacher takes the child where he
finds him and by whatever means at his c(numand develops him to his
maximum cauat its. The supervisor does pretty much the Sallie thing
with the teat hers under his direction. It is pointless to try to make a
I !mat e Mann or an Eli/abeth Peabody of every teacher who works for
von, and main' of its will settle for written daily lesson plans; for we
know that for some teachers that is a professional victory. Conunon
sense and a modicum of knowledge of human nature and human
relations will make yon Frahm that thew are limits beyond which you
cannot go as a stung vim)! .

Based on my experience as a supervisor of English teachers since
I9,13 in the senior high schools of New York City and for five sintnners ill
the New York City sinninet st pools, and five years in the evening high
sc imuls. the following ate the guiding principles of my own philosophy
of t trative supet
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I. Supervision works best in an environment of mutual respect and
understanding.

Teacher growth through instructional supervision is a slow
process. This means that the supervisor's level of frustration
must be high. I personally do nut expect even a small change in
my entire department befiKe eighteen months have passed.

3. The supervisor himself must be a master( ritic; quick to perceive
the strengths and weaknesses of every lesson; a master-critic,
ready with worthwhile suggestions to improve the lesson; and a
master diplomat capable of pointing out to the teacher how she
may best improve herself without offending her.

I. Communication lines must be clear between teacher and super-
visor. This means face-to-face conferences; small group con-
ferences; department-wide conferences; anti the yarious types of
stwervism hullo ins.2

Supetvision is both an art and something of a science. Some
supervisors may become skilled technicians but never artists; for
the art of supervision is not quickly learned, while the prepara-
tion of a rating sheet is a «mtparatively simple process.

ti. Methods without materials are as undernourishing as
sandwiches composed exclusively of bread. 'The supervisor must
make available textbooks in sufficient quantity; reference books
for both teachers and students; audio-visual aids, etc., so that his
suggest ions for improvement may be more than words on paper.

7. Encouragement is the best fuel to light the flame. This does not
mean the plumy slap on the back or the comforting arm-around-
thr-slumIder philosophy; but a genuine desire to see something
good and praise the teacher for it. I personally find my day in-
complete if I cannot write one or two notes of encouragement. If
you look ,k for good things, you will find them. Some supervisors
follow the pm-tier of writing notes of commendation at the end
of the school year. and the practice is a good one. But on-the-spot
encouragement for anything outstanding goes far toward im-
proving teacher morale (never too high these days) and inspiring
the teacher to seek ever-higher levels of improvement.

S. Fairness, firmness, and fidelity to the staff are important. Your
staff must know that you have no favorites, that all of them are
important players on the team. Even your weakest teacher is
better than an inexperienced substitute (usually out of license) or
no teacher at all because no one will come in inclement weather.

Although some teachers may call you "unreasonable" (as I was
because I refused to excuse One teacher front marking Regents), yet you
must be liint when you are del ninety in the right. I am proud to be con-
sidered "inflexible" because I insist that every teacher in my department

2.
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should ht' Inelm ull daily in %Vining, should see that her roots is attrac-
li%elv de( (Haled; should 'nevem lhe Hoot frorn being finely(' and should
stand on Itt r feet as nun II as I H )SSible %VII"' 51W is teaching. If I inn (311"1
"inflexible" for insisting on !hese minima, I %%Thome the appellation.

Closk allied 1(1 fairness and Iittnnrss IS fidelity 10 yotu staff. (htr
subject, particularly, is touting undel tutwat lamed attack Iron un-
qualified of biased critics. I never permit these altat ks to go unchalleng-
cd. \diethyl' Ile! collie in 111 myn school, or in the Public Press.
your staff real i/es that you have faith in them and art. confident of their
ability to grow. and that you are always ready to give thew support whet,
it is needed, yoti Will go a long way toward achieving that mutual resilect
that is the most nourishing environment for IllaXi11111111 stimulation of
teacher grovt h.

Rome wasn't built in a day and a happy and efficient department
mkt.% years to develop. l'e ± till staff and you must grow or retrograde in
these limes of many changes. Teachers, like plants, will grov and
Hotaish. (;I\ dit. proper emir( minent, the right kind of intellectual
nottrishment and die ',toper dosage, your staff is hound to grow into an
(ilk lent team that makes your work as it supervisor the daily rewarding.
expel 'elite to vliit It wr ,ts supervisors have dedicated ourselves,

I 1..1111 S it 1111.. St114.%1,i. e, 11.1....11 It I I1,.,111 I.

S III% I It' I I% Self 111.1tI 11i1111 1111, 41111111 till d tlx V111.111.11 1.111.111 ,11 S11..1111.11%
.1 141111 11.31, lid. I 1.1' Ilv
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Literary Theory And The
Teaching Of Literature

1:1,111( is X. Connoll%

I begin with the assumption that we ai till asking the se two
questions: %%lea, literature should %ce tea(II in die last two yea!, of high
s( 11(1(01 and the first two %ats of college? And how should %e teach it? Ve

io ask these questions r%en 'hough official ( latictila and
s%Ilabi (then l)res(I Ow the ((intent of these milt se, and authorities ate at
hand. in lanai ies and in the persons ctl various siting vim(' s, tit tell its
%dial inlhods ol tea( hing ate most appropriate. Yet the experienced
teacher is pet ennial ly restless be( Anse he knows dial. beueen the
( UII it tila and the ( lassnxim. between the medtods officially. proposed
and the methods it( use(I. theie tic. at times only faint
1)() w.e null% belice that d (1)lit'gr(1)11/11'11;1111(11Sildke1Indle, 1111' Nid.r)1'

PIM 1, d 1114411 ,(111)1)1 c1)1.,(' ( idled lin' DCV('11)1)11(111 1)1.

IA11%111111% 1111';1111 Ill(' 111111(' thing in dillereni s( !tools, indeed.
the same s( hool? II %e don't know, the sitidents (;Ill Zell us Mai no two
«nu ses e alike, save pa haps in a few igotonslv tegimented s( hinds. In
these st }tools, as in I 911,-«.ntin y Fiance, a do( It 61;16(.1)1in( ipal call pull
ow his %an h. note dial it is nine o'c11)cL, and say with the sell-
sat isla( tion ol a 1W11(.1.1)1(11( (1('11)1)1 that 111)W ('%('r (eating in V( Iris is
explaining how. the hist sentence of the Gettysburg address illustrates
the t ight use of pat tic iples.

I ate! antic i t s e l f i s pet sonal: !cachets ate prisons; so too -Pupils are
People.- as one l'iogtessive Edin anon Assoc Lubin Repott sententiously

teminds Vc should not he surplised Men it the utilises in literature.
C9)14 ii111% the iin ones, are ( halm In highly pet sonal
( !mice, ol the litetattite lo be studied and highly personal emphases on
'hose aspe( is litet attire that wile( t the personal. so( ial, patriotic, ot
religious preo« upat ions of the !cachet, Ow (immunity. alai the stu-
dent. Thew is ti -...ibstitnit for enthusiasm or personal (enjoyment, %Ve
keel) felling (1111selVt's, even though this sometimes means au ithnost

rational love affair w.ith some socially significant (filcher in die ie.

And yet we know. too that, in anodic' sense. the teachinj.,,
lileimine is not w.holly pet sonal. %Ve have. I !inst. Made some progress
hots the (los %%lien the tea( het of English Naas expec trd to be simply an
apprec iatite enthusiast ItiniseIf and to make appre( ialive enthusiasts
out of his studems. Fhedirec (if le( can movements it, lifer:tr study is
Iowan! the development of it !migrant as an attictilated disc ipline in
hi( li the student is ins!! t tecl, ii«onling to the meastireof his abilities,

in the,( lett«e and at t of language and of literature. Ve have seen how a
beginning has already been made in the snick. of the strnettire of the
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language. A signilic ant number of tear hers colleges, and some liberal-
arts colleges too, ue now pi tvating teachers to present a new program in
structural linguistics. And in the study of literature, we are aware of a
new stress On Melanin' as a subject to be studied in addition to theolder
stress On literature as a body of experiences to be enjoyed. In short, recent
developments make it netessaly lot us to consider just how we can
it 'neve in ourselves and in our students not only the (Apar ities of the ap-
preciative enthusiast but also tilos. III the disci nninating scholar-critic,
to the motto, "Enjoy, Enjoy," 1%1 dilt'1111ning to add, "I tnderstand,
Understand."

That this new direction, of If ference in emphasis, isnot a hasty in-
novation, all will rec ogni/e. It is alluded to time and again in many jour-
nals and committee reports, notably in Issues, Problems and Ap-
pronche.s in the Teaching of Engli.sh, a very recent publication of the
Modern I Anguage Association of America (George %V. Stunt', HOit,
Rinehart and Vinston, 1961) that stuns up much of the thinkirlgon our
problem during the past 20 years. %Ve may note particularly the
suggestions that form the conclusion of this challenging collection of
committer reports and individual analyses. In "An Articulated English
Program: A I Iypothesis to 'l'e'st," we discover cotrunent like this:

In the American High School ((;rades 9-12), though development
of the individual remains the goal, intellectual development assumes
sharper emphasis. The student is by this time well-oriented to the study
of subject-matter and knows that adjustment to life demands his mastery
of certain blocks of knowledge outside himself , tie should be in-
creasingly aware of literature as a unique way of reflecting upon and
presenting lifea step beyond the story - content experience-transfer
of youthful reading... ( p. 237)

high-school student is expected to have discovered the roots of
the know; edge embodied in literature.

"In high school, also, some introduction should be given by the
English teacher of the whereabouts of classical expression of ideas that

.

have animated modern literature in Plato, Lucretius, (:icero, Augustine,
Dante, and Montaigne ." (p. 238)

Again, in discussing the kind of training desirable ill the first two
years of «Mew., this report continues to stress the necessity of a wider
knowledge and a deepet understanding of literature,

"At this level leachers should be concerned with (a) intensifying the
students' interest and their desire to form good standards of judgement:
(b) improving their reading skill by demanding more perception and
sensitivity; (c) helping them to understand certain of the masterpieces in
the English-American tradition; (d) giving them some sense of the con
dimity of that tradition." (pp. 238-9)

The (Arbil wader of the !limo will note that the program of
English studies is not a mete listing of books to he got hrough or blocks
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uF rclated tuiton:Moo to beat Haired Intl a thrilled tilm'ement from thy
mottleitt where Ihe student meets literature 00 the level of shareable ex-
perience, through slit cessive stages of greater knowledge, greater un-
derstanding and more inature judgment. The end in view, attained by
relatively few but, it is hoped, approximated in some measure by all, is
the status of the sc holar-critic %vim judges I net attire on the basis of expert
knowledge. The scholar-critic is expec led to have mastered what the

committee calls the five approaches to literature, namely, textual
scholarship. close analysis and interpretation of a literary work, ate
ability to discover the interaction Of Works of literature and thehistory of
ideas, the ability to apply critical theories and a cultivatedcomparative
judgment based upon knowledge of a foreign literatine in its original
language. (See p. 2 10.1

The program, thus, is incremental; that is, the sante kind of literary
work, indeed the same works, Shakespeare's plays, for instance, are
studied again and again but in different perspectives and with in-
creasing intensity from high school through graduate school. It is also
sequential; that is, it provides for the SlUdy first of individual works and
authors, then of the literary, types or genres, then of literature in its
historical continuity, then the more difficult problems of scholarship
and (Tit a ism. III short, the program has a plan. it rationale; it has an end,
and the means to achieve that end, 11 sense of the whole and its related
parts. This is to say that it proposes a theory of literary study clear in its
main cilia.' lives but wisely indistinct in its prescriptions as to the time
and the place these objectives should be stressed.

Some of you will have already noted a paradox developing in this
brief discussion of some of the findings contained ill issues, Problems
and Approache.s in the Teaching of English. Me program of English
studies stresses knowledge and discrimination. It places great emphasis
upon the humanistic content of literature. For instance, in "Literature
and American Education" the distinguished ataltors set forth "the fun-
damental reasons %vity literary studies should form a staple part of our
education." Their principal reason is that literature enlarges the lift' of
human beings. It does so, they say, in four ways: by enlarging the
readers* ex/J(1'4'11(V in human understanding, their experience of other
(0111111 ies, their experience ill quality and their experience of the past,
(See ivstte.s and Problem.., p. 169.) At bottom all these experiences are ex-
pet iences ul 'attic. not simply of techniques. They contribute to the
student's practical need to understand himself and his society and to
communicate that understanding among others. But most of all they
ate. iaken together, "the enabling at t of the soul," whereby men curve to
possess the means of achieving the fullness of their brown powers. Yet,
while the leaders ,11 our profession have clearly set forth a theory of
literary stial emphasiting critical values and judgments, nowhere ill
the actual plOgl'ill11 (011(11111(11 in the American schools, save in the area
of training for the Ph.D., is there an acknowledged place for the formal
study of that thew y. Not does the program make a special place for the
kind of critical guidatt« that is available to the teachers in training.
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Even the hooks that embody critical theory are prepared for prospective
teachers.' Few are directed to the student of English.

The paradox then may be stated in the question: Should we not tell
all English students, in a more formal and concentrated way, just what
we ate up to? And if we should, does this not mean that we need to find a
place, somewhere between the 11th grade of high school and the
sophomore year of college, to ',resent what the ancients called the Ars
Poetica, or a poetic. what the 18th century called the Elements of
Literature, what the 19th century called the Principles of Literary
Criticism, and what modern aestheticians call Theory of Literature?

I happen to believe that some kind of poetic, one that sets forth the
origin, techniques and end of literature and the various ways it may be
studied, is a fundamental necessity in any English program. Poetry, or
imaginative literature in general, considered as a school subject rather
than a source of personal present pleasure, is incomprehensible without
a poetic. Without standards to guide, but not to mortify, his judgment,
the student may well adventure among masterpieces without ever dis-
covering them, or, ixty well discover them, as children do the Easter eggs
an artful parent has made it easy to detect, yet not know why a master-
piece' is a masterpiece. Perhaps this is why masterpieces, like Easter eggs,
ate marked with a price': "Shakespeare's Hamletextremely valuable":
"Ossian, once thought valuable but now interesting as an ingenious
fake"; "Kilmer's 'Trees'nteretricious and sentimental. With a
poetic, on the' other hand, the student is prepared to ask important
questions about poetry. These questions began %viten the Greeks in-
quired why Homer's Iliad and Odyssey delighted the old and instructed
and delighted the young, and will not end even if we come to answer the
riddling inquiries that Mr. Eliot ha- proposed about the pastness of per-
sonal ttoetry and the contemporaneity of the poetry of the past.

A pot.- It seems u) me, is as necessary to the study of literature as
scientific tnetood is to the study of science, as logic and epistemology are
to the study of philosophy. True. it is not a scientific. method, nor is it,
strictly speaking logical. but it is a method drawn from an age-old yet
continuing experience, It does inform and harmonize standards of taste
and judgment; it does make for that exactness of description and that
developed comparative sense which, as in Coleridge's analysis of
Shakespeare's genius, has the force if not the formality of scientific or
logical demonstration.

These assertions on the necessity of a poetic do not lack arguments
to support them but rather the time to do them justice on this occasion.
Moreover, it is difficult to imagine serious objections to the itthisic
value of a study that purges enjoyment of its idiosyncrasy and evokes
front scholarship both the decision and the expression of that decision
that ilhaninate and explain and stimulate the study of literature, It is a
poetic that not only whets the appet it ie. fin. literary experience but also
discovers the means of e+..aluating and re-evaluating that experience. It
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keeps re-echoing t he tantalizing mystery"Poetry is more
philosophical than history" and more delightful than philosophy
because of its gratification of all man's faculties. For poetry is, among
other things, the embodiment of wisdom. Hut, rather than attempt a has-

ty stimmary of the intrinsic ((Wilts of a poetic, we may more profitably
consider several objections to its fot mal study at the end of high school

or the beginning of college.

The first objection conies horn an educational publisher of some
experience. I having failed to discover a poetic in use in the schools, I pnt
this question to him, "Do you publish or do your well-studied com-
petitors pnblish a poetic?" Ile assured me that there was none, so far as
lie knew, in general use any mg the high schools: that, although many,
were ift al hide for the college freshmen, few were actually used For the
most part. he said, a poetic, or a the( n'y of (Tit icism, was deve. wed Mad-
y ;owed coin ses. "That's where it belongs. doesn't it, at the end of the
standard (muses in composition and literature?"

It does belong there no doubt. A study of the poetic from Aristotle
and Nato thtoligh I. brace, 1 Ainginus, Dante, Sidney, Dryden, Johnson,
(;oleridge. Arnold, down to our day, is a capstone of all serious literary
study: But how often is the capstone Inn in place? At the end of his
studies the student who has completed a course in theory will be in the
position of an explorer who now knows when' he has been. But did he

not have a right, along with those who had no ((nurse in theory at all to
know beforehand where he was going?

In answer to this my publisher friend said, "Wed() provide an infor-
mal treatment of what you call 11 poetic. In the introductions to our
books On literature, in headnotes 1111(1 comments. in essays on 'flow to
Read a Novel' and 'I low to Read a 1)ratna,' and so on, we supply the
equivalent to It poetic, little by. little." The key word to this objection is
the word equivalent, lint may. we really say that the apparatus of an
anthology'. necessarily- restricted to the service of the readings, can ade-

quately raise all the questions involved in a poetic , or give all the
questions a proportionate treatment? "Prue, skillful comment, searching
in ( rue ial poems. the constant exposure to good poetry, all tend to dis-
pose the student to the acceptance, in a subconscious way, of the prin-
ciples that tindetlie imaginative literature. But disposition to accept
principles may never result iii an ac tual grasp of them. Learning from
the (.1)(1 len«. of panicular poems may never result in a tInirough
sc intim of the poetic principle, any more than repeated particnlar ex
pet intents m'(essatily result in 111r mastery. of experimental method.
I habitual emphasis on how to read a 1)( win leads one npto but not into
I he ;twits ( ()stunned iii r he present ly neglected questions: What is poetry?
What are its elements? What are its values? Why do we read it? lime is
«nicel ((eel with mocess: what and why with valiws. We all eau point to
inv,enions essays explain. or explicate, the how of a poem, its
obecence of flume and image, without ever touching on the human

value of the «Mervin whole. Is it for this reason thin, for almost thirty
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years, the majesty of Milton, who sometimes lapsed into the incoherence
of mystery, was less explicated than the wry wit of Donne? A pmtic may
induce an undue severity to innovation, but it is the infallible' preser-
vative of achievement.

Perhaps the most important objection to formal study of literary
theory clusters around the word difficulty. One dif fin thy concerns the
determination of a common poetic theory. that is, one that explains the
whole body of writing that is included under the term English literature.
Like the British Constinnion. or what we call the Western tradition, a
poetic is not to be found completely in a single written document with a
surrounding glossary of interpretations. One cannot explain it by point-
ing to mathematically precise description in a dictionary or an en-
cylopedia, or to works crowned by an Academy or to books chosen by
popular vote at conventions of the Modern Language Association or the
National Council of Teachers Of English. A poetic cannot be captured
and reduced to permanent statements. It is rather a body of principles
capable of many formulations and indefinite expansion. It is drawn
from books that have been found to be indispensable for a full un-
derstanding and interpretation of literature. Thus it includes the
biographical criticism of Samuel Johnson as well as the analysis of
Aristotle, the esthet is of Hurkeas well as the historical interpretations of
T. S. Him The poems parentis survives hardly because of advocacy or
partisanship, rarely because of fashions in ideas, but because it alone ern-
braces the polarities of classicism and romanticism, realism and
idealism. convention and revolt, tradition and experiment. It survives
because, like imaginative literature itself, it cannot be forgotten without
irreparable damage to our collective memory of our most valuable
human experiences. !fence to call it difficult is simply to say that the
sttuly of literature is itself difficult. We may say further that the greater
the values a subject contains, the greater the difficulties we have in study-
ing it Difficulties then are unavoidable if we are to do justice to the sub-
ject we profess to teach.

Nlay we now come to our conclusion .by drawing one? The current
pro %ram of English literature studies in the American schools does set
forth a desirable end, the formation of the schola-critic. and it does set
forth the means to achieve it. In this program the emphasis on un-
derstanding and evaluation is decisive. Should we not agree that some
place should 1w found fen' a poetic early in the English program. where
we may offer the greatest benefit to) the greatest number? And if we, un-
like our pied('( essors in the teaching of English, (hi not have a poetic,
should we not hold ourselves responsible for developing one?

1.,..%11111.6 I) I I ii.t,uitut High Su bruit. k 11,11111,1 moth %Imola
and It..t long (.m1101111 11..1( hine..1 High 4.l. +d 1,.11 Ld

It, 1111.11 I II It I. ugh ,11 1.1)1
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Learning To Speak, And
Learning To Read

Isadore Levine GIST COPY AVAI BLE

A study of the language achievements of preschool children may
help answer some questions fmrquently asked by composition specialists
and paint to same new directions in veading instruction.

One oi the move recent .statements of Ow problems confronting
teachers of writing is phrased thus:

"How does d N titer on siwakeri actually wnerate the semen( es he USE'S in discourse?

I low is he able to make up that lit has Itkvr seen or heard before? What are
the t.xat t 11.1,1111 ms between wi long anti speakitig?... Whit,' its tt u'Iation be the

halm (il is uIt leading and skill tun , wt I Albert Kt tihab-et, ".1C. Freshman English
And the I. mute m the t. 190 issue til Colle.ge ( :ompomt ion and Communication)

AAtthough we can agree wiilh the auldror that solutions to these
problems are difficult, we should be able to make some eductuted guesses
which can be affirmed or denied through experimentation.Adiltrally we
might begin our explorations with the procedures .torentisciously
followed by those who are learning to speak, the infant 'babblers.

\%f know that baby Johnny's first experiences with 'language are
secured via auditory and vocal organs. The child may use his eyes to
watch the speaker, but the major organs of communication are the ear
and the mouth. For the first five years of his life the average youngster
will depend on these two media of expression for speech and language. It
is only when he enters school that the child will begin to translate his
spoken words into specific graphic symbols. That is, his first year at
school will compel him to familiarize himself with his language via eye

and hand.
Just how familiar does Johnny become with the language through

heat ing and speaking? A little calculation will reveal that a child hears
and uses sonic 20 million words during his three or four preschool years,
As described thus by Dr. Ruth Sok-Hand,

".% dim 01 thiee of font has been estimated to be linguisM ally inactive only 19
minutes of his waking tics with font minutes his longest period of silence. I le saysitp
itoxiinatels 7t100 words per (lay at titter:mil 10,500 at live.- (The Language Arls in the

demetaty .tie hoo/.

This means that Johnny has interpreted and composed some two to
three million sentences before he sets foot in our schools. NIe has un-
derstood or formulated hundreds of thousands of simple, complex, and
cornpund sentences; he has synthesized every part of speech into
countless phrases and clauses; and he has used rationally, though un
consciously, such concepts as gerunds, participles, strong and weak
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verbs, perfect lenses, the imperative Mood, dle passive voice, phonemes,
headwords, ;111d.1 host of Wiwi notions created by linguists who have
given these identities a local habitation and ;t name.

Furthermore, and very significant for reading teachers, ,johnny has
lead ted to obset ye the signals of the English language. Thus tie knows
that something is %%ong when tie heats stn h sentences as:

The mohm %it hungo. uI Eddir slutv a long time.
Ftld% likts to sloping. Strip make. hr 101 sometimes null.

lit' Wallies that tar) signals a plural form; yesterdaysignals a past-tense
form; to signals an infinitive rattier than a participle: wakes signals the
objective form of the pronoun to this context; and feel signals the word
order tired sometimes, rather than sometimes tired.

During the early stages of learning to react, johnny's anxiety to
identify each isolated word in print correctly %vitt affect his sensitivity to
language. Thiess he is constantly cautioned to compare what he reads
with what he has learned about the language through listening and
speaking, his eye will compel his ear to accept such language fallacies as
the following:

l'hubosti,k Ihr tumw to the St.lhie. SICCI) MACS hill' krl liwthomethoig.
little bov. taw hung! Yrstoda% shrep a long unit..

The experiences which sit:flied the oral language Johnny takes to
school as his basic intellectual treasure should help us discern new
avenues of approach to reading instruct icin.

No one spends time systematically teaching the child to create the
millions of phrases and sentences which help hint to communicate effec-
tively. A mother, for example, does not plan to have her two-year-old
begin using simple phrases because research workers have found that
these are in common usage at that age. In fact, one speech expert
characterizes het efforts to help the infimt to speak as follows:

"An ittithutio till child caw ante said III11 tlttlthrtt !Cain Spl'ilk nod hit MN' 01
pa t-until! teat king but III Spilt' Of it. Fhe IlVetilge t hild cett.tirtl, (bles ',Mit to ehihit at
11.111;.11kilbk !UM l 1 1 1 1 1 ( ' SpeN h When I hr SO (HMI HMI it 1144111. merits
the name. All that 11111S1 voting 'talons know of winkling ol talking Is that diet. should
hold oil an tittle( t and itveat its name (nt and ovo. NIcanwhilv. diet hope that the
mita( to will happoi, and it ustiall clue.. ant sonic I hiking! lived mow skillful
teat Intim and do not al quite spec( h until silt Iowa( hing is fottluoining."cpeeth Cor.
rectum Alm tplr and Aletiouts W. Chatles Van Riper. Kenn«. I tall. IWO.

'all Riper imagines that it is it miracle that children do
learn 'Kt speak, he does not expect such prodigies in the development of
readliimg skills. In an earlier chapter, he asserts:

"It is um that litany t ltilchrn lvatti to speak widiont anv«itisi tolls of deliboaw
teat lung on the pan of dim patents. Indeed. sonic t hildrentleOopsiwo h despite
leflibt% puni- teat ping methods, C1110111111iil I nnttit IN, Mid piliVtlial nettfet i. in a

etch though some I lishitoi hate Ion Ind to read In spelling out
IhwinaShake signs along tht. luuhwat, 55 1. still employ cinentat st hoot lent hots
who spend teats nwpatang lot then task of leaf lung t hilthen how ni lead. l iii skills
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involved itt spill I: ii,re fat int fie a omplex than those in trading, yet how inanvontents
have cm read a word on the t of teaching a ( hill to talk."

The authors of The Torch Lighters Tomorrow's Teachers of
Reading !night disagree with the above statement on the preparation of
reading teachers. Furdscrmore, some reading experts would ditiptile the
pronouncement concerning the relative complexities of the sklidls of
reading and speaking. No dot& few teachers of reading would favor a
plan to entrust reading instruction to the parents on the argument that
the child who learned to speak successfully at home could therefore learn
to read successfully at home.

Vet we may well ask the question:Why do almost all children
learn to communicate by voice and ear, while a large percentage ofitthem
!lever reach a happy self-confident level of success via eye-and-hand
writing) communication?

We would like to think that reading is a more formal accomplish-
ment requiring more disciplined training, that speech is a necessity for
survival where reading is not. (The blind, deaf, and mute do karn to
communicate, too.) However, what is far more likely to explain John-
ny's failure with print is his paucity of reading experiences as compared
with his plethora of speaking experiences.

In learning to speak, the child, to some extent, follows the pattern
set by primitive man who produced sounds in sufficient repetition to
create a system of communication; that is, the quantity of sound im-
itations yielded the quality of recognizable words. The child babbles and
chatters endlessly in his first two years, until the sheer quantity of words
he hears and the number of rational sounds he enunciates flower into the
meaningful messages enabling him to take a normal place in the world
of communication. It should be added that his parents and relatives will
approve and encourage his creative speech efforts and tend to disregard
his countless language errors. To repeat, if we consider the miracle by
which the untaught child, regardless of nationality or intelligence,
learns to speak the language of his parents to the point where he is the
envy of the most educated foreigner, we must conclude that the stagger-
ing number of words, phrases, and sentences heard and used over a
period of years in a mentally hygienic atmosphere is the key factor in this
achievement.

This emphasizes the major weakness in our reading instruction.
johtlity does not attain quality reading (effective communication with a
writer) because he does not experience quantity reading; that is, because
he does not concentrate visually on millions of words anentally just as he
heard and spoke that number in his !tomcatting years. Too many John-
n les are still in the "babbling" stage of reading because they do not
spend sufficient hours, with print, daily and weekly. The pupil with
limited reading practice resembles the youngsters described thus by Van
Riper:
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%0, havc lu,t then beau 111,4 a, a ICSUII )I IIlnrS,1u Al I WM EMI 1
)se spec( It Itt sut Ii ,t dcgtry kit man% uI Iltr spec( It stmtuls never

'Named

JIM how many minds dors the average schoolboy peruse annually?
During his first three years, Mien word-recognition skills are the focal
point, he will speak perhaps 5,000.to 10,000 words daily, but will not cast
his eye on more than a tenth of that number. This is to be expected.

Ilowever, when he reaches the lomth grade and has learned to cope
with a majority of the sounds of the written language, he should be ap-
proaching independency in reading through a daily diet of some 7,500
word,. Research reveals that an average fourth-grader can read and un-
derstimd some 1,000 to 6,000 words. (Arthur I. Gates in the May 1962
issue of The Reading Teacher) Instead, it is &manful that Johnny reads
2,000 words of narrative and other reading matter daily in the average
classroom.

Unfortunately, we do not provide opportunity for daily silent
reading as a recognized necessity in establishing the reading habit and
fostering intellectual growth. We imagine that the home is the proper
place for silent reading and that. it is a waste of time to allot 30-45
minutes daily to an activity in which the teacher plays but a minor role.
Although reading can take place only between the reader and print, as
instructors, we do not hesitate to interfere with that twosome constantly.
We have established hundreds of reading skills and justify our separa-
tion of a pupil Irom his book by insisting that these skills must be taught
in the classroom before we can permit Johnny to read at. same length by
himself.

We can only speculate on Johnny's SUCCeSS with language if he had
been deprived of voice and hearing for two-thirds of his waking day (lr-
ing his toddling years. But we cannot conceive of a healthy teenager un-
able to communicate in speech. If we assume that every child, not just
many, learns to fulfill his tasks of communication required by voice and
ear because of the sheer accumulation of verbal experiences, we can ven-
ture the hypothesis that the youngster will acquire similarly the com-
plexities of reading communication through saturate contact with
print.

Certain objections to this proposal of a definite period for quantity
reading daily will be considered and answered below,

I. Won't the mechanical concern for the number of words read
emphasize mere word reading radie- than meaning and thought?

There is no doubt dist if the child could read silently without gar-
tiering any ideas or emotions from the page, such efforts to improve
reading would be fruitless. However, only the occasional rare child can
continue running his eye over thousands of words without absorbing
both interest and enthusiasm for what is communicated.
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2. Why not continue the present practice of depending on out-of-
school hours for extensive reading?

This would be wise if the teacher could direct the learning situation
in pupil homes. But she is unfamiliar with the physical, psychological,
and cultural conditions of most pupil homes. Certainly the vast majori-
ty of parents who avoid books provide strong incentive for their children
to emulate such neglect of literature. Unfortunately, there are too many
such homes. A large percentage of adults today do not have worthy
reading habits because the schools they attended regarded silent reading
as a chore to compete with such home interests as the radio, personal
hobbies, family socialization, and domestic tasks.

3. What can be done for the pupils who cannot or will not par-
ticipate in this program?

Although these groups seem to create problems, the teacher will dis-
cover that the class atmosphere during these hook hours resembles that
of the occasional intervals devoted to testing. The nature of examination
periods compels individual effort from the least competent student.
When it becomes obvious to the recalcitrant youngster that all his
classmates are busy with a task. where results are recorded daily, it will be
almost impossible for him to occupy himself otherwise. As for the stu-
dent whose sight vocabulary is limited, the teacher will need to supply
special reading materials to suit his abilities and interests.

4. How can we evaluate such classroom practices?

Standardized silent-reading tests may be administered to ascertain
progress in reading. However, we should not be unduly alarmed if the
pupil does not achieve month-for-month growth in test scores at first.
The parent needs no standardized test to assure her that once her Johnny
begins to use words orally he will develop successful communication in
time.

It is most important for the child to note the number of words and
pages read daily on appropriate prepared forms. The titles _of books
should be entered on the pupil's permanent record and considered part
of his annual progress. Such notations are excellent for the child's
morale regardless of his reading ability.

). What is the ink curl reading skills in quantity reading?

Vhile no basic dhittige in the prevailing methods of teaching word-
recognition skills is contemplated in this philosophy of reading, it is
vital to have much more time di voted to practical use of the child's
knowledge of the language signals discussed previously. In a lesson on
phonics, for example, the teat her should take advantage of Johnny's
lam ii Laity with the structure and meaning of sentences. Thus in explor-
ing the phonogram, "fl," the instructor should elicit the nonsense
resulting from each inrorrec t choir . of word in reading the following
sentences.
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Children should he given extensive practice in correcting such errors as
the following.

he is accustomed to and he will be preparing for his silent reading.

should be avoided. Reading guidance is most effective when Johnny

anonymity of an auditorium would encourage undersirable reading

aims of quantity reading?

76

relieve some teachers for other responsibilities?

knows that the teacher is interested in his daily achievements. The

and cannot he read rapidly despite the pupil's interest in the content. It is

dictionaries. .

habits.

biography can be used to gain our ends in this program. A title facilitates
the enjoyment of thousands of words at one sitting. Most dramas, poetry,

not Wise to encourage the children to interrupt silent reading to consult

As smn as pupils have mastered a sight vocabulary of 100 words they

The time allotment can be increased so that children in 0- intermediate

the informative essay, the periodical, and the subject text must be studied

should be given a quiet period where they can read books described thus

grades will he reading some 5,000-10,000 words daily. In the junior high

by 1)r. Anne M. Fagerl ie. (''Kooks for Beginning Readers" in the March

area.

dividtialired reading program?

school, this plan will need to be implemented by afl subject teachers so

on method can differ little from those offered by the promoters of the

that one peri(xl a week will be devoted to silent reading in each content

traditional explanations of how children leant to read. their proposals

1962 issue of Elementary nglish)

the
11(1-11)111.111ruyvi.k)r. tilm. floor, flat. Haw, flow) Baby\Iodic,. pin

NIother put Ow 11,111% on Ow 1k. l'hy halm la% llom on het hack.
Mother begin; Ili pui flaw in till' like. Sin !flushed a Hour 110111 the baby.

"1 lowpw. a hook lot beginning readqs must have something mow than a ontrolled
ah111,11%. I he sit)! % suit h strong 111111 that OW Child dot's 1101

wand II) pill mkt. hot )1; aside i lit has finished reading it. Stu h hook is "TheCal in
the Hat- h% Sin ss.-

Thus Johnny will be learning phonics in the meaningful language

6. Why not use an auditorium for mass silent reading and thus

Although such an administrative measnre might seem practical, it

7. Can all books for the appropriate school level help achieve the

Only the short story, the long story or novel, and the intimate

8. When should children begin this program of quantity reading?

9. 1low does such a program of quantity reading differ from the in-

Sitt«e the proponents of individualized reading agree with the

08EST COPY AVAIUBLE'
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basal-reader group method. Thus, the N.Y.C. Hoard of Education
monograph, Practical Gude to Individualized Reading (1960), notes
that the essential concepts of the project were shaped by studies which

"tcycalcd that ohlov teat hers, «insidering the time ;Ind effort they put forth, were not
I ompletely satisfied with then leading 114'11111'U With their methods nor
their results.
...Some of the tam lite. %vete 'newly producing textbook readers instead of real
readers.-

This somewhat uncrystallized criticism of existing practices could not
lead to much more than some well-meant tinkering with procedures.

In summary, it may not be difficult to believe that the child's early
language maturity was registered with his daily stint of words and
sentences. One may not be so ready to accept the analagous concept, that
the youngster at school can derive the same self-confidence, self- reliance,
and pleasure from the written language as from the spoken language, if
he is trained to read thousands of words as systematically as he breathes.
But without some abiding conviction based on obvious results, in this
case the child's phenomenal success with speech, we can but flounder
from one proposed practice to another for lack of the philosophical
moorings to steady our procedures.

Without quantity reading, our pupils are in the same predicament
as Mac4-A. th when his dilemma was described thus:

New honour «11111 titHill him.
Like our strange garments. «lease not to then mould
But with the ;nil of Ilse.-
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Three Ideas
About English

James R. Squire

The learning of English must concentrate on the-"structure of the
subject" and avoid attempting to "cover" the entire subject field.

The real "knowledge explosion" is in the humanities, not in the
sciences, according to Father Walter Ong, who asserts that we have ac-
quired more humanistic knowledge during the last two decades than
during the last several hundred years. Charles Ferguson, Director of the
Center for Applied Linguistics, makes an equally drastic assertion. "We
have learned more about language learning during the past five years,"
he says, "than during the past five hundred." Most of us haven't even
begun to absorb this new information. It should be clear that in English
as in other fields of study new knowledge is being accumulated so rapid-
ly that it is impossible for any single specialist to achieve complete
mastery of the content of a field. What this means for teaching is that we
need to concentrate on the basic ideas or basic structure of each dis-
cipline (or in English of the several disciplines of rhetoric, literature,
and linguistics), rather than on a ratified presentation. By developing
insight into the great, simple unifying conceptions which bring unity to
it field of study, the individual gains not only some control of the in-
dividual illusital ions but au awareness of structure which will make it
possible for him to cope with future knowledge in the field.

Tuts recent attempts have been made to define the structure of
English--the basic concept, of our field. In essence the new language,
the new literary c riticism, and the new rhetoric are such attempts. The
papers presented at the first two national conferences on English educa-
tion show the influence of such thinking.1 Hans Guth's new book on the
content of English offers impressive insights.2 Many of the curriculum
study centers arc looking on the structure of English in unique and in-
teresting ways. Although they may differ on precise illustration, they
seem agreed that there are controlling ideas which bring unity and
cohesiveness to learning and which should free student and teacher from
the futile attempt at coverage of all the details of the subject.

It is too soon to tell which of the structural models being tested at
these curriculum centers may emerge as dominant. It is not too soon to
suggest some of the directions which the search is taking. The literature
program seems likely to change most radically as we give up the demand
for incomprehensive coverage (the history of English literature taught to
children who have never studied the history of England by teachers who
have all too seldom studied English history themselves), Rather the
newer programs seem more to offer an introduction to the study of
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genesexamining in depth fewer harks btu works more
carefully selected and explored for their many implications. The
methods of organising literary study seem less controversial than a few
years ago. Whether we use thematical or topical approaches, stress social
ideas and values, concern ourselves %yid' ethical problems, or engage in
formalist study seems today to depend more tipon the pat titular literary
work we are studying than upon any Procrustean predisposition.
Modern literary criticism has perhaps taught us that each method of
critical analysis yields new understandings of certain selections; studies
like the American ,..Idam and the Power of Blackness set Emerson and
Thoreau and Hawthorne and Melville against the continuing develop-
ment of American ideas; analytical stitches by Robert Heilman and
Wayne Booth Open our eves to the strengths and weaknesses of Henry
James; the archetypal criticism of Northrop Frye brings new urgency to
programs for teaching myth and reservoir literature.3 We need all ap-
proaches, reinterpreted and introduced as approaches for study. And we
need wide reading also to supplement such concern with individual
texts. As that distinguished sc lelen C. White, said in her address
two years ago to the Modern Humanities Research Association, It is
quite true that wide reading can often be aimless and without critical
direction and retie( tion, but it is no less true that critical reflection
without wide trading can be a very sterile thing and even perverse."'

In language, concern with the structure of ideas is leading to many
kinds of perceptions. We all know that we have at least three or four
scholarly bidding for attention; traditional, structural,
transformational, and tagetnic, to mention the common terms. With
respect tp the essential nature of our subject, the really fundamental
leaf 'ling seems to) be awareness that the English language is so complex
and varied that it can admit many varieties of categorical analysis, each
of which has something important and new to contribute, Perhaps one
of the most important concepts which our students must learn is one
which many of us (lid not learnand hence suffered more than we
should havethat any. system of gi animal. is timely an arbitrary way of
classifying linguistic behavior and that the English language itself is so
rich and so complex that no perfect method of classification is ever likely
to (merge. We need to welcome these ncw approaches to studying
language just as we do the varied approaches to literary analysis, not to
feel we must c !loose between them,

This means not, I think, that we teach everything to all students at
all levels. Indeed the very economy dictated by the search for basic unify-
ing ideas requires careful selection. The teacher, hopefully, will com-
mand more applications than will the children in his classes. He will not
attempt to present everything he knows about transformational theory
or tagmetnicseven when he does acquire such knowledgebut he
will strive to see whatever he does present is related to what he knows is
fundamentally true about the structure of English. The classroom .,.p-
proaches based on structural grammar emerging from the University of
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Nlitmesota Inas (11(.1 Its WO; III(' thetot it al 111(01% based CM the
tagmemit s of Kenneth l'ikt at the I (rsits. higati suggests

Kit/11,11)11's junior high sc hoot !migrant for studying
tuinslonalional giammai seems in be %cot king well in first Its 111 the

)reg u I I St Ihm, I s. I ii.tv is for the future of
(1111 siiI)(1 I.
Pupils it'au iii/e//( /11(1/ ( /I/1.// lie /s i/1 11/11..siibir( arra through (.1-
( War pin( rs.scs.

Teaching in a subjet t ;ilea like English an be so organitet1 that
sludelits may be introduted to basic ideas through simple illustrations
mut It cat her than t ustmarils. thought, then reintroduced to es.er more
complex examples as tiles. ptogress through the grades.

Take the kilning of patient in language, for example. As the dis-
tinguished literal S t nit Not Ott Frye said in 1)r.sign for Learning, one
of die more important recent books on curriculum in English, It is easy
to forget that a student's eatliest expel-jellies %vitli form and pattern are
his expet nu es in the English language, ...Long !whim he cattle to
St 110411. II( g1 asp III(' setist, ol lot III and iIIICI It Ilc(VsSaty for us-
ing our oinplux «mantinit allot! sVS11111. ..1,itelaturc also can be un-
derstood orals against the design and pattern tvhich is called language,
for language plot ides the primary materials out of which literature is
made."

Elitts collect tvith the patterns of language, with repel Mott and
simple manipulation at the elementary level, may lead in linty to
atareness of linguistic patterns in writing its t%'CII as in speech, Joobser-
vita); the patterns used by other %%liters its well as the restrictions which
stall patterns place on each author and how the author solses the
problems iniptiset1 by such restrictions, At every other grade level or so,
the concepts %%ath! he introduced attt'w with (.1111' 11.1011' COIIIPICX ex.
amples.

'the tnterrelattonships of aspects of the English progiatrt also
becottw critical if certain basic concepts are to he Attt'Stied throughout the
rogtattt. For sonic time tims leaders itt English and the English

I tilt it ilium like Mould li. Allen, Pt iscilla Tyler, and I I. A, Gleason
hake talked about a language-based curt icultint one in which the total
Mot m (Iona! plogt ant bout wades I.12 gains strength and solidity front
relating its parts to a central conception of its Whole. it' fttifllte to see
that the teaching of readittg, spellifttg, usage, grammar, and speech is
held together by certain conitti()11 conceptions has greatly limited the
possibilities for platuting a truly de.eloptnental curriculum, much less
one founded on basiecortceptions of our subject. Too often we still find
English taught tit 11111115 as a %Nies 01 separate subjects --- stetting on

ttitilbuliltt Ott Ittesdav, Writing Ii %Vednestlityor in the
element.itv st !tool, wading luau 9:00 to 9:30 and spelling from 11:10 to
I I: 10pei pet hilt him tteediless coulusit at about the design of out. subjet.t
in the minds of oar student,.
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Yet we know mday that these subjects are not as separate as we once
had made them. In San Diego, %%in Allen has shown how early writing
experiences can contribute to reading. The impressive i t a experiments
in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, seem to do as much to awaken the child's
awareness of the richness of the language that he writes as of the
language that he reads. The Orem( Cturicidum Study Center is testing

progressive study of rhetoric in the high seta o1 related to both oral and
written language; the exciting new language-based programs for
teaching reading are usually based on the same point of view toward the
structure of English sounds and sentences as are subsequent approaches
to language study (avoiding the radically different, usually conflicting
tuitions existing in many present reading programs). There is hope even
that the work of modern scholars will bring sense to the teaching of
spelling, relating it once again to the study of reading and language,
rather than isolating it for fear that interference in the learning of
children may occur if too many different conceptions of the English
language happen to he introduced. (Of course interference can be ex-
pected if we are teaching students to spell a different language from the
one we are teaching them to read and write! It is this condition that has
caused malty' of our basic problems.)

'Chi' new approach to curricultun here, as in many other areas, seeks
the central ideas which tie spelling, language, and reading together and
base instruction on them. Fortunately, Paid Hanna and others have just
completed a monumental study of English spelling which shows the
regularity of phonological representations in English orthography, i.e.,
the regularity m ,11 which sounds atie reproduced in written English, and
suggests that a pedagogical methot.l based upon aural-oral cues to spell-
ing (similar to the aural-oral Clit's being introduced into reading tasks)
may be more efficient in teaching than present methods relying primari-
ly On visual and hand-learning approw. hes.b

In the teaching of rhetoric and writing too, theoretical understnd-
ings seetn to be emerging, understandings introduced in special
fashion at various levels, understandingF, which gradually may bring
some conception of unity to study at different levels. The absence of in-
tellectual constructs was noted this year by a panel of rhetoricians which
characterized the pre-modern classroom, the one predating modern
rhetorical studies, as follows:

.00king t snit ally at !what was 11;41)411mm in ifit(lassnitiniinul what often still
happenslate ssoufd lind a sat iets s1110 Is tcplat iii.t diction and the

mods' of t omposition viving mainly, in the assignment and criticism of the weekly
theme, Invention ha t become mainly a manor of assigning a book of readings
presumably to nowt) e thlnight or to %timid:nu ideas for writing, Disposition was
likely to be a drill on he form lot an outline. Hot union or style was likely to be mainly
a workbook drill on usage. 'Hale was obviously. and still is, net:dim a new thetorit,1

This new uhetot is /emerging from modern linguistics, usage, semati-
tics, philosophy, and studies of classical rhetoricpromises a greater
awareness of the constructs through which unity can be achieved and
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developmental reasoning through circular processes obtained. Until
modern rhetoricians show us more about the simple unifying ideas, we
probably shall continue to flounder, Fortunately, a series of special
programs on modern conceptions of rhetoric are being planned for this
year's Roston convention of the National Council of Teachers of
English,
No single instructional approach is alone successful in teaching any
subject of any segtnent of a subject. Approaches to learning must be
found which are appropriate to the structure of the discipline.

Concern with the various patterns for teaching have been with us
for some time now. The Trump Plan, the Diederich or Rutgers Plan, the
1,akewood-Decatur Plan, the Melbourne Planthese signify "thrusts"
car "htettkthroughs" or, more modestly, attempts to achieve more ef-
ficient teaming. Our journals today are filled with cnarges and
cottntertionges concerning lay readers, overhead )3rojection, language
laboratories, paraprofessional help, and reorganization of the school
clay. NOt always arc the new appwehes 00400 Ilecatise (ley are
tliligtie'y api aopria te for instruction in .CSS orto ecattse
they advance students' learning in English. And yet in the long fun the
be-all and end-all of such ill)Pfnaelies cam only he lountl ii 010 relation
tel the insItticlicaial program.

As one looks over the experimennn ion from coast to coast, pitherns
atp difficult to determine. During recent months, have studiedreiew
proaches to teaching in some 23 separate high schools in almost Mt( p
states; yet I am loath to comment on any clearcut trends. Sever41
des seem manifest, however, all related to achieving variation in instfitc-
tional planning.

a. Variation its the Amount of Time Needed for Instruction

Do students require instructional time almost in inverse m01101'001
to their IQ's? Some schools seem to think so and offer up to a halt,
day for independent study doting grades 11 and 12. Melbourne
High School in Florida requires slower students to devote twice the
number of minutes to English as do average or advanced pupils.
Some believe that five hours of English time is necessary at the Me
immediate and junior-high levels, but that this may be decreased to
no more than two teaching sessions per week in grades 11 and 12.
Some 26 Detroit high schools are demonstrating that such a
program will work. In one CaliforMa junior high school, English
is divided into modules of 30 minutes, and each Friday for each class
the teacher indicates the number of modules he will need for the
following weekthree or six, or fourteen, or twenty, as the case
may be Such is the wonder of the automatic data machine that a
new class schedule can be punched out each week.

b. Variation in the kinds of Material Needed for Instruction

A national conference of high school English chairmen this year
recommended some 500 appropriate paperback titles in every
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English classrounn, as well as an overhead projector, a flexible
audio- visual unit (with earphones to make possible group and in-

dividual listening exercises which do not disturb the class).
Meanwhile "systems" approaches to reading, literature, and com-
posititm are growing. These are packaged units of study, often
programed, which seek to combine books, drill sheets, and audio-
visual materials which have a single to ifying effect. The impact of
the national Title III programs on supptc:lentary book and equip-

ment purchasing remains to be seen. One shudders, however, to
think of unused rooms of reading machines already accumulated in
some schools throughout the country. Insight and imagination are
surely called for in processing such orders.

c. Variations in Approaches

Seminars for advanced studentsat least twice weekly for groups of
not mote than 15are regularly part of the English program in
Ntaridge, Illinois, and Jegerson County, Colorado, In Chicago,
some 2,00(1 high-school students at Marshall High School regularly
master standard informal English dialect by using tape recorders. In

the elementary classrooms of Knoxville, -Tennessee, teachers and
supervisors struggle to learn what linguists can offer them concern-
ing the midland dialect so that they can better help their children

'Oh the phonemes of standard informal English. In Detroit,
s lerlitilY Printed readers are being prepared for disadvantaged
c Ocher). in Dallas, 'texas, kith teacrts and students learn shoe-

languItal graitlinilf 0,4 an eithicationa television ser es. COotive.

iecr,..nitig a regular activity in many of pin' cotes, cht 4e I ftinSt
age play III the ehlltl's 0 %' Iii tioll-statigEllA Pli$1,1,4illiori is

tufts to express ideas in the only ditilect iliii i(OPIN, 0011 IP "I
III' gtiskitolfr slits Mice' in ann1114 inattnef 0! 0440. 1-1 ftiFfi
trews like Alamo, Nevada, progratned Itairtling e(tiot,004 0$ i VOW
IN. With only four teachers and 27 students, how else would you
Porh till that must he entaced by the modern Mgt) sphog P TliP,

knglish program there is t lYkletl ltito 495 assignments f torn rade 7
o grade 12. 'there surely is progression at one's natural tilP1

At Nova High School in Florida, it is possib1e for teachers to tape -
record their own lectures and deposit them in the library. An ahsent stu-
dent or one seeking a review of classwork merely enters a small booth,
dials an appropriate number, and listens to the recorded message qh the
eittliholte television ii l so moy he dialitd It this school, where one class ls
wont to prepare a TV tape of a scene from "Macbeth" for showing millse.

(wilily to other pupils. The world of 1965 is indeed a magic world hi
terms of approaches to learning.

Ttw variations noted here represent only some of the expthimenta-
non under way throughout the country. 'The conception of an English
classroom and English laboratory unique to our subject is only just
beginning to emerge. Probably in this area, more than almost any other.
we shall see important changes during the next few yea.s. The pOhliPai
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
dun this fall by the Council of a special report on the organization and
supervision of high-school English programs should push our thinking
well along.8

I Ih1tt,111 Kuunu. English Ethic:Mon Todus, .11.tunimign Smith.% 1.:Itigh.1 11. The (:himiting Koko(English Islict \( I I. PHs',

I I ins (.wh. English Tontottoss. Xra N i n k I l i ilt. kw. lViststio.. 191W
. I K N It AN, is. The Anima all Achim I tont.. sit% 1W11. 111111 1.0111. The Power of (Allred A.
)%to opt Ant . 11.tunI ihndb. I ht. KIttint it Id hi 111111 11 'tiorvot% "I Chu .10. IINt I Kobel K. IhIlmati,
111111 01 1111 'Mit% .1% .1 IN min ut 11 lbw NI net .111 t,lINlrruI Approaches In Critic ism INIat

t It I lelen (. (:hanging Soles in Literary Studies II Anil)! tilgt. I 'Ilnetsuis. Ihett, 11/Ii11. 22.

hi Ne.i altos. hnr, 1)esign (ot l.rattling t Inintttt 'notint.
.1., I'Attl It. I Immo, ,ttttl I.Inguistir Cues !spelling hnintnrimn, tri mit I. Koran II I'll nut 1991 1!.S. OlIn,

71 Rohrnl.mtII. liglth I kr lt Reim . Mild (:OMMUliitation I 1916,

xi bunt t K KI.ot A .11.1.1t.htt...ntd knhts I ..1,11111h1g111% I lit'( I114.1111holliti, AtImitositation Suipeu vision
sil I 'nth S111.11 1'110'41 11111111,1111% ;1.11,11111)mo NC imvo
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Literature And Tests
Alan C. Purves

The title of my talk contains within it something of an oxymoron,
nl that it joins two atirithet ical activities, the humanistic encounter with
literature. and the mechanical appraisal of education. The two might
even tie thesis and antithesis in some I legelian dialectic. What, then, is
the third won. the English teacher? Is hr perhaps the synthesis? Is he,
rittliet, a poor Ion( tiona caught on the 1101115 Of a dilemma? Before I

ansver that question, let ine define die two other domains.

I he riattvx ot criticism has concerned lilt' for the pasi two (.ars, dur-
ing, which I have beet I engaged in a project for *l'eachers College a ritl the

'N ESC() Institute for Education in %ditch the writings 'it students
about a literary %ti nt k ;ire to be I mnared. hi our seal eh for a means nit
;iart. these wiititno tve turned to cllitelil l looked at such

terms ac nt.oAt ktotcliati, new, formalist, neollumanist, among (Idlers,
1,111 relected these Law!, as finally undescritive. They do not really
differentiate the wt dings in an itiitholtigy of modern cri tioiatid they cer-
tainly im. not applicable to a high- school essay on "()/ymandias," good
its thliit essay might be. %Vitt' the help of a great number of eminent oil its
and teachers, and after scrutinizing the essays of some 500 students
(American, English, Belgian, and German), wt' (('rived whist %%peal1 the

elements of writing about literature. elements--there are seventy-

odd of therndt ri Ire the laocedures used in any critical or i titerpret
(lisCIISsi011. Ea( It element is we think, its (.114111111011: in com-

bination, the elements Call describe the writings of airy critic.

The elements fall into four general categories: engagement, perct.p.
Mat, irtilelpft'IiiIi011, and evaluation. The lust category includes the
t Hilt 'S slated reaction to the work or its characters, his discussion of the

tit initats experience as it relates to hirnst.11, alid his impressions of the
work. The second CONTI'S the various compenents of the workits
language, imagery, and content and their combination in tone and
rhetic as well as the literary tiatue of the workthe fact that it is a
specific cx.curnince in it larger phenomenon called literature. Percep.
don, then, is analytical or classificatoryit sees the work as a self.
t ontained objeCt or as a pail of the ilteraty whole which needs to lx.plac.
(31 in !elation to the whole. Interpretation, the third cate.gory, is that

pro«.ss whit. Ii the reader relates the literary work to the nonliterary
wail t, whereby he invests it with meaning. I-le does this by showing that
the tvik imitates the World, that it f)IS('IliS a typological view of the
won ld, or that it I ottintents on iiit' WOO& Thai is 10 say, he interprets the
wink IS syMolic, DIO& hell 01 Chest' is sullivided accot..
ding to different triodes of interpreting the worldthe psychological,
the sin ial, and the polka al, tlic histotical, the ethical, the itesthetic, and
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,11( hrtyal 11( ate die modes (1)iiiiiion to lite' antic and
epistemology if I lila% Ilse 111(11 11'1111. dlegor% is dial of evaltia-
ti()11. whi( II V(' 11,1%(' di% O('(1

11Sed. 11 ,('('III, .II(' 111111' (

1 11('101 1( , 111,11 01 1;01111', 111,11

11110 1'10111'111S ill I 01(1111g 1111' ( 111('1101)

1 11(.1 11111 1. 111,11 of 11)1111, 11101 Of

01 11;1(1111011, 111,11 (11 1111(1111011, 11E11 01

titimti( plausibilit%. that 4)1 theniati( stall( ten( . 111;11 ()I snibolic
platisibilit, that of moodily, and that of ioustiess.

These elements we have tested against the essos Of a weal noother
of students and sevei al' iti( s. mid we find that of these essays no
semen((' that deals %yid' the text fails to fall into (me of the seventy-odd
pigeon-holes. [.(t me so that we Itae a Loge pigeon-holealumst a
dust-binfor digtessions. statements about 1 he reader's or 11a.. %%liter's
life, statements that do not deal %yid' the trade' s en( ()miter %ith the par-
Ii4 ttlat hunk he is (11,1 ussing. stinimat i/e. these elements describe the
foot major stan«.s trade1 takes ill !elation to a %vork at hand; that
%vlii( It sees the %yolk as idle( ION him p(Tsonally. that Which sees it :IS a
(11S1111( 1 (111111 , 11111 %VIII( 11 relate, 111r 11011 i15 010(1 10 the leader's
miliett.'and that %vIti( It judges 1114. %yolk,

To tutu (0 obje( tit. testingthat is, the testing of knowledge
I. nderstanding in (adet lo meastue the ability ()I a student1 shall nut

. (met into a (list ussion ()I its met it. but shall simply accept its existence.
;14 limiest! I 1011111;m has tepeatedl pointed out. this sort of testing must
Ix' free of ambiguity. in the sense that 111(.1(.4 an In fut the intelligent stu-
(lent only one tioc(iiiiocally best ans%ver.and that the question most he
so (lire( ((II as to make (nil% one answer a til apposite. In a discipline like
mathematics or ill a ()atlt tilat area of a dis( ipline like literary history.
obje( dye testing is lathe! simple. Two and tw.() do (1111;11 four and
Shakespeare (o some other ;lotion of 1114' same name) tvrote For
those interested ill IlletaIlllealld (1111( 110%1'014, therinestion of the
authorship of Hamlet is relatively unimportant «unpared With
questions of the ability to deal with a literary text.

Gm such ati ability be meastued? I .et its take a passage ;old see whin
questions tve( an ask idiom it. I have( flown this lilt le (watt ain because it
is simple ;111(1 becatise it illosnates the ploblent nt(('1%.

toilltii% 0411110% Hit .1 ,111.

11011110 Pl4ttlo 11.141 1414.14 1.111

111 die king 11111'.1'. .111(1 .111 111(. 1.1114's Wilt
tual(111.1 pal 1 lailipt%

re ( all ask seelai 11 (Illesli()IIS: %Villa is the mansion atid.t%.11;t1
is flit. st helm(' of ow peon"? 1-;

11 II)I)(qls 144 I lulfilil!.? %'1111
would a poise pat ;who's(' of the secant «owlet be'r Nino. complex
questions might in( lint(': What is the sit Ill tote of die poem? (The attstvet
to this is that one line is devoted to I Itimpt's ptelapsatian stale, one 10
his fall. and two I() the fallow of testi! te( tion of le( ousatt( Hutt.) What
1)10(1(1( es the hotly of the simatiott? (The anstvet to this is that soldiers
and horses noticeably ( kunst thingstry but fail to tetore the stottis
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(VI)L %I lilt IS lit' p111111-1 II.% iiW speaket? (1)(.1;11( bed, I %%link! say,.

. \lid what is I iiimpt%; ( Hie answei is that I Itimpi is a liagile being.)

I 1,15 i glint this tat , now see that Mere ate ()Owl points one
might want to make about this pi tem. hr fits! is that I Itimpty is an egg
1)111 (an wt. asset( dim? File smart! is Mal Hominy is a symbol
pedlar), of a go% et iinient, !Alkals of a teligions ',owe), perhaps ()I

mankind (villa., sI bolo ilal man, with emphasis on itubrts, or
ieligins man. with emphasis on .\(laiii's 1,111 1. Can we assuredly assert

any 01 thesein ieje( an of these? A third question might [without the
speaket's mot al ((ailment on the king, eithet his godlike laughter or his
disapiobation. Can we ;ism.' eithet ; .1 handl point %vottld be about the

woIthi l die poem, as a inn set t Imite, as a «at( cif, as a edifice,

l tillfflil 111 on man's folly. \VIM II ( ane we going to choose

and what (. e ale %ve going to mat shill to substantiate our
judgment;

flies(' Iasi points. I would stiggest, are not amenable to objective

testing. is no I iglu of mong. That is not to say, hmvever, that in

this alea am thing goes, that belind as certain point it's all a matter of
()pinion and that !item! study is not a dim:intim. at all. There alt' some
statements about litetature that ate matte!, ()foliation. "I like it." "I find
it moYing." "I. felt its if I were' there." Such statements are finally.
.tioportatile only by react ;Mon. Statements as to worth, however, are
.upportable by the establishing of a .( riteriott and demonstration that
this work fulfills that criterion. Statements like the others I have men-
ioaed are supottithle by t et ourse to the text, I find it, imp)ssible, for ex-

atttlile. to stIPPort an analogy 1)(1%veen 1.1timpty and Adam, and quite

easy. tt).a11,1)Otl one between I-tummy and a political figtire like the Duke

of Monmouth.

\Vila! sot Is of statements are those which colt ((inn the basis of objet.

lilt' Matt what sorts cannot? !Ione uses the elements which I Oitt
lined eat bet, one sees that staletileitts of engagement aregenerally of the

lantologi(al sort, they in be elaborated, they can use parts of the text to

shots their they can be neither proved not disproved,

Statements of evalttatimt ancl statements Of interpretation are support-

able, but Mil' ate subject to modification if one is to change the

prettlisesiby saying. lot instance, that a work is good in its %vorkittg out of

slim lure, Ian bad in its failure to treat of a sufficient theme. That leaves

statements of pet( eption: these ( teal ly, are empirii.14
altliongli not all statements of perception %mold gain general assent,

raft it (dist Is not statements of tone, rtiood, or punt'. 'Iltese statements,
then, net essatil font) the basis Of ol4ective testing. They art' also a
lathe, small pall of the literary or aesthetic experience, lief (IS add the

iltia ;Mott that good ohjecti%e questions dealing with interpretation
and evaluation ate possible, but they. measure the:11)04 to reason abratt

as tvork of literature mote than they do a strictly literary skill, 'nay
tneastite the ability to justify' conclusions from the evidence given. Let
lite add, too, that isltile I have been referring' to olklective testing. I think I
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in% lenialks to nil Irsling,ond s;i% Illal IIIs11III iis()III.
is icsiint4( !nail! skillsnc( 0)111% ask qiiestions dhow pelt etnion and
pelt epni,i1 Auld' ;ttid plomlnies. .111 else th,it one Asks questions
aboutquestions like "11'llitt &Ines the tvot men? "I low (141 the %vork
;dirt l lf.;" "I low is die %yolk like Inv?" and "Is the tvot k good?"--are
questions dhoti' thy abilii% 101 pirseni e% I. 10) supoii
getietali/ationand abilii%, ( lainly, is inn (online(' to literature,
Ina is a 11;111Sil'Idbk ill)11111. HMI is, though die objet t l dietitiestion b('
a liteiat% %ylk, ihe (pleslion ( ads loi %dial one !ight t all a general
(hale( !id :.titd I11(10)1 10 al !towel, one that is applic able.. to any set of
phenomena. Hie plot (dines dun wt. use estal.dish One ittit.rpietation
(n evalttai ol wink ate (lit' sante as those %ve the to interprc.t
ur e% Attila. an% (.%ent, Itisan it al, political, social, or 1)iologit al.

11"licie Olen is ihr (ra( het? Is he tondentned I() a life 14 an
(Aet4e0( dl dindge? If he is 10)0 onside! himself ;Isom. %vIto teaches people
simpl% h1 )%., I() he 'cadets ol liteiattne, if sccs himself as teaching fora
tesl (a %%.1)1 ill% (n I IPil 11111 I OW (lid is 1.1 i 11 V) and sees that test as only
dealing 1111 (111'1'1111)11i( in 1110111111V, 11101 11(' t011-
1111(' 111111Sell 1(111'11111g silldellIti about lilerar percepiion. Then. is quite
d Int VI (h)111(.1(', d'4 Many Of y1111 know, for litriar%. percepiion includes
most ° and st holm ship; Olen. isa gnu! deal of background
akin! 1 Ittilipi% %e 10)111(1 give ott snalen1s. lers face it,
testi i( led Otis %va%, It... English leacher w.olild soon find himself on-
demned by %( Inn)! Intai(1s 1() thedieat v task of limiting ((maim faiths and
()I beat liletaittie onlv to prospe( tie graduate students in English,

ititialelv, 111(.11. is anodic! side II) the ((tin, The litho thice categories
of tht'tlitital p1)( (dine ait', as I said, (hale( tit and theatrical. Tlwir
spc( ifi( fl)( Its ina% hea lariat y %yolk, 1)111 die menu)! opentlions involved

onitstenthle. IN as the lest of (Ill's(' categories measures a .,teiteral
rather than a spec ilic abilitythe to reach and sttppori a c.onchi-
%ion of %void', (n ( ota Insion of meaning, oi d (()11( hl%ii11 of effect and
inipessionso clot's hing ill tht'st' caiegoies develop a general
ability. The ir,i( het of 1 ,h, when he deals with engagennein, into-
pwiation, and oakum, )11, is edtt( ming the student,
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Literature Of Protest
Maxine Greene

Let its be by reminding yon of thedisc ()mem in 0111 %mild, oldie
awaeness that penetrates the blandness of the most tradition-bound
teacher and the most unimaginative childthe awareness that there is a
kind of slippage underfoot, that all is not right in this most affluent of
all possible 1(Is. tioniehmv, the opening of Hamlet springs to min(1 as
1 search fora context. 1 see those soldiers peering from the platform in
Ekinore, not knowing what limier% es them so much, made uneasy by
the slightest sound, distrustful evert of each other's views.

Piaui (F. N.is. ,iii,%%cr we; siantl. atul iinInIt1
Long lit(' ihr king!

1'1.11141,w Ito
11441141(It) Ili.

Wh() CISC, after all. 1Vottld it I' Kitt 1:tataisco, ail the tiloM(411 of
customary ritual, needs to be twice reassured, And why? "1 am sick at
heart."

Ott suidents may not be "sick at heart," nor consciousof the -bitter
cold"; but, like those sentinels in Ilatillet, they are frequently afflicted by
the feeling that the !wrest they see "bodes some strange eruption," and
they do not know what it means. It is against a backgrolind of felt aiiit-
liignities and half-heard discord that I %visit to examine the problem of
teaching "protest liter attire" today.

1 should like to be by distinguishing ma time from such periods
as the thit ties, %viten "protest litetature" was far mote common acid
%viten, even more significantly, the "goods" and "bads" %%141.c-featly ;u1(.1
sharply defined. Granting objections of right-wing and pattioteer
troths, I believe that the dotal teaching problem presented by
fauteuil km and anti-tvar literattne %vas not particularly acute, Consider
John Steinbeck's expiession of tebellious identification with the poor
and the outraged in novels like In Ihibious !tattle and The Grapes of
(idrat)1.11esiliint as some teachers tit ight have been to Inanity cliscoitiet:t.
thew vas something undeniable about the suffering and seeking of the

soweilting In1110estit)11:14 .400(1 allot!! tsc %kilo $v1`11'
Ploited ot cast down, soinetiling inida.Ritit tin ise tau thrust t °lithe
land or (nil of On' faClotres, who had %vorked them until they dropped
low exhiltisl ion. And the values %sit ith ernerged from I reatling of The

Grapes of Wrath were ha4icant. "respectable" ;111(1 deeply 1raditiottal,
14, evolin lomat). in Otte sense, the meanings of Tout joad's great swech at
the end tvett. itninguahle itl another:
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maybe." Cass sass. fella gm a soul of his own, Inn on'y a piece of a big
one and then ...then it don't nol. Him when whom.' on luck, vherever
thus ",,I fight so hungry people can eat. I'll he thew. kamml, siy, I'll be is the
w;0 guys %eh when ihe le wad I be in the way kids laugh when they're mad
an' thes know same!', tead _Nit' when one folks rat the stuff they raisean' live in the
!looses this buildwin. I'll he their tree

I think the same might be ,aid about other works of that era
Agee's, Caldwell's, Dos Passe's', Farrell's, Gold's' and even, when read in
that era, Richard Wright's Native Son. The quality of the workS
varied exceedingly, as did the political attachments of the audio's; but
there was a core of meaning that made the rebellious novels continuous
with the great tradition of seeking in America. They were all in some
tnanner touched by lite. American Dream. I am going to suggest that the
works of protest literature. now availableand, in fact, the very meaning
of "protest" todayhave changed dramatically in significance and
impact. and that the problems faced by teachers with respect to them arc
far more complex. It is not only the growing moral relativism which has
complicated the issue. the prevalent ambivalence on the matter of com-
mitments. the erosion of fidelity and faith. Nor is it merely the trauma of
living in an increasingly depersonalized corporate society, with the ac-
company tg sense of powerlessness and loss. There is, it seems to me, a
growing disaffection with resi Wet to what once were taken to be our fun-
damental. norms. Sociologists. like' E. H. Erikson, talk of differentiation
and the disintegration of core beliefs:

ti 111,15 he that today tutu k of Negro Youth, as well as an an istic.hantonistic section of
White Youth. led disadsamaged and. therchae. come to de% elopa certain solidarity
III tet.tatd to -the t t isis" t -the 'evolution": for young people ill privileged middle
lass homes. as well as in undo-In ileged Negro homes. may miss the sameness and

((minions. thionghoot development which make a graodmothet's warmth and a fur,
yeti aspitanon 1)111 of an identical world. One may go further and say that this whole
segment 01 Anita Ran youth isanempting to develop its own ideology anti its own cites
ol until minion ... to fill an obvious void in the traditional balance of American life
a soil t ;ittsed hs de:nth of that realism. solidarity, and ideology which welds
togethet a Innt dotting radical oixtsition.2

'Phis suggests one of the crucial difficulties faced by educators to-
day, and not English educators alone. Part of our charge, after all, is to
induct oting people or, inure proi Wily, to initiate them into the ways of
believing, valuing, and knowing that which weaSSOCia te with our ongo-
ing way of life. Erikson conceives a "functioning radical opposition" to
be essential to the balance which helped ;lye our culture identity. With
the balance lost, there exits a void, a distontint.ily. When young people
begin to develop their own "rifts of confirmation," when they declare
themselves to he anarchists or nihilists in their;fforts todramatize rejec-
tions of the culttintI patterns, teachers find themselves confronting
something very different from the generational unrest of the past.

Now, 1 recognize that the majority of young jreople do not wear
beards, carry placards or yellow flowers, go io Mississippi, sit in at ad-
ministrative Offices, or picket the Pentagon: Most of our students quite
obviously in cede to Ilre demands we make of them and goon to take their
allotted places in the routine dance of life, Hut, it is hard for me to believe
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that many of them ate wholly imaware of what is happening around
them. or wholly untouched by it. Surely. they are sensitive to the orocries
from the shuns in Watts, Chicago, Rochester, San Francis(0 , and New
York. 'they hear the sounds of the peace demonstrat ions and thebe-in's;
they hear the talk of marijuana and I.51). They certainly understand
when we talk about cop-oms and hippies and those who "turn on" in
the big (ity parks, and they have heard about the sexual revolutioo.

Whether out sonlems art committed to causes they have shaped
themselves, or whether they are cool and Niod. or given to acting out by
imitating the "great unwashed." their extlerience is to some Ogree Il
experience ill restiveness and ambiguity. They know, w hitter they con-
ceptual lie it or not, that we are "Ott darkiidg accott!-
ing to most reports. English teachers do not acknowledge this, at least
when ii comes to the teaching of literature and the selection of reading
lists. "'hey seem to have accommodated to what may be a kind of revolu-
tion ill awareness as slowly as they have accommodated to the social
revolution in the cities of our day. The point is that we have not yet
developed curricula. except, perhaps. in the case of otir most gifted
students, which art sufficiently relevant 10 Ow concerns of young people
today.

I ant sore that one of the first things that came to your minds when
you saw the title of this talk was the matter of Negro literature, or,
perhaps, the Negro in literature. Although n is probably Irtre that the
most explicitly protesting Ineramte is being written by Negro writers
Atom then own coodition, I think we should he wary of associating
Negro literature and protest literature too closely. Also. I think we
sin nild In wary of considering Negro liter:m.111.10 be solely a protest
literature, I say I his for Iwo reasons. One of them has to do with my con-
cept ion of protest literature today. I have already tried to communicate a
sense of the andrivalene! and ambiguity in contemporary protest
movements and to distinguish what we now might reasonably conceive
to be prows( literature from the more .sharply defined social protest.
literature of 11w Th n Nit( s. If we subsume Negro literature under, a rubric
of -protest." weary all too likely to consider it in terms moreappropriate
to the Thirties than to the Sixties, ihtIS creating nets. irrelevancies and
misusing Negro Inerioure. My second reason has 10 do with this misuse.
If we categorit, such literature, we become unable 10 make distinctions
between those works which constitute art and those which do 001. We
end up by reinforcing our stereotypes 01 creating new ones. "All-While
Wot Id" or not, the introduction of a shade of color here and there just for
the sake of enlivening things and making the picture more acceptable
solves nothingand, trout out point of view, may make things worse.

challenge posed by what we call Negro literature is a challenge
to intio«ance and ignorance. English teachers need to know enough to
make distinctions: They need to have the courage required for asserting
that a given piece of work, although written by a Negro writer, is simply
not a work of art. Also, they need to have (lw sensitivity required to dish
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(over these %Yolks whit It ale potentially relevant in particular classroom
contexts and those which ai e not. Where protest literature is concerned,
they need to make a %Omie range of distinctions and to think hard about
what they con( rive to he the tneaning of "protest" and about what they.
believe to be the significance of vat ions kinds of protest for various kinds

, of groups.

I litvihg ',It least pointed to the need. to make distinctions, I find
myself wanting to talk about the importance Of doing justice to Negro
littiatnre in the classroom. My reasons are %ery close it) the reasons I
would offer for teaching the literature of protest in general: since they
have to do with the vales of confrontation, even painful confrontation,
and they have to do with the connection between breaking through
stereotypes and what Ralph Ellison calls the "invisibility" affecting
others, and the discovery of a reader's nue, authentic self.

1.et tin' illustrate by describing three literary works by Negro
milli( its, ea( h of which presents a different problem: Richard Wright's
Native Son: Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man: and James Baldwin's The
Fire Next Tone. As I tried to suggest earlier, Native Son, on one level,
May he mated as a proletarian novel, a social protest work. If, in fact, we
were «nisiOriing it at the time it was written, in 1910, I think we might
well place our major stress upon its social features: especially, the
tendviitig of the ride played by a hostileenvironment in determining the
trzigit plight of Bigger Thomas. If this were 19,10, we might even: fincht
kind of "lesson" itt it for our students, a "message" not too ittilike the
one certain teachers found in Dreiser's ;In American Tragedy,

I should like to submit that a number of things have changed in it
qua( ter of a century, within and outsideof the schools. As I have said, the
very landscai ie of American dissent has been greatly altered; and he kind
of reVoliltionaly consciolistless Whitt' gave rise to Native Son lie cifIgs in
a rather startling. way to the far-off past. hut, out itpproach to li eraitrire
has changed as well. We are far more inclined to deal, when we teach a
work of literature, with "the work itself" in complexity and its several
levels of meaning. In the case of Native.Son, therefore, we are inclined to
penetrate the surface thematic meanings. Yes, the book presents the
nagic history of an isolated, innocent young Negro in Chicago. Yes, it
goes beyond his history to communicate something important ithotit the
plight of masses of Negro slum-dwellers in a country which has not kept
the promise implied by the statement, "I'lin'h Man is endowed by his
i Icahn with certain unalienable rights."

liut, Mete is more, certainly for those willing to enter into the work
and probe the man, layers Of meaning to be fotind. In the section of the
novel dealing with the confrontation between liigger and his lawyer,
fit. Max, liigger rinds itrelevatti the lawyer's tactical interpretation of

what is happening to him. It seems to Mean little that he viii tie ('city
wend a kind of martyr to exploitation and discrimination as Mrs. Mak
says, Far more important to hint in his own assertion of freedm:

,
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I dill!! 1 44.1111 I., Aim tth.i1 I kill ci lilt. I am' II 11111,1 t4 hull
IUr11t 44(11111 nn 1,1111.111 mi Lill' I nu1,l 11.1%i I1 Ii iI .1%%1111 11.1111 11111)111(111

tii (I 11(.(1,, ,Is s.1%, a tnoInilt1 Wei, I() 1(4'1 ")(.111% Alive in Illis
%%01 1(1." And 1( (11( (nI111(1 nig %in! 11( I. saving, Ilint Wily he

lIdgc(1% (01in1111)01AI% 111,11 111(()Iik li1(10i11 HI 10111111 III III('
IIIIItrIs i, 1114' 1144414)111 144 (I('s1141% II) Ill'S1111% 111 1)111(1S and

%VC brhe';'(' IS Icvl 1)1 114)1, %11(11(.1 te Ink(' II 10
1)(' -II tic" in sinne (IIII)111(n1 01 1101, n IA4(1)011 (I Illis levc1
Meaning gi% Illy et1M1111)tis e and, say,

Is iI am lunge] a pi( nest note(, %%.114.11 tegai414.41 in Illis vii0. I 1V()Illd
,at it is, in a la, mow sal scum. 111;111 iI 11 %vete 1114.t4.1 nsinctc41
tletai lhis is 1)4.4 ;low I In.liYt. Ilial. esp4.4 ially for young

pt.oplt, nu4 most 1(11(141 1444)1)14.ms in Me «mtcnipot at y k.oi 141 critter
mound 1114. lerling o%%.4t lessnss and 1114 vrat Mtn; for i4.14titil, I am
sine 1 do noi lia%e lo fell that I do not Ihi4I Iiiggct Thomas ism' 4.x-
ritiplat that 1 4141 not j, g()()(1 and 11r:11111V 111/11%! 14)1111111,141 it

is 11i) 4)1114'1 I1 1110(14' 01 S4'114A1145si(111. I and simply
stig4cstim4 Mat lilt' 44tittg pet son %%'II() is al)14. lo read Vii47.4
m%.atrtiess OI t.vliat it is, and %%Itat it does, may experience 1114' kiinl of con-
Itonlation wlin 11 testi'', in tied s4.II-mat4twss, had

tipoti ony's ncss, one's stilin.4 tit ill Ins sit (Mt' IS
III it position 10 .I( iipon ones 1E41.414mi-to !mom. otwst.II-to be.

, Way L11111(11 In0l1'sIs ngilins1 110nbing, i1g1lins1
110111111L,rIlcss, 1'111(1)0111(.1s %11111 it IWO lead 10 Iletv ( 011111111111eIns in 1114'

C1 1111(151 of Illy.

kaih 1411ison's .11(1)1 111i1 1)(', 44114'411111411s11111, ellati-
111(.111. 01 this (.X1)4'114'114 C-1114' ('XI)lit'llce of 1110V1114 from It.elitig
otirsll I')i4 vpliet -41 nictroj4.4 I Moan.' s' 4.%4.s, to alliritting oneself asa
ersod, 4.1e11 ontletgroittid, %%IMI 4)114.54.11. the tangy of the tim(.1 is

"41)011 bioadet and 414.4144.1" Matt Me hinge of Native S()t. Moving
Ihrotih a gicat spet hum of expel iente, it t iihnittates in ah ironic affir-
mation of poison-no, as lintid41.4.1 limy, but as al fist, alt artist and

%.11% lw .11Id sel - %es. .I1 /01.11( prlple ill)(11111
ii . . I hr %pi ,1( it% mu, u111ul down kis (imliised nu .1111) nl;gauvl,nnu ul

slime ill dial limy I tIiioliiit 14.4,1

pirtharti to 410(10 1 ionatimi awl Annul, sdt 14,4 min s,14 tcs, ...1114.11,ifin44.111'l MIS('
11)11111(1) ilnllhlaXll dud itspmisthlt.. I li.it 11(411 hull In Hie point 111 in-
t 1,11)11114. I dritin 1,41,111,4. spillA AH1110111,10 hit,'. 111111111'1 1111.041 suln(rli it
II11N'i 1 11.11( 111 lotr. I .4II 11111 lilt i,hullt Iiiigitcliess. hit .1 iiii111-11111

in %ow Ide %% in Insi, 1l, nii.,ilinig 10.1. .11111(nit li iI is 111111 t1

ihluu.h 11111 ,is

This, I() me, i, one great Wilde, illgstil 1)1(1e51 111 mai bile, and 011c
()I the most iilu% ing affiriilatiotis. .1.114. LI( i 1.1111s011 is Negliotin(1 that
Iiis nat a., II is Niel to seems itniumiltit In.4 ;nisi. the t ondilion Of
Me. Negro is hi so many vat.s exemplat and has been re( ognited lo he
so want hiiii(iteds toting cplt...1114.1.e isa sense ill %%inch Ellison
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presents something esseinia I oboist the human condition. not simply the
Negro condition, in his novel: and this, to me, is what makes it protest
literature.

Baldwin's The Fire Next Time ((u. entitled "1 A.m.!. from A
Region of Nly Mind") is an afflobiographi( al essay, which achieves its
climax in an outright. cry of protest and of threat:

Din' iiit0sIXHIsihIc 10 is the small brat in in flail leo ilviog darkness horn which
wt' come aml ut whip II we shall room Doe mom orgolial !his passage as nobly as
possible, lo( ihe sake of those cowing alto us. Rut while Amyl is ails Ito nol believe in
death, and this is h ih dat kness of iis skiti sit ifflimidates itu ni.Antl this is also
v14 the tnesentr ol the NCgrIP iii this (Millis can bring ahotii its desiniction.

This brief work 'nay be taught, of course, as an aminnt of %dial it is like
IC) be a i5 (141 guiwing up in t larlem, It may be taught as an account or
James Baldwin's own growing up and an explanation of his anger and
his disdain, But, it may also be presented as an occasion for defining
responsibility and shaping conlrnitmen1, the very processes in which
literature of protest is traditionally realized and fulfilled. Baldwin, offer-
ing, possibilities of engagement, provides opportunities for defining a
cause as well, paradoxically a cause which is continuous with the
American striving through the years, for all the writer's apparent rejec,
non of the American myth and the American dream.

There are remarkably few contemporary works which offer
this much. I have in mind Letters from Mississippi by Elizabeth
Sutherland, Sally Belfrage's Freedom Sommer. Martin Father King's
II/ity We Can't Went, Martin B. i)uberman's documentary play, In ti' /life
,iltneriea. None of them, interestingly enough, are fictional; we shall
probably have to wait for the literature of the civi 1 rights revolution, Ruts

think they ought to be considered in addition to the literature which
have come 10 call the literature of existential protest. They offer ()ppm,
tunnies for identification and the' reconstitution of continuities, for
what Erik Erikson has called the value of "fidelity," at least for those
who are groping for commitment. for a place in history,

I would also like to suggest the possibility Of conceiving modern
works like Bernard Malatttud's ././o. Fixer. Sanl Bellow's Dangling Man,
and John Ktaiwles' A Separate Peace as protest novels in their own right.
7/u' Fixer, as you know, has to do, not merely with a dreadful, ex,
emplary persecution, but with a matt's journey out "in the open" in
search of a species of education, a wider and more meaningful life:

Din )11 111.1%T OW in tin' Open; snotVs. If hisioty, which
ineaos trio haporiis iti sottrebotl.. stills in a web of eveilis oifiside the pCtsOlial. ii
Oath. or ((Hirst% helot(' he gels their, We'll. all tiisiois, ihars sore. but smile ate wow
ihati

(4111 we, as teachers, imagine any more significant protest than a protest
agait1S1 the narrow confines of provincialism and ignorancea
willingness to adventure with ideas?
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In Danglink; Man, I iWre is a kindred discovery when Joseph, who
has been spending most of his time apart, writing compulsively in a
diary, realizes that ''goodness is achieved not in 1.1 vacuum, but in the
company of older men, attended by love." Terrified of being trapped and
determined by society, he huddles into himself; but, every time he em-
barks on a journey outward, he finds hitnsell retreating again. Although
the tension is never truly resolved, he does see that "I had not done well
alone," and this too makes possible the confrontation of self even by the
young reader who is restive and unsure, whose protest has become the
protest of copping out. Some of the same things may happen with a
teaching of A Separate Peace and an encounter with the deadly contest
between two boys in the midst of wartitne.Who can forget Phineas, who
escaped the hostile thing in the world because he "possessed an extra
vigor, a heightened confidence in himself, a serene capacity for affection
which save him"? And is not this also a kind of protest, a rebellion? ( ''All
of them, all except Pincus, constructed at infinite cost to themselves
these Maginot lines against the enemy they thought they saw across the
frontier, this enemy who never attacked that wayif he ever attacked at
all: if he was indeed the enemy.")

I must leave the accumulation of examples, and, l hope, the testing
of some of them, to you. I have been trying to say that, in a world like
ours, where protest is diffuse and strange, where young people find little
to believe in and little to trust, the old simplicities of the social. protest
novels have become archaic and irrelevant. I see nothing harmful in
teaching Cry, the Beloved country, A Man for AU Seasons, The Grapes
of Wrath, or any other work of art that seems to you to celebrate the en-
during and radiant values which give so much dignity to life. But, I
think it is important, sometimes, to recall the prevailing ambivalence of
the young, the disregard for laws, absolutes, all the "sentries of the past,"
the endless, sometimes hopeless quest for identity in a world felt to be in-
creasingly "absurd.'

It may turn out that the "anti-hero works, the drama of the absurd,
and the black comedies speak most truly to the young. Our students may
be what they themselves sometimes affirm: the generation of The
Strangerof Meursault, who could define no values and make no
choices until he felt the "dark wind of death." They may discover
themselves most acutely by means of encounters with Catch=22; End of
the !lewd, The Zoo Story, The Dumbwaiter, f/, and Stern, You have
heard some of your students talk about the film, Morgan, and you know
the attraction of primitivism, of romantic naturalism, even in the form
of mad antics and a return to ancestral slime. You have seen them line up
for Alfie, Georgy.Girl, Blow-Up The knack:and even for Who's Afriad
of Pirginia Woolf?! am simply asking that you keep this in mind,as you
choose what you think it is important to teach, I am asking that you keep
remembering what all of you have always known: that all fine literature
becomes a literature of protest if it is taught in such a way that it serves
the cause of life,
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A Talk to Teachers
joint I han kozol

We meet, I'm afraid, at. a tragically appropriate moment. The na-
tion is divided between a false facade of superficial mourning for a dead
man [Martin Luther King] it seldom genuinely honored and a more
authentic and gut-level terror that we are soon going to be obliged to pay

tx'

a terrible price for the racism and brutality his murder symbolizes.

The over-riding fear, the constant question, is whether or not we arc
about to have a summer of unending urban riots. To my own mind the
most saddening fact of alis that in the long run, in terms of the ultimate
issues, it is not going to much matter. More people may die ttitl another
thousand buildings may perhaps be burned or battered but the same
problems will be with us even after the wreckage has been cleared away
and, riots or not, destruction blatant and overt or destruction only
gradual and ordinary, the same bitter problems of a divided society and
of a nation .torn by bigotry will still be with us in September.

I think that in America we love to believe in apocalyptic interven-
tions. It would be comfort Mg almost to think that a rebellion, Ito matter
how devastating, no matter how expensive, would at least have the ttla
timate result of settling our problems. It isunhappilynot so,

Broken glass and .streams of blood will be good covers for news
magazines in the middle of the summerbut they will not even begin to
solve our problems. Probably (hey will not even destroy us.

They will scare us for a while and force our newspapers to write
long editorials. And then we will go back to our ordinary American lives
again and to our old, more quiet ways of dying,

It is for this reason, I believe, that now is as good a time as any to take
an unforgiving second look at sonic of the ways in which we have defin-
ed the basic problems. I would like to focus on the schools. I would like
to focus on the teachers. And I would like to get beyond some of the utt-
productive things that have been said already.

The problem within the ghetto, stated in the very simplest possible
terms; comes down to a very few plain and painful facts: Black kids.;
black parents and black leaders do notby and largeeither like or trust
their schools or the kinds of white people who work in them, A great
many black peotile, given even half a chance, would dearly love to burn
the whole mess down andunhappily, in a good many caseswould
not be very much the losers if they succeeded,

I say this not facetiously but because I believe that many Negro pm-
pie have been fortunate enough to recognize fairly early in their lives
that the schools were not their friends, that the schools were not going to
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stand beside them in a struggle, that the teachers were not likely to stick
out, their necks on crucial issues.

I am going to try to be as frank as possible in attempting to an
ticipate the reactions to this statement among many of the people in this
audience. Many of you, I can imagine, will protest at this kind of dis-
loyal assertion on my part and will want to stand up and tell me that. I arn
being insolent and speaking out of turn, needlessly defiant and unjustly
disrespectful to my fellow-teachers: Don't I knowthese people will
want to askhow many of the dedicated teachers of the inner city
schools have given their lives to the education of young children?

To this, I am afraid, that there is only one real answer: It does not
matter, in the long run, what. I thinkwhat matters in the long run is
what the black communities BELIEVE. And what they do believe at the
present time, throughout the nation, is that professional teaching
hierarchies, grin pals, superintendentsare servants and acolytes of a
hostile, unfrien' and ultimately unmerciful white structure which has
trodden them 0 sin and kept their souls and lives in prison for over three
hundred years and which still today oppresses their children, 'murders
their leaders and disdains their own humanity.

If this is the caseif this is what the black communities believe
then the challenge for us is not to withdraw into a militant and stiff
defensive posture in which we ward off criticism with our pietas
platitudes of "professional experience" and "long years of dedication"
but to ask ourselves instead just exactly why it is that all our
'profesSionalism" and all our inheritance of reiterated "dedication"
seem to have had the ultimate effect of compelling most black people to
despise us?

The deepest, most direct and most immediate personal experience
that a black child in America is ever likely to have of white society is that
which he will have within a public classroomin the person of the
school teacher. That experience, as we well know, is anything but hap,
py. Bitterness and cynicism are the primary inheritance that most black
children in America take-front the classroom,

"I fate whitey!" cries the 14 -year-old Negro student standing on the
corner.

"I Tate whitey!" repeats the I 6-yearold drop-out as he sees a white
policeman cruising through the ghetto.

But who is this whitey?? What white people do they know? What
white man or white woman have they ever faced directly, known with in.

had a chance to assess and study and evaluate and learn how to
trust or distrusthate or admire?

Well, you know the answer as readily as I do: sometimes it's a slum,
lord, a grocer, a money =lender, police officer or social worker. -but in
almost all eases It is a white school principal or a white school teacher,
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And it is front us, whether we know it or hot, whether we like it of riot,
whether we can admit it or not, that black kids sooner or later get the
message that white men and white women are people who for one
reason or anotherthey cannot take for real. Some teachers keep on
repeating the same question, as though they haven't an idea in the world
of a possible answer: Why don't they trust us? What on earth could we be
doing wrong?

don't think we really have to look far to find the answer. Teachers
go out on strike for all sorts of good and palpable and powerful reasons:
they strike for pay, they strike for better working conditions, they strike
for extra benefits, occasionally they even strike for issues which have
something to do, specifically, with the immediate demands of educa-
tion: but when, the black community asks us, did we ever strike to bring
about racial integration? Whenthey askdid the junior high school
teachers of the ghetto ever strike to have the dishonest and openly
bigoted and destructive Allyn and Bacon social .studies textbooks taken
out of their shelves and classrooms?

You called us culturally deprivedthe black parents tell usyou
told us that we were the ones who lacked stability and values. All the
while you, as the teacher,_ remained the keeper of the classroom and the
guardian of its books and values. You were the ones who could examine
those texts and prepare the lessons, ready the lesson-plans, state your ap-
proach, your purpose, your methods, and your evaluations. Yet all the
while you failed for some reason to make the one most important and
most obvious and necessary evaluation of them all: Are these books, are
these values, are these areas of evasion and dishonesty consistent with
democratic principles and with all that you (the teacher) are supposed to
have known about the "professionalism" and "moral dignity" of
education?

Allyn and Bacon, publishers: Our America, a textbook for fourth
grade children on our nation's history:

'Ow slaves have goodhontes and plenty to eat.% . Mot. outhern people treated
their slaves kindly. . . 'When they ate sick, we take good caw of them.' No oite can tru=
iy say, 'Tiw North was tight' ot 'The Southern rause was the better.' For in Our
A met ira all o1 us have the tight to our beliefs.

You were thereyou were in the classroomyou were the one who
had the education and the professional judgement and, supposedly, the
moral character: What did you dowhat did you say? (the Negro mother
asks us) If you ever protested, you must have done it in a whisper: we
never heard you. ,American Book Company, Publishers: Our
Neighbors Near and Far:

.rhe streets of this Oasis c ity of Hiskta liii North Airical are interesting. There ate
aunty different 'wool(' upon them. Slane who are white like ourselves have come here
'tom Europe °diets ate *gores with black skins, front other pans of Africa. And
tnany ate bronte4ated Arabs who have come in front the desert to trade itt the
stores.
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These pc,,ply our fine looking. 'nick black eyes are bright mid intelligent. Their
!comics ate into It like out own, and although th it skin is brown, they belong to the
white la( e, as tee do. I t is the st t n t ping desert sun hat has tanned the skin of the Arabs
to stall a (lark blown (obit.

Viola») arid Mink° are a War k boy and a black girl who live in this jungle villnge.
(licit skins ate ()I so dark a blown color that doy look almost black. Their noses are
large and flat. 'Hien lips ale tin( k. 'belt eyes arc black and shining, and their hair is

orlt that it seems like wool. .1.1iet are Negroes and they belong to the block race,

Two Swiss ( hildtett live in a lanthonse on the edge of town. . . These children arc
liaialsorne. Filen- eyes are blue. Their hair is golden yellow. Their white skins ate
4. lean. and then cheeks di(' as led as ripe. red apples.

You were thereyou were in the classroomwhat did you say?
What did you do? We were the uneducated(the Negro mother, the
Negro father tells, us)we were your maids and ironing- ladies, gar-.
bagetnen and janitors. We were the ones who were illiterate, we were the
ones who were culturally deprived. Daniel Moynihan has told the whole
tvorld what was wrong with usbut who has yet been able toexplain to
the world what in God's earth could have been wrong with you?

Allyn and Bacon, Publishers, Our World Today, another
geography textbook, this one for junior high school:

The people' of South Africa have one of the most democratic governments now in
existence ant country.

Akira needs more capitalists... White managers are needed. . . to show the
Negroes how to work and io manage the plantations. . .

Tile while men who have entered Africa are teaching the natives how to live.

You were thereyou were the guardian of our childrenwhat did
you do?

And this (these things) the Negro child remembersand the child
who read that book five years ago, of courseis the full-grown black
teenager of today, and he wants to know what you were doing or saying
on these matters: He wants to know why you were silent, when you were
the one who was the adult, the grown-upthe professional in that
public classroom. You kept the cupboard. You prepared the meal. And
what you fed the childwithout remorsewas poison. Whether you
taught math or physics, Russian, Chinese, English, French or
cookingyou were there. You were an adult and you said nothing.
There is no way in which you can escape responsibility.

'Hie Negro mother and the Negro father speak to you, quietly: You
went on strike (they say)you went out on strike for your "professional
rights and dignities" but you never once went out on strike for your
rights or our rights as respectable .human beings.

"Why is it they don't trust us?" ask the sweet and bewildered white
school-ladies to each other.

Because we're frauds and it took the Negroes a long time to figure it
out: but now they know it.

A couple of years back a highly respected board of inquiry spoil=
sored by the Massachusetts State Board of Education issued a report
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documeming the tat t of racial segregation in the Boston Schools. The
report was signed by outstanding figures in all areas: the Catholic
Archbishop, leaders of the Jewish and Prott.stant communities, the
presidents of Boston University, Brandeis and Northeastern

In resptse to this report, a young Boston teacher, assigned to a
third grade class within the ghetto. initiated a brief letter simply assert-
ing in an unbelligerem Manlier that she, and other school teachers,
were aware of the presence of racial segregation in their classroom, were
aware of the deficiencies of their school buildings, and shared (he sense
of Mina! ience and of discontent evinced both by the State Report and by
the Black Community. Shelike othershad heard the children sing-
ing when they were walking on the picket lines and she knew very well
the words of one of the songs they sang:

"Which side are you on?" the song was asking, "Which side are you
on?" It came out of the labor union struggles of the 1930's and was taken
over by the white and Negro people in the Freedom Movement.

So here was this young white girl in the school system trying, with a
good heart, to give an answer and she appealed to her fellow-teachers in
the system to do the same.

Ladies and gentlementhere were at least 4,000 professional
employees of the Boston Public Schools at that time. Not 20 people
would stand beside that one young' teacher by affixing their signatures at
the bottom of her letter.

"Which side are you on?" the black parents were demanding.

And 3,980 professional employees of the Boston School System gave
their answer. Then. . in their faculty rooms, over their sandwiches and
over their cups of coffee, the dedicated white ladies sat and staredat each
other in sweet bewildermenrasking the time-honoredquestion: "Why
is it they don't trust us?"

Because they had clone nothing to deserve being trusted: because
they were not trustworthy.

The distance and the withdrawal on the part of a school faculty
front its immediate community is; I think, well-known to many of us.
Those among us who are acquainted with the classic faculty-room.
dialogue within a ghetto grade-school or a junior-high know well, I
think, how older teachers coach the younger ones about the ways In
which to deal and talk with Negro people: Be careful, is the message:
Don't be unguarded or informal. bon's let yourself be known to the
black community in any wa that might be vulnerable, that might reveal
your feelings.

The first advice that I received from my school supervisor was not to
make use of the informal and casual word OKAY.
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"I noticed you used the word OKAY three times this morning, Mr,
Kozol"said my superior. "OKAY is a slang word, Mr. Kozo!. In the
Boston schools we say MA . RIGI IT, we do not say OKAY."

It seemed not worth the pain, not worth the trouble to reason with
the matito try to tell him that OKAY con kl be a very good and power-
ful word, that ALL RIGHT says nothing, that OKAY says everything,
that President Kennedy used to say the word OKAY to his brothers, that
good reporters say OKAY to their editors, football captains to their
managers, pilots to the airport. I wanted to tell him that OKAY was a
good word, all American word, an OKAY worda word with lik in it
and energy. But I didn't eyes argue with him. I just looked at him and
noddedand denied myself and said quietly, "All right."

There was the time. too, when I took a child over to visit in Cam-
bridge: We visited the museums, went. to call on an old classmate, had
lunch with my girl friend, and went back to my own place to set up an
electric train lay-out in the kitchen. The principal of my school heard of

in-
dicated

visit in short order and later wrote of it in her report on me. She n-
dicated in her report that unattractive conclusions might well be drawn
of a man who takes a young child to visit in his home. Said the principal
in her report, "I told Mr. Kozol of the possibilities.

I think, also, of the tragedy of a PTA meeting in my building
thewhich I arrived a little latelate enough to stand a moment in the

doorway and look out. at the extraordinary scene in front of me.Parents
on one sideteachers way over on the other. In the middlea huge safe
space of unoccupied and untouched chairs.

I looked and watched and wondered:
How did this happen?
Was it conceivably a random accident?
Was it just a fluke of timing?

Obviouslywith all mercy, all reservation, all wish to be wise and
kindly and compassionate and back-bendingone could not CON-
CEI VA BLY write off the professional STUPIDITY, VULGARITY and
sheer ROTTENNESS of the school principal and faculty in allowing
this kind of situation to develop.

Was it not, I had to ask myself, part and parcel of the same stupidity
that prevented white teachers from dropping in on Negro families, from
driving kids home from fooling around in a comfortable and easy.
going way out in the schoolyard? Was it not the same tragedy, the same
ighorance,. the same brutality which allowed a school faculty to drive
through the ghiet to every morning with eyes looking neither to left nor to
right, nor, in some cases, one felt, even down the middle? Teachers on
one sideparents on the other, In t lw center, an area of graphic steriliza.
tion. No germs might travel, no blackness, no ugliness, no race -
contagion, could journey the distance from the seated mothers of a black
community and the prissy teachers, their legs and souls up -tight
together in their safe and sexless little corner on the aisle.
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I would like to be table to deserve to be called generous by my fellow-
teachers andi recognise all too well that, in ringing such a note of out-
right indignation, I bring upon myself once again, as I have done before,
the co.,' -red rage of a profession of embattled people, teachers in panic,
principals in frenzy, aroused to vengeance at the implications of their
personal cowardice, defeitfulttess and pathos.

Yet it is true. It ifs there before us every day. And the very rare excep-
tions only stand c it to prove the rule.

Avoidanc of intimacyavoidance of blacknessavoidance of
humanity, times, the tragedy involved in such a stance withdrew into
the backg, mini and all that remained was a kind of wild absurdity.

A sunlity seemed uppermost in a confrontation that developed
011(.7e WCCII our principal and one of the other Fourth Grade teachers.
The teacheritt question, a woman, happened to be Negro and happened
to live ill Rol( hi try and happened, as a matter of fact, to live in the precise
neighborhood in which the school was situated. The principal had ad-
vised us to observe unusual cant ion in regard toany casual or day-to-day
involvements with the black community. She did not, of course, use
those words. but it was apparent to us all that this was her real meaning.
So this teacher, the Negro woman I have just mentioned. went up and
asked the principal what she expected of her.

"What if I'm in the supermarket,'' she asked, "and I meet the
mot her or father of one of my pupils there? What do you think I'm going
to say?"

The principal was taken aback, obviously baffled by the situation.
It did not accord properly with a reasonable understanding of such
mut tees that a person ought to be living within the same community in
which she also was a teacher. Our principal, however, was good at
regaining her conutostireshe never lost it for long, nor lacked of
authoritative resources for regaining h. And so in this case too she soon
regained her self-tx)ssessiot , looked directly into the eyes of this young
teacher, and said to her simply:

Well then, in such a case all I can do is to advise you not to forget
your professional dignity."

It is hard to know exactly how she mem t this, or how indeed one, is
to lose dignity in the purchasing of groceries except by confirming to the
mothers and fathers of a community that you, like them, possess an
alimentary canal, need food, spend money, buy things cheaply, It is hard
to knowbut I don't even want to ask, What I would like to do instead is
to ask what we can do for our part to change these things and to break
down these walls of inhumanity,

I think, to start with, we have got to ask ourselves straightforwardly
where most of these teachers and administrators come fromand in
what ways they have been prepared for teaching. This, of course, is the
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real question and I am afraidno matter what we saythe majority of
us already know the answer.

They come from schools of education.
They come from teachers' colleges.

They do not, by and large, come from the liberal faculties of our ma-
jor universities, but from those faculties which are geared to teacher-
training.

I think it is time to place some of the blame where it belongs audio
cease trying to placate those who are most likely to take offense at words
of frankness.

. Some schools of education (a few) are relatively competent and
provide a rich and humane education. (For the sake of politeness, let us
assume that the education faculty front which any of my listeners tnay
have graduated was one of the exceptions.) By and large, this is' simply
not the case. Education schools, in their great numbers, are institutions
which perpettiate precisely the kinds of uneasy and defensive behavior
which I have been describing. At times they offer, I suppose, certain
courses which may be truly helpful in a very few and highly selective
areas of learning. Much of what they teach, however, is not necessary at
all, has little relevance to the human or intellectual or moral demands to
be placed upon a classroom teacher, and leaves her worse off than she
was before she started.

In every other field we are willing to acknowledge the failure of a
process of preparation when the products of that preparation prove un-
equal to the responsibilities for which they had thought that they had
-been prepared. Only in education, it appears, do we attribute the blame
for failure not to the training institution, not to the Education _School
nor even to the teacherbut to the consumer, the victim, _the public; the
Negro family and the Negro child. Teachers, filled full with all the
newest codificationwith all the most recent and most sophisticated
formulas of condescension concerning the supposedly under-motivated,
lethargic and culturally disadvantaged Negro childgo out into the
ghetto, memorize the words of their sociologists and suddenly find
themselves bewildered and helpless, over-whelmed by the realities
which are imposed upon them. Sometimeseeing the bewilderment
with which so many education school graduates respondI wonder if
they would not have been better off in the beginning if they had had their
courses, their training, their preparation right on the spot, right in the
ghetto all along? What did they gain from all their courses in the
philosophy of education, in methods and materials, in sociological ex.
atn nat ion of so-called "culturally deprived" but a.wearisome and Map.
propriate and somehow dehumanizing sense of condescensionand an
inflated and artificial image of their own individual importance as
"professionals"?
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Teachers tell us very frequently of the hostilities they encounter, the
disappointments they face, the distrust their presence repeatedly
engenders in their Negro-

There was no such distrust of teachers in the Freedom Schools of
Alabama and Mississippi.

There is no such distrust of teachers in the tutorial classes run by the
various militant Negro community organizations in this country.

There is no such distrust in the classrooms of those experimental
grade-schools begun and operated by the black communities.

Nor, I think we remember. has there ever been distrust of that sort
within the Ieadstart Classes, Upward Hound Programs, or other in-
dependent educational projects of the War On Poverty.

Yet none of these programs that I have named are dominated by
those whom we designate "professionals." It is, indeed, one is almost
tempted to believe, the adamant non-professionalismthe amateur ex-
uberance and uninhibited sense of personal commitmentwhich
makes such programs possible and successful.

Why can we not bring some of the same energy and exuberance into
the public classrooms? Is there no way to bring into these classrooms
right away the kinds of people who will be able to earn the confidence of
a black community because they will in fact share its aspirations?There
are thousands of young, bright, brave and revolutionary pupils in the
liberal colleges of this country and I know horn my experiencefront re-
cent weeks and hours of long discussion among the parents and leaders
of the black communitiesthat they are still needed and still wanted
within the schools that serve the inner cities.

Kn. all the recent mil itance, for all the rhetoric of separation, for all
the talk about black schools with all-black children and black teachers,
the authentic. leaders of the black community will still tell us frankly
that they cannot go it alone without white teachers. For a long while to
come, the situation is going to remain the same and the only question
is whether we are going to give those children the worst or the bestthe
dream lest gat the most excitingthe narrowest or the freestthat we have
to offer.

lite liberal and radical kids are there in our colleges right now. We
send them to the Peace Corps, we give them to SNCC and &U.S. or else
we let them out on loan to Senator McCarthy butpoor economists that
we arewe do rtot allow them to give their lives to the black children of
the inner cities. Not, that is, unless they have previously agreed to have
their brain pi( ked dry and their outlook rendered sterile within the
thankless surgery of one of our schools of education.

It is a reasonable question, I suppose, whether such kids would stick
it out forever in a public classroom. Would they remain in teaching?
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Would they last lot ten years? Would they last for forty? Would they be
"dedicated" forever to their "professional" resixmsibility and
obligation? In a curious sense; I almost hope that they would notnot,
at any rate, in the manner in which those words have been interpreted up
to now.

Rather an impulsive and energetic and unpredictable amateur than
a drearily predictable, dedicated and dehydrated prolessionkiland
rather a person dedicated to life, and love, and danger, and activity, and
action than to the wearisome and unchangeable sterility of chalk and
stick and basic reader.

Recently in Newton a parent complained to a School official at an
open meeting: "There is so much teacher-turnover within this system.
Many of our teachers seem to leave so soon, after only three or four years
in many cases, sometimes after seven."

Said the School official: "Of this we are not in the least ashamed. We
would rather have teachers we can't keep than teachers we can't get rid
of."

There, I believe, in few words, is a very good and adequate answer.

I see no shame in having high teacher-turnoverif what we are tut-
ning over is something fertile and exciting. Rather have a lively, attrac-
tive and exciting girl who will quit after five years because she has the
healthy urge to marrythan a girl who will never quit, for that reason
because she will never get an offer.

Many older people, I can well imagine, might consider the kind of
proposal I have made impraCtical. They will tell me that young people,
by mid large, are selfish and ambitious to set de down, raise families, buy
their ranch homes in the country, hire maids, have holidays abroad, earn
lots of money. Young people, they say, may talk idealism but.they will
not act upon it. They will not make the sacrifice to stand up and serve as
teachers.

When people tell rite thisI always look at them for a momentto
think about their motivesand then I say that I do not know the kinds of
young people they are speaking of. It was not the selfish and self-
centered spoiled daughter of the selfish and the opulent rich man who
ran the Vreedom Schools in Mississippi and Alabama, who worked with
the poor and the hungry for the Peace Corps in Argentina, Bolivia and
Um/ It was not the young man dreaming about a ranch-house and a

dollars who gave up his studies and his comfort and his security
to go down South and risk his life, his respectability or his career, to walk
a Negro citizen to theCity ilalIandgivehim the courage to go in and de-
mand the tight to register to vote.

Michael Schwerner was not thinking about cocktails, about sports
cats or ranch-wagons when he lay down his life three years ago in
sissippi to help to make this nation free.
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James,,Charwy was not calculating how he could make it to the top
when he was buried at the bottom oiihe mud beneath a wall made out of
stone in Mississippi. because he I-wile:ye(' that black people still had the
privilege to be free.

The young Unitarian minister, James Reeb, murdered three years
ago in Selma, Alabama was not worrying about nailing down a fancy
parish, sending his kids to fancy schools and buying his wife a fancy way
of living when he walked out upon the streets of that racist city and
received a club over his head; rand fell; and died.

There is a new nation within the old one in America. It is better than
the old one; it is honest and it is not selfish and it is not afraid. The old
time teachers, the oldtime autocrats, the oldtime political school ad
ministrators do not really. want to believe that this can be the case. It is
too threatening. It hurts them very badly. They are involved with guilt
and with the memory of cowardice and with the fear of an unspeakable
retribution. They knew about the racist books within their shelves and
did not speak. They saw the Negro parents across the room and did 1,ot
smile. They heard the moral challengethe pleacorning out from
within the black community and they did not answer. And now they are
unwillingthey are unableto believe that we can be more decent.

It is up to us to prove' that they are wrong.

400.000 Negro kids are going to be attaining the age of eighteen this
season. Of those 400,000, not 10% will have received an education equal
to the white standards.

It will not be due to their mothers and their fathers.
It will not be due to a defective family-structure.
It will not be due to an inherent lack of intelligence or motivation.

It will be due to ineffective and irrelevant and dishonest EDUCA-

There is no way to get around it. The facts are there and they are
devastating.

We are going to have to look those facts straight in the face and take
them seriously. The sweet white lady in the classroom who wears
blinders, cannot make her way through to a rebellious generation of
black children. The white bigot or false liberal who teaches his lesson,
lot ks up his room, And hops into his car to return to his nice home
within the sale suburbs, cannot and should not have a serious role
within a ghetto classroom. There is only one kind of person who can
make it workand that is the person who in his class and in his life, is
ready to take a militant stand beside the black community. There is no
°diet way to do it.

Often now when I have finished with a lecture of this sort, young
people come up to tile,, teachers just beginning or people who believe
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that they would like to teach, and they question me, and they ask me, it
seernsalmost as if it were an amazing and undecipherable riddle:
"How is it, Mr. Kozol, that you were able to go in, as you did, to an angry
and revolutionary Negro area and into a turbulent and unhappy and
properly embittered classroom, a room in which kids had had sub-
stitutes half the winter, or emotionally unstable teachers, tn. teachers
who despised them, ormore frequentlyteachers. who simply didn't
really ever careand did not right on the spot receive a knife irt the side
or, at the very least, an eraser or an elastic or a paperclip or a spitball in
the eye?"

When this question is asked, I often am aware that the questioner
expects a complicated answera -subtle and elaborate and self-
complimenting explanation of how I worked out and contrived some
amazing and fascinating 'English lessons guaranteed to hook the most
apathetic and lethargic students. It just is not so. There is a far more
simple-minded answer. "Listen," I say; "I walked into a ghetto
classroom, an inept amateur, knowing nothing. In my lapel there was a
tiny little button that the children in that classroom recognized. It was
white and blackan equal signyou remember it, I hopeit was the
symbol Of :he Civil Rights Movement in America. The children had eyes
and they could see anti they hail hearts and minds and they could feel
and know. And they knew what that little button stood for. On Smut-
days sometimes they saw me on a picket line in front of a dilapidated
building whose absentee white landlord had been negligent. On Fridays
sometimes, a little while before supper, they would see tne and my
girlfriend coming up the stairs of their own home to visit with their
mother and theit father and sometimes stay for dinner.

If it was revolutionat y you may say, with a smile, it certainly was the
most natural and easy and deeply satisfying kind of a revolution that a
man or a woman could conspire.

Thenon MondayI was in the classroom; and the kids would say
"We saw you Saturday." Or another child would say, "He's got a pretty .

girlfriend." Or another one would say, "He's got a junky old beat-up
raggedy car."

But the thing isthey were not angry any longer. And I wasn't a
very excellent or fancy teacherI can assure youbut I was someone
they'd seen out in the real world and someone they were willing to take
on as a real friend.

Well, there aren't many picket-lines any longer in America, and
they don't sing Freedom Songs in this country any more, but the kids out
in the ghettos are still turning to us in the same way and asking us the
same question that they asked before,

"Which side are you on?" is what they're saying.

And, truly, there is no way to get around that question.
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It hurts sometimes. It hurts terribly, I know. Rut each and every one
of us has got to come up with his own answer.
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The Education Game
Ardnu Daiwa'

Several months ago, I was approached by one of the officers of the
New York State Comm intl. of English Educators and ask(1.1 to address
this meeting. "What do you want Inc to talk about?" said I in all in-
nocence. "Well, er, he began. "How about 'The Rise and Fall of
Eitintanitiess?" I offered, filling in the hesitations produced by what
seemed to be a rather serious speech impediment, "Well, er-a, you
see. "What about 'Issue-Centered, Activity-Based, Cross-Media
Programs to the Rescue'?" "No-er-a-you don't understand...." I made
what I thought was an offer that no English Educator worthy of his
Media and Methods subscription could possibly turn down, "How
about Sensuous Curriculum'?" I asked (with some feeling), Still
the fellow hesitated, and my repertoire of titles was just about exhausted,
as was my patience. "Well, what do you want?" said I hoping I would
not have to pin him to the wall with something as obvious as "Perfor-
mance Based leacher Education ". That would be grossly unfair, only to
be used if all else failed, After a flurry of apologetic pitches, stresses, and
junctures, accompanied by anxious glances fore and aftduring which
time I began to suspect I was trafficking with either a madman or some
purveyor of X-rated curriculum materialshe revealed all, "You know,
we are a teacher education group, and the making. of English teachers,
not of curriculum, is what we are about."

That explained it. The message was clear. It said that English
teacher education was not the most it' wresting of sttbjects, and h would
be my job somehow to liven up that part of the education. game that
seetns, stioner or later, to depress or to bore almost all of the players,

Now it is tree that conventional English teacher preparation can be
a frustrating exercise for those who teach the methods course and super-
vise the clinical everience of the English teaching novice. Certainly
there are good rewons for the high incidence of ticks, stammers, and
other assorted symptoms of nervous anxiety some enterprising doctoral
student is sure to discover in a randomly selected sample of the English
educator population. Consider all of the special interests and cir-
cumstances operating on typical English teacher production lines that
seem to conspire against the sanity of the conscientious. English
educator.

Incidentally, from here on, I will use the masculine pronoun when
referring to the English educator, because men seem to be in the majori-
ty, and the feminine pronoun for the prospective English teacher
because some seventy percent are women. We really do need a singular
pronoun that will represent both sexes,
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In any case, Ow F.nglish educator is hard pressed from many
directions four at least. In the college or university where he works, his
academic colleagues view him, at worst, with cold contempt as the ex=
emplar of Mickey Mouse,cook=book ph i list inism; best with bemus-
ed sympathy as the quixotic hustler of fantasies suggesting that English,
is something more than Beowulf to Virginia Woolf and that learning is
best accomplished by ways other than talk, test, and term paper. Irt
tereming notionsbut they'll never sell.

His students come to him, reluctant ly for the most part, to fulfill the
met hock course requirement for certification. The prospective English
teacher probably wanted to go to graduate school and do her thesis on
"The Alienated Adolescent in contemporary American Literature," but
was discouraged by the graduate school and her liberal arts professors
because her undergraduate grades were not high enough for the heady
eyries of graduate scholarship,

These same professors have already warned their outstanding
students away from education, assuring them that they will best be
fulfilled in the stacks surrounded by PM LA and The Philological
Quarterly, Tlw teaching candidate resents having to confront the
alienated adolescent in the flesh rather that reading about him in the
quiet, safe study halls of a college campus. Furthermore, she has fallen
in love with hiCrattlEVpore accurately with the idea of literat tireand
how cafe working with apathetic or openly hostile students compete
with listening to professional insights about The Tragic Hero, The

teness of The Whale, and The American Dream? It is in these college
English classes and from the respected professors of English that
methods of teaching and the role of the English teacher are really learn-
ed, As she fills notebook after notebook with other people's evocations
and insights about literature and life, she begins to see herself asa kind of
junior professor in the high school classroom she will soon call her
ownoffering profundities, suggesting influences, and elucidating im=
ago), in the same manner as her English professor, And she sees her high
school charges. listening, just as she did, with the same rapt attention,
carefully noting each literary insight and bon mot. No wonder she is
skeptical of the English educator's nagging that telling isn't teaching,
that prestigious titles are not necessarily appropriate for most high
school students, and that literature is only one component of the
reasonable high school program,

After his colleagues and his students, the third source of frustration
for the English educator is the secondary school. The moment he enters
the front door to make his weekly (or is it bi=weekly) visit to the student
teacher the miracle of modern communication relays the news of the in=
vasion. '11w miracle of modern communication is, of course, a con=
spiracy of receptionists, switchboard operators, and members of the
track wain masquerading as student messengers. It becomes apparent to
the English educator early in his career that, paranoia aside, he is viewed
as an intelopert he supervision of student teachers only an ingenious
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deception enabling him to judge programs, evaluate teachers, pry into
book lists, and generally to document the inadequacy of what is happen.
ing in the English department. Behind I he smiles and correct politeness
of the department chairman and the cooperating teacher is their hope
that the visit will soon 1w over and that the professor will return to the
ivory tower and leave the training of English teachers to those who are
on the battle field facing the daily onslaught. Litter I hope to c(mvince
you that they are essentially right in their brutal analysis, and that their
views can be the basis of salvaging English teacher preparation
programs.

The student teacher, meanwhile, is displaying the unmistakable
symptoms of galloping schizophrenia. She knows by this time her
cooperating teacher thinks the university supervisor is a hopeless
romantic who spins utopian fantasies in a college classroom. She also
knows that the university supervisor thinks the cooperating teacher is an
inept, Unimaginative cynic who really hates kids. By the third or fourth
week of work in the high school, the emotional allegiance of the novice
rests firmly with her cooperating teacher with whom she is intimately
associated during the entire trauma of student teaching. She does,
however, want to get a good grade (the university supervisor decides
that). She also wants good recommendations for her personal folder.
(She'll need one front the supervisor and one from her cooperating
teacher.)

l'ier plan is simple but effective, because it provides each of the an-
tagonists with what each wants to hear. To the cooperating teacher she
complains (in confidence) about the utopian suggestions of the
supervisorabsolutely unworkable in real classrooms with real kids.
To the university supervisor she laments (in confidence) the staid and in.
flexible English teaching view of the cooperating teacher and the
absence of any encouragement or opportunity to try some of those ex-
citing things talked about in the methods class. "I came in just at the
beginning of Julius Caesar, and I'll have to cover that and a grammar
unit, There just won't be any t time to make a movie, or slide-poetry show,
or to do the unit on semantics." If joit.t meetings should somehow
materialize, she plays a strictly non.directi e role and lets supervisor and
teacher work things out in the by now rituJized conflict between status
and territorial privilege. In any case, Mu. tt he finally does leave the
school, the university supervisor is usually hit sadder and a bit wiser
with this added evidence'of the network oft ross !Holmes and (Italic.
slog roles that is English teacher preparation,

The fourth source of mental upset and depression for the English
educator conies from his suspicions and doubts about his role in the
making of English teachers, Ile suspects that has weekly visits to hostile
territory to Imtk in on a student, not knowing whew she has been and
where she will be going with her lesson, to offer a bit of advice hew and
suggestion there is. in view of the need, an exercke in futility, Somehow
all of those hours on the mad, all of the planning and scheduling that go
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into the school visitation machinery don't seem to produce nearly the
results that would make it all worthwhile. It is as if he has been
choreographed into an elaborate traditional dance with rigidly prescrib-
ed movements and highly formalized conventions, a dance that MUM be
performed for long forgotten reasons.

The cruelest cut of all is the realization that even the methods course
that he teaches in the college just before the student teaching session,
isfor the most partanother exercise in futilitywhether it is done in
small or large groups, with TV equipment, inductively, or in role-
playing scenarios involving make-believe teachers instructing make-
believe classes with make-believe lesson plans.

The reason for the failure in the methods classroom is the same
reason teachers fail in the English classroomfor it is clear that the
problems we face with our young prospective teachers in our methods
classroom closely parallel the problems English teachers face with their
students in the English classroom. Our problem with our students in the
methods class is to change attitudes and behaviors about the teaching of

"I'lw way we attack the problem we call teacher education. The
teachers' problem with students in the high school is to change their
communicative attitudes and behaviors. The way we attack that
problem we call the English curriculum.

'f'he question is "I-low do we change our methods stUdellIS so that
they will be able to change their students?or, if you prefer, what are ap-
propriate experiences for prospective English teachers that will enable
them to arrange appropriate English experiences for adolescents?" It is
at this point, that curriculum and teacher education come together for
only as you have a coherent view of the one will you be able to perform
consistently in the other.

For the most part, what we did in response to the upheavals in the
world of English in the late sixties was to be innovative in oar schemes
for curriculum reforms in the high schools and to fit these reforms into
the conventional methods class-student teaching format. That is, in-
stead of telling alxatt transformational grattallat and suprasegmental
phonemes, we talk about social dialect and language situations: instead
of mock teaching occasions calling for close analysis of a poem, we con-
duct mock classes analyzing rock lyrics; instead of making study guides
for loin Jones, we make study guides for Le I4oi Jones; instead of look-
ing at the short story, we look at the short film. Instead of calling for
final projects on "courage," "Who Am I ?'' and "Alienation" with
suggested novels, poems, and short stories, we assign projects On "The
Drug Scene," "The Occult," and "Bucking the System" with suggested
rock lyrics, editorials, photos, and collage.

And these materials and activities should be the grist of the high
school English program, The nagging question remains whether the
old pattern of learning about in the methods class and trying out in stu-
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dent teaching is the.best way Of equipping teachers to do these things.
The old teacher education bottles into which we have poured new
curricular wine is bound to change the taste of the wine, perhaps even

spoil it completely. %%Illy not take advantage of this time_ of the
throwaway bottle and throw this one away? No need to worry. It won't
be missed, and the pollution potential of figurative bottles is relatively

low.

Now, I had intended to spend the remaining dine talking about
what I thought were some prom isi ng developments in teacher ethic:talon

the movement into the schools, the change in the roles of methods in-
structor, supervisor, English deartnwnt chairman and English teacher.
In addition I was going to say something about! lying in-service educa-
tion to the pre-service program and how all of this harmonized with
the new English curriculum with its emphasis on "field" experiences
and solving problems through direct and active involvement. I wanted
1.0 describe how all of this is put to work in the English teacher prepara-
tion program at The University of Connecticut and in sonic of the
variant prognmis in other institutions and I will.

But I find that try as I might I cannot. avoid some passing .eferetice
to a subject, that has roused the passions of professional educators across
the country. Our professional publications and meetings reverberate
from the blasts leveled first by one side -then by the other. The subject, of
course, is performance based teacher education, and I tan ashamed to say
that although I have strong Feelings about it, they are mixed feelings:
am not sure where I stand on the issue at times feeling yes, anything is
better than what we have, and other times .feeling that what we have
might be perfection compared to what is coming. After a definition or
two, let me share some of my indecision and some of the inner argument
and counter-argument. Who knows, maybe the behavioral objective of
completing this paper will effect some kind of resolution, and by the end

of it, the burden of indecision will have been lifted.

The Committee on Performance Rased 'reacher Education of the
AACTF. says "In performance-based programs, performance goals acre
specified and agreed to in rigorous detail in advance of instruction. The
student preparing us become a teacher must either be able to demonstra te

his ability to promote desirable learning orexhibit behaviors known to
promote it." Such programs are generally field-centered and a consor-
tium of college /university faculty, students, and public school per-
sonnel determines which are the desirable performance cri teria and who
has met them and who has not. Course requirements, degrees, and time
invested mean nothing. The only determinants of certification are
successful performance of predetermined behaviors which reflect
evidence of "student's knowledge relevant to planning for, analyzing,
interpreting, or evaluating situations or behaviors." Draft #2 of "the
Master Plan for I-tighter Education" in the State of New York goes much
further saying, "Pupil performance should be a basis for judging teacher
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comr.tence." Nita!) is made in the Master Plan of developing teacher
competencies rather than inertly putting in rime in semester hours
without systematic evaluation °Ideally defined performance object ives.

It is an al I 11C1 ivt. idea. We can finally do away with the cumbersome
and clanking machinery of certification requirementsthe courses in
educational psychology that affect no one's ethical ional psychology and
the crumbling foundation courses that discourage the bright students
from continuing in education. the methods courses removed from
classrooms, the antagonisms between school, college, and community
about teacher training. the talk, talk, talk that is the substitute for doing,
the knowing about rather than knowing how of this would be
swept out by the behavioral broom and the performance pickup.

Aren't all enlightened educators cimcerned about impact on the
learner? Aren't all enlightened English educators concerned with
whether the poem, the film, the discussion, the drill or whatever has
happened, in the classroom has added some shred of an idea or insight or
understanding or skill that wasn't there beforeand don't we want.
evidence of it? We demand that our methods students plan a variety of ac-
tivities that will involve high schoolers in significant issues and
problems so that there will he some carry-over in the way they perceive
themselves and the world, and in their ability to communicate their
perceptions. Yes, the name of the game is students' response and perfor-
mance, and it would scent that performance-based certification for
teachers and behavioral objectives for students address what is imjx)r-
tam to learning: outcomes, performance, behavior, rather than verbiage,
semester hours, and a system of tasks and obstacles unrelated to the real
demands of the teaching task or subject.

Rut wait. There are other arguments which suggest that very little
good and possibly much evil will come from the behavioral movement.
Let's explore some of their implications for the classroom.

Deciding what ar the competencies of English teachers will be dif-
Huth enough. Deciding who is demonstrating these competencies and
who isn't will be no fair task to assign any group of human beings the
laymen, teachers, students, and professional educators likely to be given
the rest unisibility for passing or Failing teacher candidates.

It seems gratuitous to use a consortium of fallible human beings to
judge leacher competency and performance. Each has his own vested in-
wrest, often running contrary to what is good for young people. Each is
stisceptible to what Erancis Bacon called the idol of the cave, where one's
local situation and socio-political interests obscures the reality, The fair
way, the systems way, the oly way to elitninate the subjective. and the
impressionistic isyou've guessed ituse a computer to make
judgments of teacher competence!

Can't you see itthe logical extension of objective evaluation of
performance. Here's the way it would work.
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As the bell rings for the class period to begin, a cleverly hidden con-

sole of computer-connected devices is activated. The computer has
earlier been fed the mean Lg. of the class, its past academic performance,
and the number and variety of discipline problems reported. By multiple
regression it has adjusted the anticipated performance range of the class.
A timer records the lapse between the sounding of the bell and the
teacher's voice. (Average mean time should range between 0 and 10
seconds). Good classes, of course, are expected to respond more quickly
than problem groups. Humanistic:illy inclined administrators would
certainly suggest to the teacher that there are other ways of starting a
period, but until the technology to detect them is developed, it would be
best to do it the conventional way, you know, just to keep the MaillitIC
happy. Meanwhile, as the class is getting started, the room temperature
and lighting intensity are quickly gauged by heat and light sensors, and
depending on the time of day and month of the year, the correct height of
window shades' within a standard deviation of two inches would be
noted. An audiometer measures the decibal output of the class to deter.'
mine the control situation and would probably accept a reasonably high
range, recording "animated discussion" before the needle plunged into
the red zone signaling "loss of control." Those who regulate the
machine would no doubt point to the liberal tolerance for noise as
evidence that the computer has indeed been humanist ically programnni

ed.

Another audio device traces the patterns ofdiscussion. It already has
a copy of the teacher's and students' voiceprints and is able to provide a
profile of classroom talk and evidence that the teacher was or was not
conducting a reasonable give-and-take discussion. The same device
could record rising and falling pitches and produce the ratio of
questions to statements, but because content analysis has not yet been
perfected. it would be impossible to tell whether the discussion revolved
around the fate of mankind or a missing ballpoint pen.

Each seat is wired with delicate sensors measuring body

temperature, blood pressure, pulse rate, and evidence of perspiration.
Those who nag about "affect" are readily satisfied with a detailed graph

of each student's rising and falling emotional stateall synchronized to
a videotape (in color) of what happened or didn't happen in class,

Compositions are objectively evaluated by computer which counts
the number of words, clauses, sentences, and key syntactic structures and
instantly compares them with national or local norms. It assigns a grade
and provides each student with intelligent comments, suggestions and
an individual homework assignment,

Our scenario is not quite finished. After all of the results are
statistically analyzed and correlated (10 seconds after the bell ending the
pericid) the teacher is notified via computer printout just before site
leaves for the next class how well or how poorly she didand how

much will be added or deducted from her next paycheck,
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have by no means exhausted all of dw possibilities. Surely people

in this room could make some imaginative suggestions for further
classroom uses of the computerited systems approach. It should be noted
that all of the (ethnology mentioned in mu' little fantasy is available
(some of it al The 'niversity of (:onnecticut). and awaits only purchase
and installation. An. takers:

I ,et us go one step further: one way to solve the whole problem of
teacher training. certification. and performance would be to capitalize
not only on the recording and evaluating talents of conipmers, but on
their stimuli generating possibilities. Linked to tape (leeks, television
screens, electric typewriters. compilers can talk to sltulenls. show diem

zid write a response to their response. So who needs teachers?
Reason suggests that a lot of money would be saved and Hutch agonizing
totroversy avoided were the imperfect. subjective leacher replaced by
the objective. no-nonsense computer. I hate I it le doubt that those in the
vanguard of the behavioral systems moveinent will very soon see the
logicindeed the wisdom of my suggestions. And when they do,
teacher training programs will reap some of the benefits. By a simple
change in word order teacher training programs will be converted to
Programmed I'eacher Training. Our jobs will change from preparing
human beings admittedly a messy job) to preparing machines for the
classroom.

The present phase of preparing lists of competencies. performance
characteristics, and behavioral outcomes corresponds to the paper
programmed instruction of die fifties and early.sixties. Programmed in-
struction has already been computerized. Enterprising educational
planners will very soon, put the behavioral objectives on computers and
automatically_ check their performance or non-performance with sen-
sing devices. 11 is a relatively small step from lists to punch cards and
flout clearly delineated liftman behavior to computer simulation Of
human behavior.

Still, fun and games aside, there are reasonable opposing
argtiments. 'Hwy maintain that we had bow(' see to it that included in
the list of behavioral objectives and evidences of competency are those
that we can live withthat we had better not abdicate the task to the
eager tribe of educational psychologists and to the machanics within our
own ranks only too anxious to do the job,

'1"he assumption here is that humanistic and affective outcomes can
be delineated with the required precision and can be verified in perfor-
mance. Our professional training, the argument continues, is in a sense,
a program of objectives that we have internalized as we evaluate teachers
and students, For a long time now, it has been a cliche' among super.
visors to say "I don't look at what the teachers are doing but at what the
students are doing," tk'll y not clarify and codify those students behaviors
that signal good teaching? Why not eliminate the idosyncratic, the im-
press ion ist it, and record for all to see those behaviors that reflect changes
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in the knowledge, attitude, and feeling resulting from experiences in a
classroom? Those who can demonstrate (hei ability to so move students
should be certified; those who cannot should he turned away from
teaching.

The opposing group, however, insists that the calm mign for
behavioral objectives and performance-based teacher education is really
the counter-offensive of the educational and political right, that it is an
elaborate Kornothal pitch supported by the trappings of pseudo-
system's scientism whose behavioral objective is a return to narrowly
defined basic skills and abandonment of the issue-value-affect-centered
education only recently come to life in our schools. Certainly we are, and
will Ise. encouraged to make lists (and lists, and lists) of a range of after-
thv outcomesboth for prospective teachers and for studentsbut the
expectation is that the low state of the measurement-evaluation art will
demand that teachers and teacher trainers focus on the obvious and on
the isedestrian. on what most easily and clearly demonstrates ability to
modify the behavior of students. GreShilM'S LaW rides again as the had

drives out the good. Each teacher in the classroom and each teacher
trainer in his class is, in effect, thrown into the role of performance con-
tractor. teaching for the narrowly defined test or objective, hoping for,
the rewards of success and dreading the penalties of failure.

Opponents of the systems approach in education point to its dis-
astrous employment in Vietnam, The ()Vera I I behavioral task was to win
the wara more hurnanistic objective was thrown in to appease the
naggers and the tishters. to win the hearts and minds of the people.
Those in the field who were to accomplish the tasks found the results of
their efforts to win over the people were too difficult to measure and the
little hard data they were able to gather too difficult to interpret. They
Concentrated instead where their efforts would show hard, verifiable out-
comesand the bigger body count became the favored criterion in-
dicating that the objectives were in hand. It should be noted that the men
in the field made special efforts to give those in charge what they wanted,
by juggling numbers or killing those who were not even involved in
combat. There arc lessons for its here, I think.

The lists of behavioral objectives and performance criteria and
reports of their successful accomplishment were all fed into the com-
puter whose printout insisted the campaign was just about won. Is it
possible that all over the country the systems approach will encourage
and intimidate those on the educational battle field to commit perjuries
and atrocities in the name of behavioral outcomes?

Other questions demand answers. What about performance-based
certification for ildnlitlisItiilors? What will be appropriate behavioral
outcomes Cot them? As those ultimately responsible for the school
program, will state departtnent people be judged on the performance of
those who attend the schools? Will their success or failure bedetermined
by fluctuations in the reading rate, the dropout rate, t he college entrance
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rate, the attacks on teachers rate, (tit' leacher resignation rale, the rale of
friendly and unfriendly telephone calls and Niters from principals and
professors around the slaw? Certain ly, any member of a slaw depart meal
of education or any administrator who creates and implem ents. a
program without extensive consultation with those who are 10 be
profoundly affected by it, has already flunked the performance lest and
should receive a computer typed letter indicating his services are no
longer required.

So much for the "passing reference" performance based teacher
edkuation.

1..0 me spend just a very few minines telling you at' our program
al The I !niversit v of Connecticut. There are variants of what we do al
other institutionsTemple University, Trenton State and Towson
Slate Colleges and others I don't know about.

We assume that anything important about the leaching of English
will be learned, better yet, become pan of leaching behavior, on she, in
schools, as a result of working with kids.

After identifying a school with a better than average program and
an outstanding department chairman, we suggest that the school
become a teaching center to which we will send each semester up to six
sti (den Heathers. '(lice eparnnen chairman lakes on the role of met hods
instructor and gives two method sessions a vveek which are basically
responses to what happened, what didn't happen, what could have
happened in the classes taught by the student-teachers. Becatise he
knows the j(rogram, 11w cooperating leachers, die high school students
and sees the student,wachers daily, the department chairman also under-
takes the role of the University supervisor. He observes each of the
student-teachers once a week and feeds h is observat ions into the methods
class. For these services, over a twelve week semester, the University pays
him 600 dollars and considers him to be part of its faculty.

The money saved on mileage and part time supervisors makes this
program truly innovative, because it costs no money. Meanwhile back at
the University (he professor of English education has taken on a new
rolethat of curriculum consultant for the school. He brings materials
to show and to try, talks to the English department about alternative
ways of teaching English, joins the methods session run by the depart,
menu chairmen, attends conferences with student-leachers, cooperating
teachers, and department chairman.

We have, in effect. given over English teacher education to the
schools while maintaining a pipeline between school and college..
Moreover, these new definitions of roles have done away -with the old
teseniments and divided loyalties.

A hidden but very potent dividend accruing from this scheme is the
in-service possibility for the participating cooperating teachers. Given
six student-teachers, the department chairman is justified in asking their
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twelve cooperating teachers to get together to discuss and work out
reasonable experiences for the prospective teachers. What the depart-
ment chairman is really doing is beginning an in-service program in the

context of the pre-service activity. What the cooperating teachers will
talk about in such "preparatory" sessions are their views of what
English instruction should be and what they do in their classes the

beginning of in-service activity.

The University, then, contributes the student-teachers, a

curriculum consultant., payment to the department chairmen and
cooperating teachers, and an opportunity to get with it and open up
their program. The school contributes places for six student teachers
and release time for the department chairmen. 71'hat. very briefly, is how

we handle English teacher education at The University ofConnecticut.

Now, at the close of my talk. I am embarrassed at what I must say.

An unimpeachable source has informed me that the program committee
of this organization has instituted a new performance-based evaluation
of the guest speaker, whose honorarium will depend on the hard;
positive behavioral evidences testifying to his guest-speaking COH4-
pciefice. A sena!l but fanatic consortium of evaluators has been cleverly
wncealed ainong you, and they are even now preparing to measure and
record your affective and cognitive behavior. Suffice to say that what you
do at the end of this talk is rather important to me. Inner passion doesn't
count, nor does unverifiable intellectual activity. I urge you. for the sake
of my wife and two lint le children, to smile a lot during the next tett orfif-
teen minutes. The. e among you with beards might stroke them reflec-
tively. I understand that this will be viewed as evidence of profound
thought. Also, I am open to hearty slaps on the back considered to be a

very significant sign by the evaluation team.

And in case things don't work out, can I hitch a ride with someone
heading in the direction of Connecticut?

"Some of the most
fascinating poetry
written in our time"
"Soft ui thi shoat incinallfig softy wilt.
tin In Out tlfirli ... i politic myth ti unUtUil
gilikkith and COMMItootary tronlikined. it
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